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EQJILIBRIUM AND srABILI1Y IN
SfRONGLY INl{M)GENEOOS PLi\9>tA.S

Harry Elliot Mfnick

LawTence Berkeley Laboratory
Unh<ersity of California

Berkeley, California 94720

ABSlRACT

In some confinement schenes of ClDTent interest, for example

in conventional and field-reversed min"ors, and in the Tormac sheath,

the parameter n, defined as the ratio of ion gyroradius to the plasma

scale length L1 perpendicular to the magnetic field, may take on app:-e

ciab1e values, as large as 1/3. In this work, formalisms appropriate

to the study of such strongly inhomogeneous plasmas are developed and

applied, for three general s.spec'ts of plasma behavior. Each of these

three topics is studied using Hamiltonian fonnalism, which greatly aids

in expressing results in a general and concise manner.

In Part I we study the equilibrium of strongly inhomogeneous,

collisionless, slab plasmas, using a generalized version of a formalism

previously developed, which pennits the generation of self-consistent

equilibria, for plasmas with arbitrary magnetic shear, and variation of

magnetic field strength. The principal accomplishment of Part I is the

development of an interpretive method, which connects the canonical

variables, in tenns of which the formalism is expressed, to the physical

quantities needed to model a given physical system, and which is both
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valid and practical. even for cases of strong magnetic inhOllDgeneity •

and in particular for magnetic shear. The method provides a concrete

physical content for the canonical fClrmalism, permitting application to

problems of interest. We apply the formalism to the particular problem

of the Tormac sheath, modeling both the magnetic field and the loss-cone

form of the ion distribution flUlction in that region. The interpretive

method of Part I is also of considerable use in the formalisms of Parts

II and III.

Part II is concerned with the development of a systematic pro

cedure for deriving the form of the guiding-center Hamiltonian K, for

finite n, in an axisynmetric geometry. In the process of obtaining K,

an expression for the first adiabatic invariant (the gyroaction) is ob

tained, which generalizes the usual expression !mv1 2In (n .. eB/mc) ,.. c c

to finite n and magnetic shear.

In Part III a formalism is developed for the study of the sta

bility of strongly- inhomogeneous. magnetized slab plasmas; .it is then

applied to the ion-drift-cyclotron instability. We restrict our study

to longitudinal pertu'x'bations. Use of Hamiltonian formalism and operator

techniques pennits a very concise expression of the full nonlocal mode

equation, in a form valid for arbitrary inhOlllOgeneity, but which trans

parently reduces in the appropriate limit to the weakly inhomogeneous

expressions usually used to study stability. Certain new effects of

potential significance are fOlUld, arising naturally from the lIIathematics.

In particUlar, we find a generalized expression for the diamagTietic drift
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frequency w~. of central importance in many plasma instabilities. For

nonzero ~I/(nc Ls)(where ~I is the parallel velocity of a particle at

its guiding center, and Ls is the shear scale length), w* becomes a func

tic;n of position in phase space, with a shift fran its unsheared value

o 0 -1w* given by w* = w* [ 1 + (~I/nc Ls )) .

The fonnalism is phrased in tenns of a variational principle

which, in addi tion to serving a,s a labor- saving device in parameter

regimes where use of a finite-order differential equation is an adequate

approximation to the full non1oca1 mode equation, also permits the der

ivation of valid dispersion equations when the problem is fully nonlocal

in character.
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INTRODUCTION

In plasmas of current interest, for exaJlllle in the Tonnak sheath

region, LTl mirror ma("hines, and in some Tokamak experiments, the ratio

n of the ion gyrorac1ius to plasma scale lengths perpendicular to the

magnetic field, may be an appreciably large parameter. The meaning of

"appreciably large" will be clarified in each of the three parts of

this thesis, but generally we mean by this that the tnhomogeneity is

strong enough to modify the actual form of the equations governing a

given aspect of the plasma behavior, rather than entering the equations

in only a parametric fashion. In the latter situation, we shall say

that the plasma is ''weakly inhomogeneous."

Since in going from weak to strong inhomogeneity one removes a

simplifying approximation from the theory,formalisms applicable to

strong inhomogeneity will tend to be complicated and cumbersome. There

fore any formal means which makes the formalism more succinct and el

egant is desireable. All three areas of study here al'e accordingly

treated making maximal use of Hamiltonian formalism, in terms of which

the equations governing different plasma geometries tend to look the

same, and those governing the strongly inhomogeneous case have a trans

parent formal resemblance to their weakly inhomogeneous limits.

In the first part of this thesis we study the equilibrilUll of

strongly inhomogeneous Vlasov slab plasmas, extending and clarifying

the work of P. O1annell. 1 In Part II we develop a canonical fomula

tion of guiding center motion valid for particles having appreciable n
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("finite gyroradius"). JOOving in axisYJIIllCtric geo~tries. Part II I is

concerned with the development and application of a fomalism appro

priate to the systematic study of the effects on plasma stability of

strong inhomogeneity.

Each of these three parts has its own introclll':tory secti0n, in

which the work of that section is described in greater detail. The

parts are presented in an order which allows for a natural progression

in the development of ideas and formalism, and later p~rts do make some

reference to the preceding ones. Nevertheless the areas of study are

distinct, and any of the three parts should be comprehensible without

having to read the other two.
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PART 1. VLASOV SLAB ECUILIBRlA:
INTERPRETATION AND PRACTICAL APPLlCATIQ\;

OF lHE OiA.\'NEL FORMALI9>f

I.A. Introduction To Part t

The work of P. Chann~l]l enables one to generate self-consis-

tent, exact v1asov equilibria in a slab geomet,y (i.e., d geometry with

a single dir:tion of inhollOgeneity, which we take to be the x direction),

allowing for arbitrary magnetic shear, as well as arbitrary variation in

magnetic field strength B= I~I and in plasma density, the scale lengths

of these quantities (Ls ' La' and ~, respectively) being limited only

by the self-consistency of the equilibria generated. The possibility of

generating such equilibria is particularly interesting for plasmas in

which the ratio T) of the ion gyroradius Pi to the magnetic scale length

LB=min (La,Ls ) is not a negligibly small parameter. For such plasmas,

the ion orbits become complicated, distorted from the helical form valid

in the small T) regime. Accordingly, calculations of plasma quanti ties

such as density, pressure, and magnetic field variation, using the more

elementary approaches adequate for small T), become of questionable valid

ity.

1n the OJannell approach, from writing out the x-component of

the pressure balance equation in terms of the constants of the motion

(H, Py ' Pz)(the single-particle energy, and the y and z components of

canonical IIlOmentun), one obtains an equation for the development in x of

the vector potential A· (0, A , A ), and the scalar potential ~, for-- y z
mally the same as the equation of IOOtion of a particle in a three
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dimensional space (~,~), propagating in pseudo-time x. in an effective

potential U(~,~). (U turns out to be a constant times the xx-component

nxx of the pressure tensor .!!..) Imposing quasineutral i ty on this system

enables one to eliminate one degree of freedom (say 4», and so have a two

dimensional particle motion problem.

Channell's work did not allow for a scalar potential, and his

formalism was derived only for a highly restricted class of distribution

functions fs(H,Py'P z)' H. Grad showed2 that, for the one dimensional

pseudo-motion problem of an unsheared magnetic field, the same formalism

holds, for arbitrary choice of f s ' Recently, A. N. Kaufman showed3 that

one can choose fs arbitrarily for the sheared (2-0) problem Channell

studied.

For the Channell formalism to be useful, one must be able to de

sign the canonical form fs(H,Py'Pz) of the distribution function to model

systems of physical interest. Physically, one may be given a specifica

tion of the desired magnetic field ~(x), and so the reference trajectory

~(x) which yields that ~, and a general description of the physical form

fs(Xo,V;'~I) (Xo: guiding center position) of the distribution function

(e.g., loss cone, with a prescribed density vanation with Xo) to be

modeled. The present work establishes the connections between these

physical quantities, and the car.",nical quantities (H,Py'Pz,fs'U) of the

Channell formalism.

We begin in Sec. 1.8 by deriving the Channell formalism in its

generalized fonn. In Sec. I.C, methods of interpreting the formalism

are developed and applied. Section I.C.I discusses the connection
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between the canonical \',u'iables (H,Py'Pz) and the physical ones (XO'v1 ,

"II)' Graphical methods are developed which facilitate making this con

nection, and which enable one to easily and rapidly extract a large

amOl.D1t of infonnation, even in situations where the corresponding alge-

braic expressions become analytically intractable. These methods are

extended in Secs. I.C.2 to I.C.4. In Sec. I.C.2 we develop a prescrip

tion for determining fs ' given fs and A. Section I.C.3 presents an ex

plicit application of this procedure, modeling the Tonnac sheath region,

in which f has a loss-cone form, and where A(x) gives a sheared magnetics -

field.

Ha\~ng determined fs ' in Sec. I.C.4 we establish the connection

between the topologies of fs and of U. The discussion is largely quali

tative, again aided by graphical visualization of the algebraic state

ments. This sort of ~Jalysis is continued in Sec. I.C.S, in which a

remaining question of self-consistency is answered, tllereby showing the

validity of the prescription for choosing f s ' laid down in Sec. I.C.2.

Quantitative support for the qualitatively-determined conclusions

reached in Secs. I.C.2 to I.C.S is given in Sec. I.C.6, and in Appendix

A. Appendix A carries out in an analytic fashion an evaluation of U,

given fs ' and arrives at a form having the same features as expected

from the more qualitative analysis of Sec. I.C.4. Section I.C.6 dis

plays the results of numerical adaptation by W. M. Sharp of the methods

developed in the foregoing sections. The results bear out the conclu

sions and expectations developed in those sections.



I.B. Generalized Channell Formalism

As described in the introduction to Part I. we consider a slab

geometry, with x the sole inhomogeneity jirection. The magnetic field

B(x) = (0, B (x), B (x)), obtained from the vector potential A(x)= (0,
- Y z -
~,(x), Az(x)) through the relation

~ = 'l x ~ = ~ x ~dx, (I -1)

has at this point arbitrary variation with x, as does the electrostatic

potential ~(x). (Their x dependence will be determined self-consistently

from the Channell formalism.)

The pressure balance equation for species s is

s -1V • n = c i_x B -p V¢>.
- - "-5 - s-

(I -2)

In slab geometry, its only nontrivial component is the x-component:

(I-3)

Wri ting out n~ in tenns of canonical variables, we will see

shortly [ cf. Eq. (I -8)] that it is a functional of ~ and ~, its x

dependence entering only through these f\.Dlctions of x. The canonical

momentun E:: (px' Py' pz) has y and z components which are constants of

the motion, (0, Py' Pz) :: (0, Py' pz) =~ = ccnstant. A third constant

of the motion is the single-particle Hamiltonian Hs ' given by

(I -4)

where

(1-5)
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is the effective l-D potential in which a particle with momentum ~

oscillates.

With the distribution function f
s
~Titten in terms of these

sthree constar,ts, ITxx appears as

(I -6)

We now define hs by

Z ?
Zmshs=px =ZmsOis-Vs)=Zms(hs-es¢)-(~-(e.jc) 9" (1-7)

and change the variables of integration in ~q. (I-6) from £ to (hs'~),

obtaining

nS (A,¢)=Z! dP l°Odh (Zmh flZf {H =h +e cj>+(P- (e /C)AIZ/Zm ,r}.
xx - - 0 s s s s s s s - s - s -

(I -8)

From this form of ITs , we see that we can write
xx

'\ IT~(~,¢) = (l~ax)· (lIT~/(l~ + (l¢/ax) (lIT~/a¢)

(1-9)

Putting this into (1-3) a~d identifying the functions accompanying the

~ and ¢ terms on the right and left hand sides, we find

(I -10)

and

(I-11)

Using Eqs. (1-10) and (1-11) in Ampere's and Poisson's equations,

respectively, gives



and

d
2 A/~~2 _

'2' lto.Vo. ....

-6-

-1.
c -J.. '"' 0-12)

where

2 2d ~!dx '"' - 4np '"' - (a/a~) U(~'¢)

U(A , ¢ I _ 11 ~ l. rr~ (A , ~) •
5

(I -13)

(1 -14)

Equations (1-12) and (1-13) are a ciosed set of equations for

exact, self-consistent equilibria, i.e., they embody the generalized

O1armell fonnalism. We llIay obtain a soroowhat simpler version, if we

replace (1-13) by tile quasineutrality condition,

(I-IS)

One may solve this for ~(A), and combine this with (1-12) to obtain

(I -16)

Equation (1-16) describes the motion of a pseudoparticle movi..'\&

in a 2-dimensiona1 pseudospace ~' evolving in pseudotime x. It is the

form of the Channell fonnalism we shall work with here.

I.e. Interpretive Methods

We want to develop an understanding of the connection5 between

the canonical variables (e.g., P,Hs,f ,U) in tenns of which the Channell
- 5

fonnalism is couched, and the physical variables (e.g., Xo,v;(Xo) ''II (Xo) ,

£s) in tenns of which a system to be IlDdeled is specified. Here we de

scribe a simple graphical method to aid one in making these connections.
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Using this approach, much of the relevant canonical and physical infor-

mation can be visually ascertained at a glance. To each graphically ob-

tained piece of information, there is a corresponding algebraic state-

rrent. The graphical results are in principle as precise as the algebraic

ones, mld enable one to make qualitative statements about the relations

among the various quanti ties in the theory, even in situations where the

algebraic counterparts become mathematically intractable. The technique

~ill also be useful in Parts II and III.

1. C.l. Connecting the Physical and Canonical Variables

We begin by noting that ~ makes its appearance in the theory only

in the corrtJination (.!:. (e/c)~. Because of this, it will prove conve

nient to visuallze all quantities over a single.!: or ~ plane, where

~:: (e/c)~. The Charmell formalism becomes useful in the regime of

appreciable gyroradius to scale length, where insuring self-consistency

of an equilibril.J1l becomes difficult. Therefore, in the following dis-

cussion, we shall be considering the ion species, es = ei = e. Though

less useful, the formal ism is equally valid for the electrons, however,

and everything that will be said here concerning the ions can be applied

(with appropriate changes of signs and of mass) to the electrons. This

is elaborated upon at the end of Sec. 1.C.4.

Suppose we are given the physical information to be JOOdeled,

fs(Xo ' v;, VII) and the desired magnetic field ~(x), through the reference

trajectory A(x). We want to design a canonical distribution f (H, P)
- s -

which conforms to these physical requirements as closely as possible.

We first draw in ~(x), as in Fig. 1. Using Eq. (I-I), we c-an then draw

in 1he corresponding magnetic field at various points xl' Xz' x3•••
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along the trajectory. We have chosen A(x) to rodel Tonnac, the elbow

in ~ yielding the shear in ~ which occurs across the sheath region.

Now suppose we have found the self-consistent magnetic field

~sc(x) and its ~sc(x). (We are designing things $0 that ~sc lies as

near ~ as possible). We can make a plot analogous to Fig. 1 for ~sc.

Given ~sc, the canonical variables (H, ~) acquire a definite physical

significance. A natural definition of a particle's guiding center po~i-

tion Xo is the bottom of the well v(xl~) U~ 'which it is sloshing, i.e.,

we define \ by

0= (,,;ax) V(xl~)1
x = Xc

(I-17)

One may in principle solve this for X (P). In practice, this will in
0-

general be analytically intractable, so one may have to solve numerically

to obtain explicit results. A graphical visualization of (1-17) is,

however, much simpler. We refer to Fig. 2, which neglects e~ in Eq.(I-S).

Neglect of e~ gives a V which is simpler to analyse graphically (setting

c = mi • 1),

1 sc 2
V(xl!:) = Zl!: - ~ (x)) • (I -18)

In Tonnac or mirror machines, where (jl comes from the escape of electrons

along field lines, e4> - T , and so for a hot -ion plasma, e4> - T < < T.e e 1

- ! (P-~) 2. Neglect of e4> is thus a physically valid approximation in

these cases, in addition to aiding pedagogic clarity.

From (I-18), we see that Vex IE) is just half the square of the

distance, in the !: - A plane, from the point !: which characterizf a
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given particle, to the point ~sc(x) on the trajectory. Ex~~ema of this

distance, i.e" points ~(x) at which Eq. (1-17) is satisfied, occur when

the lL,e passing from ~ to ~sc(x) is normal to the trajectory ~sc at

~sc (x). Iherefore all points ~ lying along this line have the same

guidi~g center position. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. All points ~

on the lines labeled 1, 2, and 3 have as their guiding-center position

Xl' xz' and x3 ' respectively.

\\'e have drawn Fig. 2 so that a certain ambiguity becomes apparent;

some val ues of P 1ie on fOC)re than one Xo line, such as point a. This

corresponds to the potential V(x) having fOC)re than one ext remum. For the

trajectory ~sc(x) considered here, a little thought shows that V(xl~) has

ei ther two minima and one maximt.ml, as for point a, or a single minimum

and no maxima, as for points b and c. The fonner situation is illus

trated in Fig. 3. Particles with energy H = HZ may be trapped in either

of the two well 0 , and so the canonical distribution f s (H, ~) must in

general be double-valued for such (H, !:).

Given Xa (~), we are in a position to use Fig. Z to read off

VII (Xo) for particles having a given ~. We introduce the x-dependent coor-

'" "''' "'"
dinate system with right handed triad (hI' bZ' b3), where bI =x,

" ,.. " "
b3 = B(x) points along the magnetic field at x, and bZ =b3 x bl forms

the third orthogonal unit vector. At a given point x = Xo ' Hamilton's

equations tell us that the parallel velocity is

(I -19)
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Graphically, vII is just the distance along the constant Xo line from the

trajectory lC to the point ~ in question, as shown for point c ~ Fig.2.

Since \ = \ (~), we may wri tl' vii = vII (IJ.
2The final piece of physical infonnation, v
1

(Xo) , mal now be ob-

tained using conservation of energy:

and thus

2 " ~ 2
v1 (Xo) :: vf (Xo) + v~ (Xo) = 2 [H - ell> (Xo)) - vn (Xo )'

We see that v; is a flUlction of ~ and H.

To clarify these ideas, we consider a simple illustration, viz.,

a magnetic field B(x) with constant modulus B and shear length L :: K -1;
- 0 s S

A A

B(x) = B (y SinK X + Z COSK x). This field is given bv, the circular
- 0 s s

nseudotraiectorv with radius A :: pH L ,. .. 0 0 s
"-

~(x) = Ao (y siIlKsx + Z COSK x) = eL B(x) ,s s-

as shown in Fig. 4. FOT any point P = P(y sine + z cose ), (P;;' 0),
- p p

the effective potential v(xl~) = i [~ - ~()()12 is then given by

V(xlp) = ~ (P2
+ Ao

2) - P A COS(K x-e).
.. 0 s P

This has an infinite number of evenly spaced minima Xon ' satisfying

KsXon = ep + 2m (n= 0, ±l, ±2, ••. ). The parallel velocity at any of

these guiding center positions Xon is vII (Xo) = P - Ao ' The Xo = constant

lines in the ~ plane project radially outward from the origin ~ = o.
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1 2The point P = 0 has P = O. and so V (x IP) = 'f A ,independent of x.
- ~ 0

All other points ~ have a sinusoidally varying V(x).

r.C.2. Obtai~in2 f from fs 5

Now that we know how to move between the canonical variables

(f1, ~ J :mJ the rh~'s i ca 1 ones
~

[X, \'~(X I, \'11 (X 1I,we arc in a
o - 0 0

posit jon to consider what ~(lI, P) to write down to give the deslred

physical distribution 1s ' We visualize f s over the same ~ - plane as

in Figs. and 2, with the direction nanmal to this plane serving as the

H - axis. Given ASC(X) , the physical distribution 1 can be determined- s

from fs ' using the interpretive methods just described. However, one is

not given '2sc from the outset (this is determined self-consistently from

Eq. (1-16), which requires a knowledge of f to determine U), but rathers

the reference trajectory~. \\Ie thus proceed as foll<A\'s. Treating ~ as

though it ~ere the real trajectory ~sc, we determine the functions Xo(~)'

- -2 .\'11 (P), and v1 (H, V ill the same manner as Xo ' Vu and v1 are detennined if

'2.sc is a known trajectory in the ~ plane. The functions Xo and;;11 provide

a new coordinate system (in certain regions double-valued) of the ~ plane.

The basic

arguments

prescription for writing down fs from fs is then to replace

2 -' - -2-Xo ' v1 ' VII in fs with these new functions Xo ' v1 ,vII of the

the

canonical variables H, ~:

(I-Zl)

Two points in Eq. (1-21) require elabol'ation. The first is the

presence cf the factor In f1, which adjusts between the normalizations

of f s and Is' Here n :: e :: aH/aJ is the gyrofrequency of a particle
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with momenta ~ and gyroaction J, and 1 is the Jacobian 1 =o(Py,Pz)/

,,(Xo ' \'11) of our 1:\0;0 paralletrizations of the ~ plane. The distribution

£s is normalized so that

(I - 22 J

where ns is the density of guiding centers at Xo.

Distribution f ~s normalized over the canonical phase space
5

Z = (0, .1; Y, Py; Z, Pz). (Here.1 and 0 arc the canonical gyroaction

and gyrophase, and Y and Z, the variables conjugate to Py and Pz' are the

guiding center y and z coordinates.)

Thus

where d\ = dX d Y dZ is a volLune element.- a Using (1-20), we have

and so the integral over velocity space analogous to (1-22) gives

(I -2::»

and Eq. (1-21) follows.

The second point concerning Eq. (1-21) which requires clarifica-

tion is that, for a given ~, H is always greater than or equal to the

value Hmin(Pl::: V(XoIV, and so it is only over this restricted, "physical

region" of the (H, ~) - space that f s has any physical meaning. Inside

the physical region, we must have

(1-24)
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and we take f there to be given by Eq. (1-21), unless (1-21) violatess

condition (1-24). In this case we may take fs : O.

Outside the physical region the value of fs is in principle

irrelevant, and so one may assign fs any convenient value there. How

ever, the physical region is dett?nnined from the self-consistent trajec-

tlJT)' A ,A) or !i~' (x), whIch is not known when writing down the distri

bution fs' What is kno-m is the reference trajectory 6.(x) , which hope

full y lies close to ~sc (x), but in general not precisely on it. There

fore we require condition (1-24) to hold not only in the region which

"ould be physical if ~sc =~ , but also in a sufficiently large neighbor

hood about this "quasi-physical" region that (1-201) will hold in the true

physical region as well. A convenient choice which s~tisfies these cri-

teria is to ta'.e f s from (1-21) in the quasi-physical region, to have it

go rapidly to zero at this region's boundaries, and remain zero elsewher<

in the (H, !:) space.

I.C.3. Explicit Example: Loss Cone Distribution

We now illustrate these ideas more concretely. We denote by H'

the particle kinetic energy at Xo ' H' :: H- e<l>(Xo) = i1yf (Xo) + "IT (Xo)]

= h (Xo) + i I!: - ~ (Xod . Analogously, we denote by H' the kinetic energy

the particle would have if ASC lay precisely on A,H':: H- e <I> (X )
- - 0

1 --? --2 .,. -
:: 21 Y(Xo) + VII (Xo»)· Since the reference potentials ~, <I> are known

functions, H' is a function of only the canonical variables (H, ~).

We begin by visualizing the locus of the physical and quasiphys

ical domains in the (H, ~) space. As in Sec. I.C.1, we neglect e<l> in

comparison with H in this visualization, for simplicity. Including the
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effect of e~ would distort the sketches some~~at fram those shown (for

example, the line Xo = constant in Fig. 4a would no longer be exactly

straight, and the domain boundaries of Fig. 4b would no longer be exactly

parabolic), but the basic fe~tures would remain.

In Fig. Sa we draw the ~ plane of the (H,~) space, showing the

sc -self-consistent and nearby refei ~ncc trajectories ~ and~, a single

xo = constant line, and a number of sample points A. on and off the tra
-J

jectories.

The pseudopotC'ntial U(~) defined by Eqs. (I-8) and 0-14) is

valid for all ~ (or A). The lower limit H~in '" Hmin '" i (~-~ )2. In

Fig. 5h we draw the integration domains for each of the ~j of Fig. 5a,

in the slice of the (H, ~) space having Xo = constant. The boundaries

are labeled by the corresponding j. The area above the a-boundary is the

physical region, and above the I-boundary is the quasiphysical region.

Now we specify a distribution function. In the quasiphysical

region, we shall take fs to be of the general form

N
fQ-l, ~ = I g.(P) exp(-y.H).

j=O J - J

In his workl , Channell assumed a special case of the form (I-25) through

out the (H, ~ space, namely f = e-yHg (~). Here we will be modeling a

loss-cone type distribution, such as exists in the Tormac sheath. We

asslDOO a substracted Maxwellian form. We shall thus take N= 1 in (1-25),

with go positive, and gl negative. As a result, f will be positive in

the quasiphysical region, going to zero at the quasiphysical bOlD1dary.

Use of form (1-25) would make f negative outside the quasiphysical domain,
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in \"iolation of (I-24). We accordingly take f" 0 outside th.: quasiphys-

ical reRion.

For the physical form, fLC , of our distribution function, we

\\Ti te

(I - 26)

Here n = n(Xo) is the guiding center density, and R = R(X
o

) ;;'1 gives the

loss cone Kidth at '\' R ... <Xl corresponding to a vanishingly narrow loss

cone. In To~c, we expect R to vary from <Xl in the interior, dropping

as one moves across the sheath to some value Ro ~ 1, given by the sheath

mirror ratio. The nonnalization condition (1-22) requires

(1-27)

For simplicity we shall take ""11= Y1 :: y, and go = gl" In preparation for

'wTiting dOl\1l fLC(H, ~), we write (1-26) in the more nearly canonical form

(I-28)

Finally, we apply Eq. (1-21) and the guidelines discussed subsequently,

to define f 1,C :

-yH' -RyH' (R-l)yv2/2
f (H P) = {1m- I In g (e - e e")"

LC '_ max 0 0
(I - 29)

-2 -Here n, R, and ~, are all evaluated at Xo(~' f LC is of the form of

(I-25) in the quasiphysical region, with Yo = y, Y1 = Ry, and go and gl

given by
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in the region where f LC ' 0, and go = gl = 0 elsewhere.

- 1 -2 -,'
Using the relation H' = 2" (vII + "';J, from (1-26) or (1-29) one sees

- -2that f LC passes through zero on the curve H' = vII /2. The loss-cone

-7 -1 -2 - -1 -1 -2
bOlB'ldary lies, roughly at I'I = (R-l) \11 or H' = (l-R) I'll' In Fig. 6

we sketch the contours of f LC = constant, in an Xo=constant slice of the

(H', ~) space.

I.C.4. Obtaining U from fs

From Eqs. (I-8) and (1- 14), we write Us (~), the contribution to

U(~) from species s.

U (A)s - where

(I - 30)

(I - 31)

Here we are again setting ms =c =1, and suppressing the <I> dependence in

F (P, A), it being tmderstood that we will let <I> = <I>(A) afterwards.) In
5 - - -

the form written, Us appears as a simple integral transform of the h-

integrated distribution ftmction. Using (1-25) for f s ' we have

2
3/2 -Y·e<l> -Yo (P-A) /2

F (P ,A) = (1 Ly : e J e J - - gJ' (~),
s - - j J

C
1

:: 871";7: f: dy";y e-y = 2 (271) 3/2.where
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The factor exp-Yj (f - A)2/2 in (1-31) is of the same fonn as the propa

gator for a diffusion equation, and accordingly doing the f-integration

on F to get U will smear out the fonn of g. over a region of radius
s s J

vj = Yj1/2. The topologies of Us and the gj will thus be related in this

simple way; Us will tend to have peaks where the gj have peaks and troughs

where the g. have troughs. (Of course, if the differing g. have their
J J

peaks and troughs in different places, one must look more closely at Eqs.

(1-30) and (1-31) to develop valid qualitative expectations.) In partic-

ular, since the distribution fLC we have chosen in (1-29) is large only

around A= ASc , with a height varying as niX), we expect U to have this
- - 0

same topology, i.e., a ridge centered about ASc , and decreasing with X
- 0

as n does.

I\e also observe that, since Fs has integrated over the h-dependence

of f ,U should be insensitive to the parti::ular h-structure of f. Thus,s s s

whether fs is of the loss cone type (1-29) or just a Maxwellian with a

similar n(Xo) - variation, the qualitative features of Us should be the

same. Physically, this is reasonable, since it is only very gross prop

erties of the distribution function, e.g., its pressure and parallel cur-

rents, which determine the form ~(x) of the magnetic field.

All the features discussed so far for the fonns of fs ' Fs ' and Us

are in principle applicable to the electrons as well as the ions. Retain-

ing the original definition for A, A = (e./~) A = (e/c) A, we see that the
- - 1 - -

electron quasiphysical region lies around the trajectory ~=-~, and so the

part of fe of principal physical relevance should be centered around this

trajectory. The width of this region about ~ is typically much narrower

for electrons than for ions, however, the ratio of thennal spreads in this

momentum space being (P/Pi) = (meT/mi Ti )1/2 < <1.
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In moving from fe to Vet the fact that ee=- ei introdlKes another

reflection through the Aorigin, causing U to be centered along A, just- e -

as is Ui . The mass ratio causes Ue to be narrower than Ui by the same

factor (Pe/Pi)' provided we choose fe according to the same principles as

used for f. (namely, modeling the physical situation in the quasiphysical
1

region, and falling rapidly to zero outsid0 this region).

Having fe fall to zero outside the quasiphysical region is not

necessary, however, nor is it always desirable. For comparable pressures,

and so comparable heights of the Us ridges, since the electron ridge de

signed in this way is much narrower than the ion ridge, au laA» aU.ldA,e - l-

and so the electrons will dominate in causing any lateral accelerations

in the trajectory ~sc(x), i.e., electron parallel current will be prin

cipally responsible for any magnetic shear. This may not be called for,

by a given physical model. One may instead prescribe an fe which falls

off lIR.lch more slowly than f i as the two move away from their quasiphys

ical domains. This will cause the ion pseudopotentia1 Ui to be narrower

th3Jl Ue ' and so allow the ion parallel current to induce the shear. How

ever, the electron physical region will still be lIR.lch narrower than the

ion physical region; this is independent of the choice of fs or the re

sultant Us' In Sec. I.C.6 we discuss a numerical application in which

this latter method for choosing fe has been employed.
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I.C.5. Self-Consistency of A
SC and A

In the following section and Appendix A, we will present more

quantitati\T substantiation of the qualitative features of the pseudo-

potential U. However we are already in a position to answer a final

important question concerning th~ Channell formalism's practical appli-

cation. This is a question of self-consistency. We have chosen our

distributions fs so that, if the self-consistent trajectory ASC lies

close to the reference trajectory ~, then the distribution function will

have the physical features prescribed by fs ' The question is, then,

given the f we have chosen, is the fonn of U capable of yielding an Asc
s -

lying close to 6. '! The answer to this question is "yes", as we now ex-

plain.

From the preceding subsection, we see that Us for both species,

and hence U, have the fonn of a ridge centered on A(X ), and with height
- 0

varying as n(Xo)' On a pseudopotential of this form, we want to be able

to shoot in our pseudoparticle, so that its trajectory ~sc(x) follows the

ridge crest. Clearly, for the incoming pseudo-kinetic energy

i I ~dx 1
2 = i ~2 not too large compared to the height of the pseudopoten

tial ridge U = 4n TIxx ' one can do this, llljecting the particle far enough

on the lower downhill side of the ridge that it is accelerated around the

elbow in A. The ratio (pseudopotential/pseudo kinetic energy) =8TITIxx/~2

is just the plasma S, so the constraint just described says that the

aJOOunt of she:l.r a plasma can support becomes smaller with the plasma B.

Since the optimal trajectory ~sc must lie somewhat downhill from

the ridge crest (which lies at A), we see that, for a nonzero shear,
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A cannot lie exactly on ~, for the f s we have chosen. This disparity

points to an inappropria~e feature of the model (1-26) we chose for fs ;

as \'fitten, fLC there has no parallel current, which is necessary for

the shear stipulated by~. From Fig. 6, we s~e that it is exactly the

effect of ~sc lying somewhat do.-mhill from A to make vlI * vII' and thereby

to give the true distribution the parallel current necessary to produce

the shear in ASc . If desired, one could now adjust the choice of fs '

for example introducing a parallel drift velocity wn (Xo),and adjustinlj the

X dependence in order to make ASC more nearly equal A. ~e shall usea--
this refined form for fs in ch00sing our distribution in Part III.

Support for the validity of these qualitative statements is given

in the next section, where we present results of numerical application of

the interpretive methods thus far presented, and in Appendix A, where we

make a more explicit estimate of the size and shape vf the potential ridge

u.

I.C.6. Numerical application

In the foregoing sections we have seen how to apply and extract

infoTIilation from the Channell fonnalism, using graphical methods, from

which qualitative conclusions may be relatively easily reached, even in

situations where the corresponding mathematics becomes analytically in

tractable. W. M. SharpS has employed these methods on a computer, numer

ically generating self consistent Vlasov equilibria for an A and fs model

ing the Tonnac sheath region. Typical results are shown in Fig. 7.

The JIlOdel taken is one in which the ions have a loss cone form,

and supply the parallel current which induces the shear. As discussed at
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the end of Sec. I.C.4, this is achievable by taking fe to vary slowly

wi th ~ as one JOOves away from its quasiphysical region. Sharp took an
-y H

(constant) x e e. This yieldsf with no P variation at all, f
e - y e<l> e

U = (constant) x e e ,ind(~pendent of A. The electron distribution ise -

thus a local ~fuxwellian, with zero parallel current, and density vari
Yee¢

ation given by the Boltzmann factor e

In Fig. 7a are shown the reference trajectory ~ (dotted line)

d If ' . ASCan se -consIstent traJ ector)' _ . Sharp allowed for a parallel veloc-

ity \\11 (Xo) in the physical form of the ion distribution, as discussed at

the end of Sec. 1.C.S, setting up an iterative procedure which adjusted

\\'11 to get progressively better fits of ASC to A.

Figure 7b graphs the magnetic field versus x, and Fig. 7c shows

Q (x). The nonphysical behavior at large x is a deficiency of taking fe
to be independent of P. Quasi-neutrality requires that ne = ni . As x

becomes large, f. is modeled to go to zero, as occurs in Tormac. Since
1

ne - exp Ye e<l>, -<l> must become large as x does to maintain quasineutrality.

In Figs. 7d-7f are plotted contours of the ion distribution, in

the Tormac model interior (x/pi =- 4. OJ. sheath center (x/p. = 0), and
1

sheath exterior (x/Pi =4.0). The left-hand collDl1l1 shows fi in terms of

the reference variables ~I ~1' while the right-hand collDl1l1 plots f i in

terms of the true physical variables.

The equiIibritun described by these figures is fUlly self-consistent,

yet from Fig. 7b we see that D in the sheath region is quite substantial

CD ~ 1/3), 50 that individual particle trajectories are appreciably dis

torted from their form in the limit of a lUliform magnetic field.
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The principal objective of this work was to establish a prescription

for writing down a canonical fonn of the distribution function which

yields self-consistent equilibria in this appreciable - n regime, con

sistent with given physical specifications on the foms of the magnetic

field and of the physical di~tribution function. From the prcximity of

the reference and self-consistent trajectories in Fig. 7a and the close

resemblance of the reference distributions to the physical ones in Figs.

7d-7f, we see that this goal has been achieved.
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APPENDIX A: SfMIQUANTITATIVE ESTIMATE OF U

In this Appendix we shall proceed further with the explicit eval

uation of Us from fs ' to check that the qualitative expectations of the

previous Sec. I.C.4 were accurate.

We use fLC from Eq. (T -29) in (1-30), first obtaining Fs = FLC .

For simplicity, we neglect the 4> dependences. Then H' = H' = H = h

+ i (f -~)2 For a typical ~, e.g., ~2 of Fig. 4a, the region of inte

gration in h lies above the boundary 2 of Fig. 4b. In part of this region,

namely below the quasiphysical boundary (labeled 1 in Fig. 4b), fLC = 0,

and so the resultant region of integration is the intersection of these

two regions.

Neglecting 4> turns the guiding center condition (1-17) into

(A-I)

and so Eq. (1-19) says

(A-2)

This says that we are neglecting the ExB drift velocity, vE=v2(X )«\ (X ).o x 0

If we now generalize the meaning of ~I 2 from (A-2) to arbitrary ~,

(A-3)

we can write (1-29) in the form

(A-4)
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The region of integration of h nms from h =h2 to <», where

The only term in (A-4) which has an h-dependence besides those which

explicitly appear is n, whose dependence on h is quite weak, as we shall

see in Parts II and III. (The ~I- dependence of n is more important.)

Neglecting this weak h-dependence, we perform the h-integration, obtain

ing

(A-S)

ex> n-I-x
where r (ll, y):: 4 dx x e is the incolllliete r - function of index

n. 4 Since we have designed f
LC

in (A-4) to be normegative, we kno.... that

the quantity in square brackets in (A-S) is also normegative, equaling

zero only when R = I.

In Fig. 8a we sketch the behavior of r (~, y). Using this form,

we show in Fig. 8b the appearance of the term _R- 3/ 2 exp((R-I)yh1)

r (~, RYhZ) in Eq. (A-5). It is a lopsided downward spike, peaking at

- _ . .. -3/2 1/2 -3/2
vII - vII' havmg magru tude R 'l! /2. Because of the factor R ,

this term will be negligible for large R. Even for smaller R, since the

basic dependence of FLC comes from the overall factor exp( -y "II 2/2), we

drop t.1"lis factor in our present effort to get a rough estimate of U(~.

We are thus evaluating U for a Mu"Wellian distribution, Le., we are
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letting R ~~. Equation (1-27) then gives

(Y/211)3/2. (A-6)

Now we perfonn the ~ integration to get U from F. From Eqs. (I. 30).

(A-5) and (A-6), we have

?
-y\' -

U(~) =4 J~ nlm-ll 11- 1/ 2 e II /2 r (3/2,Ryh
2
). (A-7)

As discussed in Sec. I.C.4, the factor exp(-y\,2/2):: exp[ -y (P-Ar/ 2) isa
II --

diffusive propagator-like term, smearing out the form of the rest of the

integrand over a region of radius v
th

:: y-l/2. The r-factor gives the

ridge with crest at ~, and the factor n modulates the height of this

ridge. To evaluate (A-7), we assume that the falloff radius vth is suf

ficiently small in comparison with the scales over which n, n and 1 vary,

that we may take them outside the integral. In particular, this means

that the shear, which gives rise to the elbow in !, is sufficiently weak

that, at least for ~ in the neighborhood of! (where r, and so U, will

be nonnegligible), we may set up a locally rectangular coordinate system

(PZ' VII = P3)' centered at that ~ (Xo) S\JC.~l that ~ lies on the line Xo =

constant, and with coordinate axes in the increa~ing Xo(unit vector bz)

and VII (uni t vector b3) directions. This is illusL-ated in Fig. 9. In

this coordinate system, vectors f and ~ are described by (PZ' P3 =vII)

. Z _ Z Z Z
and (0, A3). respectIvely, and so vil = (f-!V = Pz + (P3 -A 3) • and

hI :: v/ - v,T = Z P3A3 - A/ -p/. The ridge from r has a flat top out to

the point P31' given by 0 =hl (P3l). This yields P3l =(P/+A/)jZA:5.
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As Ps increases beyond this, the r ridge falls off, over a falloff dis

-1 Ztance given by hZ = hI (P3Z ) ~ R Vth)/Z A3 .

In this coordinate system, and within the approximations made,

Eq. (A- 7) becoJres

1 7

The factor h
Z

has both PZ and P3 dependence, The factor exp (-i yP Z~ /2)

makes Pz ~ vth in regions of significant contribution to U. Considered

as a flU1ction of A
3

, P
21

goes to infinity both as A3 goes to zero and

infinity, with a minirm.rrn value of 1'2 at A3 = Pz ~ vth' Thus for

A3/vth ~ 0 (i.e., ~ near ~), P31 ~ 00, and hZ = 0, making r = n1/ Z/2 over

the entire integration region, and so

(A-9 )

For A3/vth »1, ZP31 = A3, and so r has fallen off to zero in the

region where exp( - Y(P3 - A3)Z/Z) is substantial. Thus

(A-I0)

Finally, in the intermediate region AiVth -1, we eliminate the Pz depen

dence of hZ in (A- 8) by letting I'Z take a typical value I'Z1 ~ v th. Then

2 2P31 =(PZl + A3 )/ZA3 .- vth ' and 50 r will introduce a cutoff in one of

t~e integration limits in the P3 integral of the Gaussian:

..y(I' -A ilz (P31- A3) _yu2/z 1IV

JdP3 e 3 3 i= r(~,O)L:o due :: (;)E[(P31-A3)!V
th1•

(A-Il)
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(E is nonnalized to satisfy E(z ~cr» =1. One may readily express it in

terms of the error function, err Cz). Inse~ing (A-II) into Eq. (A-B).

we obtain

(A-12)

From Eqs. (A-9) , (A-IO) and (A-12) we see the qualitative expecta

tions for U(~) developed in Sec. I.C.4 are born out; U has the form of a

ridge, .....ith height proportional to n(Xo) and width on the order of "th'

and with ridge crest at ~ = ~.

Finally, we can put Eqs. (A-g) and (A-12) into a more recogniz

able form, by evaluating the factor /P'I- I ,. This factor is to be eval

uated at E. on or near the reference trajectory~. For such points ~,

we may again use the locally rectangular coordinate system (P2' P3).

Thus 1:: a (Py' P2)!Cl(Xo ' ~I) = aCP2,P3)!ClCXo,ql) = (ap/axo)= (a~/ClXo)'

where the last equality follows from the guiding center condition, Eq.

(A-I) (..... ith A replaced by A, and X by X). The potential V is given
- - 0 0

1 2 - - 2 -approximately by V = 2: (6 x) (aA/aXo)' where ox:: x- Xo ' and so the

associated gyro frequency P. satisfies n2
= (a Azi axo) 2• We thus see that

(restoring factors of m)lm-11 "'ro, and so the coefficient in Bqs. (A-9) ,

(A-12) is given by

(A-13)

4n times the usual scalar pressure.
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PART II. PARTICLE KTrION IN RFALISTIC GECMETRIES AND TIiE
FINITE GYRORADIUS GUIDING CENTER HAMILTONIAN

II.A. Introduction to Part II

In the present portion of this thesis, we will study particle

motion in realistic geometries, with particular interest in cases in

which the perpendicular inhomogeneity parameter n, defined (as in the

Introduction to Part I) as the ratio of gyroradius p to the magnetic

scale length L1 perpendicular to the magnetic field, is a nonnegligible

parameter. Such strong inhomogeneity occurs, for example, in mi ITor

machines and in the Tonnac sheath region, where f) may take on values as

large as 1/3. In contrast to the slab geometry assumed in Part I, the

geometries considered here are assumed to have a small but finite in-

homogeneity along the field lines. We characterize this longitudinal

inhomogeneity by a second parameter £, the ratio of p to the parallel

magnetic scale length ~I (or equivalently, the ratio of the longitudi

nal bounce frequency u;, to the gyrofrequency rl). We shall consider

system~ which have a single symmetry direction, as does any axisym

metric device. The resultant particle motion problem then has a single

exactly conserved canonical momentlJlJl (versus two for the slab geometry).

and two nontrivial degrees of freedom.

The asslUllption that E «I (''near-Slab'' geometry) implies a sep

aration between the time scales on which the gyromotion and longitudi

nal motion occur. This time scale separation enables one to find a

good adiabatic invariant, the gyroaction J. In the limit of r,....o (along
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with certain additional restrictions to be discussed), J reduces to roc/e

. th I . 1 2/B b . . .tures e usua magnetlc IOOI1Ient '! mv 1 ,ut It IS lJIIpOrtant to note

that, as long as ( «1, a good invariant J can be found, even for I')

comparable to one.

Use of J in the equations of motion reduces the nlll1ber of non

trivial degrees of freedom in the problem by one, giving a guiding

center theory. Previous work6 , 7,8 on finite gyroradius (I') * 0) guiding

center motion has made the asslJllPtion that the scale lengths l' and L1

were of the same order, and an expansion in the single parameter ( - I')

"as perfonned. The asstunption (- I') is insufficiently flexible for the

configurations to which the theory to be developed here is applicable.

Some inroads have been made in studying finite gyroradius guiding

center motion. Gardner6 outlined a prescription by which one could in

principle obtain a finite gyroradius guiding center Hamiltonian K, in

which one perfonns a series of canonical transformations on the original

Hamil toni an H to remove the dependence of H on the gyrophase 0 to suc

cessively higher orders. Stern7 then carried out this scheme explicitly

to first order. Even to this order, the algebra involved becomes cun-

bersome, and finding the appropriate canonical transformations is an

unsystematic process. Yet the first order result is simple; K has the

same form as its zero order limit, but with the variables having a slight-

ly different meaning.

~re recently, Northrop and RomeS studied guiding center motion

to second order, using a non-canonical framework. In so doing they dis

pense with the need for transformations which are canonical, but sacrifice
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the advantages of a Ha'llil tonian theory, where all of the equations of

IOOtion come from the single function K, and s~tries and conservation

laws are most readily apparent. As a result, these authors find a break-

down at second order in conservation of canonical angular IOOmentum Po'

which a canonical fonnulation automatically avoids.

The findings of Ref. 8 parallel those of Ref. 7; to first order,

the equations of IOOtion have the same fom as the zero order equations,

but with a generalized fom of gyroaction. The second order corrections

to the perpendicular drifts are also obtained in Ref. 8, but require, in

the words of those authors, an amount of algebra which is "truly exten

sive and presents an almost infin i te opportunity for mistakes."

Here we describe a treatment of the guiding center motion prob-

lem which attempts to minimize the difficulties and shortcomings encoun

tered in the work just described. We adopt a canonical framework, to

take advantage of the elegance and power of canonical methods, but elnploy

a rather different method from that of Refs. 6 and 7 for canonically

transforming H. This method (described in Sec. II.B) is systematic, and

enables one to obtain explicit expressions for the guiding center Hamil

tonian K to arbitrarily high order in both e: and TJ. The transfonnation

process relies heavily on ~ie perturbative methods,9 which greatly sim

plify the task of making canonical transfonnations.

The organization of Part II is as follows. In Sec. II.B, we

describe in general tenns the procedure we shall use to transfom from

H to K. Sections II.C through 11.1 supply the specifics of the proce

dure outlined in Sec. II.B, obtaining the guiding center Hamiltonian K,
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valid to 0(£2,£'1, '1
2), in Eq. (1I-89)of Sec. ILL This is the JOOst

important resul t of Part I I.

In Sec. 11. J we use the fom of K and transfonnation equations

obtained in previous sections to derive another important result, a gen

eralized expression for the gyroaction J, valid for finite £ and '1, and

in the presence of magnetic inhomogeneity, including shear. Section II.K

applies the formalism developed to that point. Specializing to the neg

ligible ~ regime, we obtain more explicit expressions for J, as well as

developing results describing particle motion in an inhomogeneous mag

netic field, which wilJ be of use in Part III. Finally, in Sec. II.L we

discuss possible directions for extension and application of the formal

ism.

I I. B. Overview of the Procedure for Obtaining K

We now describe the general nature of the transformation process

which takes us froI:l H to K. The more specific mechanics of each stage of

the process will be presented in the following sections.

The theory is first phrased in a form which is perturbative in £,

but non-perturbative in '1, reflecting the fact that it is only E: « 1

which is necessary for a valid guiding center theory. To obtain explicit

expressions for K, one must then also do an expansion in '1. Two variants

of Lie methods are e~loyed to facilitate the two expansions.

The procedure is carried out to second order in both E: and n.

Tne resultant guiding center Hamiltonian Kwill then be expressed as a

double expansion,
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co
t" i m

K· !. £ n Kim'
i,m=O

(iI-I)

where we explicitly calculate voo ' KOI ' KIO ' KII , Koz' and K20. KOO

turns out to have the same fom as the zero-gyroradius guiding center

Hamiltonian usually calculated. ln addition, we find that Kol • KID =

Kll • 0, so that K equals KOD plus tenns second order in £ and n. This

is in accor.dance with the findings of Refs. 7 and 8, whose first order

guiding center equations were of the same fom as the zero order ones,

but with modified definitions of the variables.

The transfonnation process from H to K proceeds in two stages,

designated S and T. The original coordinates and momenta !., in tenns of

whiCh H is expressed, include a, which measures the poloidal radius, and

its conj ugate momentum Pa' These variables correspond to x and Px of the

slab model Hamiltonian (£ = 0), Eq. (1-4) of Part J; they are the variables

of the gyromotion. Stage S of the transfonnation process transfonns from

(a,Pa ) to action angle ,~riables {00, J
O). The resultant Hamiltonian Hf

has an OCt) dependence oln fP, so that JO is not quite the adiabatic in

variant J in tenns of which K is expressed. The remaining portion T of

the transfonnation process is perturbative in character. The angle depen

dence of the Hamiltonian is removed to successively higher orders in £,

by the sequence of transformations {TI' T2···}. These transfonnations

are induced using Lie perturbative methods, which are cCIIq>utationally

much more efficient than the mixed-variable generating fulcticn method

traditionallyemployed. lD
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The transfonnation S fran (o,Pn) to (Oo,Jo) is a finite trans

fonnation, Le., nonperturbative in character, and so is induced using a

generating function S(q,~) of the mixed variable type. Our ''near-slab''

Hamiltonian H is fonnally the same as the slab Hamiltonian of Part J

(colTIpare Eq. (U-S) to Eq. (J-4)J. The slab problem is one dimensional,

and so can be solved exactly, for arbitrary Tl, in tenns of quadratures

L~volving the potential V, which is in general anharmonic. Explicit

evaluation of these quadratures is difficult, and will involve an expan-

sion in n.

Analogously, exploiting the formal similarity of the near-slah

to the real-slab H, we choose the generating function S for the near

slab problem in the same manner which has been used to solve the slab

problem,11 i.e., S = JOdo ' po(o'). As for the slab problem, this S in

duces a transformation to action angle variables which is valid for arbi

trary n. And as for the slab problem, obtaining explicit expressions

fTom the formal ones involves an expansion in n, difficult to achieve

using standard methods.

The standard approach to solving the one di..lIensional problem by

action angle variables possesses two principal difficulties. One of these,

alluded to just above, is the evaluation of integrals of the fonn

f dx ( l_ax2_bx3_cx4 ••• ] 1/2, needed to calculate S, and the action J as a

function of the energy E ~ H. The second major difficulty is solving the

mixed-variable coordinate transfonnations and performing the functional

inversion of J (H) to obtain H in tenns of the new variables.
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Here again Lie methods are of great use. The one dimens ional

problem, soluble as just described using generating function S, may be

JOOre easily solved using Lie techniques. On~ first makes a trivial

finite canonical transformation R to action angle variables (eo, jO),
o

in terms of which the Hamiltonian hO would be eO independent only for a

hannonic potential V. The remainder of the problem is perturbative in

character, and so may be readi 1y sol ved using Lie methods, inducing a

sequence R = {RI , RZ' ••• } of perturbative transformations, which re

move the angle dependence of the Hamiltonian to successively higher

orders in n, fully analogous to the sequence of transformations

T = {TI , 12, ••• } used in stage two of the transformation process. The

result is an angle independent Hamiltonian h(j), expressed as an expan-

sion in n, and the coordinate transformation, with the original and

final variables already in urunixed fonn. The difficulties of the stan-

dard solution procedure just described are thereby completely circum

vented.

In trying to generaliz.e this approach in a straightforward way

to the near-slab problem, one finds that the initial transformation Ro

to action-angle variable used for the slab problem is no longer canonical.

The way around this difficul ty is the following. We know that the mixed
a

variable generating function S = f dcx'Pa properly induces a canonical

transformation from (a,p ) to (eo,J o); the problem was explicitly cal-
a

culating S. We also note that S has precisely the form as that for a

one-dimensional problem, where the old coordinate B and new momentum

Pb
o associated with the second degree of freedom are treated simply as
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constant parameters. We can solve this one-dimensional problem using

Lie methods, as previously described, circumventing the usual difficul

ties encountered in solving by calculating 5, using the coordinate
e(a)

transformation ~:(a,Pa) • (S,j)(so R' K RoRo) in 5 c J dS'(du/dS')x

P:: (a(8')), is a simple matter. For a truly one-dinensional problem,

calculation of 5 after transformation R' is obtained is superfluous.

In the near-slab problem, however, we need 5 to be able to go on to

stage two; it insures that the new variables 00 =6,Jo = j, and the others

of the set ~o, are canonically conjugate.

To summarize the procedure then: from the original Hamiltonian

H, developed in Sec. ILC, we set up a one degree of freedom problem,

invol ving a simply related Hamiltonian h defined on the restricted, one

degree-of-freedom phase space. This l-D problem is treated in Sec. II.F.

ThE' Lie methods needed for the treatment are developed in Sec. II.E.

From the transformation R' obtained in solving the I-D problem,

in Sec. II.G we explicitly calculate the generating ftmction S, which

was given formal definition in Sec. II .D. S enables us to transform

from H(~) to J-f(~o); this is achieved in Sec. Il.H. ~(t) emerges as

an expansion in both T] (from the R procedure) and e: (from the fact that

J-f is not completely independent of eO), analogous to Eq. (II-I).

Finally, given J-f, in Sec. II. I we apply Lie-induced transformations

{T } (n = 1, 2, 0"), obtaining the guiding center Hamiltonian K.n
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II.C. Coordinate System, Initial Hamiltonian

We consider an axisynwnetric magnetic geometry, independent

of toroidal angle ¢l. We choose orthogonal particle coordinates q~

(a, B, 4», with conjugate JOOmenta PIJ = (Pa ' Pe' P4»' Coordinates a

and B describe the particle variable, constant along poloidal field

lin~s (specifically, we shall take a to be the poloidal flux enclosed

by a po1oidal field line), and B measuring the position along the

poloidal field lines. The coordinate system is illustrated in Fig. 10.

The a and B used here are not the Euler potentials used in

Refs. 6 and 7. Use of the Euler potentials, allows one to pick an A
B

which depends only on a. However this choice in general makes the qIJ

nonorthogonal (Va· Vt3 "* 0) . We sacrifice the nice properties of the

Euler potentials in favor of the orthogona':'i ty property. The metric

tensor gIJ V
( a, eB) :: yqIJ • Vqv is then diagonal, with diagonal elements

ga:: IVal 2, gB:: IVBI 2, and g¢l:: IV4>1 2 = R- 2(a, et3). The ''near-slab''

nature of the problem is expressed by having all quantities in the

theory (e.g., gIJV and Hamiltonian H) depend on eB, instead of simply B.

Defining eIJ :: VqIJ, e :: dx / a qIJ, we have
- - ""iJ -

1\'here A :: e • A.
IJ ""iJ

Equation (11-2) is valid for a general orthogonal coordinate

;"J 3 tern. Specializing to our present choice of coordinates, we know that

Ba :: Bl _ ~l. ! = O. Our hypothesis that the A are independent of 4>,
IJ
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and in particular our choice that a be the poloidal flux enclosed by a

poloidal flux line, allows the choice of gauge

~ith magnetic field

AlJ = [0, AB(a, £B), a), (II - 3)

(I I -4)

An important feature of Eq. (II-3) is that A = O. This causes the Hamila

tonian to be of the same fonn as the slab Hamiltonian used in part I

(Eq. (1-4)). Setting m= c = 1, we have

(II - 5)

where

V(al £B,PW P4) ::: i {gB (a,e:B)[ p/f eA
B

(a,e:B))2 + gcl>(a,£B)[ p~-eal2 }

(1I-6)

+ e lI> (a,£B)

is the effective potential for the oscillation of the particle in Q.

The first fonn given for H in Eq. (II-S) is valid for a coordinate system

qlJ of arbitrary metric; the second fonn is restricted to our specific

choice.

The independence of H from 4> implies pcp== constant. If we let

£ == 0, then PB would aIsC' be a constant, and our Hamiltonian would be pre

cisely of the slab type used in Part 1. In this case, the potential well

Vfa) has a constant position, with well bottom ao parametrically dependent
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on the constants P¢ and PB' The particle gyromotion then corresponds

to the high frequency oscillation in this constant well. For C :: 0,

PB is no longer exactly conserved. Driven by the O(c) dependence of

PB = - aH/aB on B, PB has an O(c) jitter at the gyrofrequency. In addi

tion, the slow variation of H with B as a particle moves along a field

111le produces a corresponding variation of P
B

on the bounce period time

sc~le. If the particle is trapped, oscillating in B and ¢, P
B

will also

experience a periodic variation on this time scale. This in turn pro-

duces an oscillation of the well yea) and, in particular, of the well

bottom ao ' occurring once every bounce period. This is the explanation

of the banana orbits of trapped p~rticles in axisymmetric geometries,

expressed in the canonical terminology we are using. Taking the a sur

face at which ~ = 0 as the "banana center" ~, we find from Hamilton's

equatlan for ¢ that ~ = p¢/e. The guiding center position ao =

ao(cb, PB' p¢) oscillates about ~, with the slow variation of PB and cB.

The jitter of PB and cB at the gyrofrequency induce a jitter of

V and the metric coefficient gao This modifies the particle gyrornotion,

as well as giving rise to particle drifts.

In the following sections, we shall see the specific mathematics

of these processes.

l! .D. Generating Function Si Formal Descr:!jltion

In this section we describe stage one of the transformation pro

cess outlined in Sec. II.B, in the formal framework mentioned there, which

is nonperturbative in n. That is, we shall write down the mixed variable
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generating function S, which transfonns to action angle variables (00 , J O),

in tenns of a certain integral. This integral is difficult to perform

di rectly, if V is anharmonic or go. depends on 0..

The angular IOOmentum p¢ = P¢ is exactly conserved, and retains

its value through all the transformations to be performed. We therefore

drop it from explicit notation. We denote by A ==(Al,A Z) the pair of

voriables describing motion along the field line. Before transformation

5 is applied, these are the "old" variables AO == (EB, PB) and after S

they are the corresponding "new" pair AN == (Eb, Pb) (where both b and

Pb may have a superscript j, denoting which of the sequence of tranfor

mations T. was last applied). We shall also have need for the "mixed"
J

pair II == (EB, Pb), in writing down S.

S is then obtained in the following manner. The energy E of

the particle is given by

° 1 a 2 I °E = H(a,Pa ; A ) = 2" g Po. + V(a A ).

We solve this for p :
Cl

{ }

. 1/2
Po. (0:, E,.\) == 2 [E - V(al>.)] / ga (a, >') ,

nnd define the functional form of the action JO by

o -1
J (E, A) == (21T) ~ do: Po. (a, E, A).

We then invert this, JO(E, A) -. E(.;O ,A), and finally define S by

(II -7)

(II -8)

(II 9)

(II -10)

01-11)
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Note that it is E(Jo, ),0) and nc,t E(Jo,),M) which is the particle's true

energy. These two are different by a term of O(E), and so in the slab

1imi t E .. 0 this choice for S becomes the usual choice usedll to solve

the one dimensional particle motion problem.

The transfonnation equations follow from S(g, ~ via the usual

~scnption, 10

£ = as/ilg,

0: particular interest are

9 = as;a~. (II -12)

r

ar.J

(1I-l4)

(II-It;)

Using Eq. (11-13) in (11-5), we obtain a non-canonical form H' for

the Hamiltonian which we shall need in getting an explicit expression for

~ (cf. Sec. II-H):

H(a., Pu; ),o)=i gU(U,ES)Pu2 + V(al),o)={E(J°,),M) -V(al),M)] + V(a 1),°),

an' thus

(1I-16)

One then uses Eqs. (11-14) and (11-15) in H' to remove the vari

~t es ),0 in favor of the new onpe ~N. gctt~& in additiur. terrr6 ~l 66,

"'n;.: which are higher order in E. Since oS and oPS are themselves flD1c

tions of the mixed pair ),M, this process must be applied iteratively, to
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as high order in E: as desired. The result is rf[Zo :: (0o,Jo;E:bO,Pbo)],

expressed as an expansion in E:. In Sec. 11.4 we carry out this proce

dure in detail.

II.E. Lie Methods; Preparation for Explicit Calculation

Now that stage one of the transforRatiDn process has been de-

scribed in terms of the formal definitiv" ~~ S rEqs. (11-10) and (II-II)],

we are ready to begin obtaining more explicit results. In order to do

this, we ~i11 make use of two variants of Lie methods, the type used

being appropriate to the particular form of the Hamiltonian beL~g trea~ed.

In stage one, the appropriate variant is essentially the normal form type

used by Dragt and Finn. 9 Stage two requires a second variant, which we

call the ''near-slab'' type. The philosophy underlying the two is, how

ever, just the same, and many of the important equations dictatine their

use are formally identical.

In this section we present our formulation of both types of Lie

methods. We first describe the Dragt-Finn variety. and then more briefly

describe the near-slab type, pointing out the IOOst important differences

between the two.

II.E.1. Dragt-Finn Lie Method

We assume a Hamiltonian h'. expressed as a power series expan

Slon in its canGllical variables 3.'. The phase point 3.'" 0 is a fixed

point of the system. The "distance" of phase point 3.' away from this

fixed point. expressed in tenns of some suitable metric. is proportional
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to the parameter n, and so the mth order, term in this multivariable

expansion for h' is proportional to nm•

Because.:.' ., D is a fixed point, h ' =: Clh'/ClZ'l = D. The
1 - zleD

zero-order term in h', h':: h' (z' ., D), will turn out tobe of the order
o -

of the parallel kinetic energy at the particle gL::ding center, and so

for a typical particle is of the same size as the perpendicular kinetic

energy at the guiding center, which is on the order of the second order

term in the expansion. To indicate that these two terms are of compar-

able size, w express, this second order term without an accompanying n,

h ' = 7' z,· (.! Cl~' ICl zl Cl Zl) , even though evidently hZI - (_z') z,z -.:.. _. Z - - 1:0:0

while h • - (z·) 0 • We thus wTite the expansion of h I aso -

'"
h I (.Eo ') = ho ' + ! nm- Z hm' (.£ ') ,

m=Z

(II-l7)

where it is UI1Gerstood that n is only present in the actual expression

for h' irnplicity, i.e., it is a formal device which we use to concisely

describe our ordering.

The term ho ' is independent of the dynamical variables in the

restricted space, and so could normally be thrm.'l1 away. In the present

application, however, ho ' is dependent upon the variables A, which are

frozen in the one-dimensional problem of stage one, but l'/hich are dynarn~

ical variables for the full problem, and so we retain ho I. though it has

no effect on the 1-]) problem.

The second order term hZ' describes a set of N simple harmonic

oscillators. (N is the number of degt'ees of freedom in the phase space.
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In Sec. I I. F. we shall be taking N = 1.) Discarding all ~' for m > Z

yields the lmperturbed problem, exactly soluble, and expressible, if

desired, in terms of action variables iO. The conjugate angle variables

o
~ enter only in the m > 2 terms of the full problem. The Hamiltonian

becomes

h ' (::.') = h°r.~o==(~o,io)] == h + hz°U.°)+ I I"Jm-zho(~),° m=3 m

"''here h == h' h ° '" wO '100 and w
O is the set of frequencies of the No 0' Z - '

unperturbed oscillators.

The objective of the perturbative technique is to apply canonical

transfotmatio~ {~' RZ' R3, .. ,} to transform away the dependence of the

Hamiltonian on angles ~ to successively higher orders. Transformation

R transforms from hn-1(zn-l) to hn(zn), removing the dependence of
n - '-.::.

Hamiltonian on ~ up to O(l"Jn):

ClO

hn(~) = knU) + I I"Jm ~+2 ~)

m=n+l

(II-19)

For any phase function G(~'), we define the corresponding Lie
ow

ope1 ltor G by

..
G ;: {G, }, (II-ZO)

where ,} denotes Poisson brackets. The key to Lie perturbative

methods lies in the fact that the operator
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Rri =exp G= 1 + G+ ~ G2
+ •••

induces a canonical transformation.

We therefore take the R to be of the fonnn

(II - 21)

(II- 2Z)

The generator ~n G
n

+2 is a polynomial in z' of order (n+Z), ~n Gn+2
n+2 . n n ¥ n

- (:') (Just as for ~ ~+2)' and so the operator n Gn+2 -(z') .

The specific fonn of the generators will be determined shortly.

One can show9, for any two r!:lase fwlctions f 1 amd f 2' that the

operator Rri satisfies RG(f1f 2)= (RGf1)( RGf2 ), and Re (f1+f2) = ~(/I) + (Ref2) •

Therefore, writing any phase function g as a power series expansion in

the phase variables z, RG has the additional property Reg (3.) = g[RG~]. h"e

shall use this in Eg. (11-24).

The coordinate transformations are given by

(JI-23)

If we have any phase ftmction fO ~o) which we wish to express in terms

of !:.n, i.e., :fl el) - rO(l), then

.Jl.n 0 0
! (z ) = f (R R • ..R z) = (R R • ..R) f (z).- n n-l 1- n n-l 1 - (II -24)

In particular, we want to take rO = hO, and choose the G'S to eliminaten

the ~ - dependence of hn•

We carry out this procedure explicitly to second order, i.e. we

~btain Rr' RZ' or G3, G4, and thereby k
l

, k
Z

.

Expanding the exponential in (II-22), for n = 1 we have
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1 _ 0 "1 Z"Z 0 0 0 Z 0h (~)=R1h (~)= (1+nr.3+ In G3 +ooo)(ho +hZ +nh3 +n h 4 +000)

=kO +n(h30 + G:fzO)+ nZ(h4o+G30+iG~hzo)+ooo. (lJ-Z5)

Henceforth we drop the superscript "0" on the hm
o . G3 is detennined

by requiring that the term h3
1 =h3 + G:fz in Eq. (J1-Z5) be indepen

dent of ~, and that the generator G3 have no secular terms. From the

definition (II-ZD of a Lie operator, G:fz =- hzG3, and frorn the same

"definition, -hZ is just the time derivative (d/dt)o along the unper-

turbed trajectory in phase space. The above definition of h3
1 thus be

comes a differential equation for G3:

(II-Z6)

with solution

v -1 1 t 1
G3 =- hZ (h3 - h3): J dt (h3 - h3)· (1I-27)

The nonsecularity condition on G3 requires that h3
1 be chosen to be the

average n3 along the unperturbed trajectory of h3:

h/ =n3. (1I-Z8)

This choice of h 3
1 is independent of ~, as required.

One proceeds analogously to second order. We have hI = k1 +

n~/ + •• 0., where, from Eqs. (1I-2l). (1I-Z5), (1I-Z6) and (1I-Z8)

and (1I-Z9)

(II 30)
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Analogous to Eq. (11-25), then, we have

= k1 + T/ (h 1 -+
4

= k1 + Z h 2 +-, Ii 4

..
G h) -+ •••

4 2

- k2• •• = + ••••

(1I-31)

We detennine G4 in thE' same manner as G3 was detennined before, requi r

ing h/ :: h/ - hz G4 to be ~-independent, and G4 to be nonsecular.

Then we have

(II-32)

with solution

(II- 33)

• -1 1 1 t 1 1
G4 = - h Z (h4 - h4 ) :: f dt' cn4 - h 4 ). (11-:>4)

The generalization of th~se equations to arbitrary order is ob-

th ~l·vious. We note at at each stage Rn leaves k U'lchanged, and glVes

an additional tenn h~+Z :: h~:f which, added to kn-1, yields kn . This

and most other import:ant features are present in the near-slab type of

Lie method, which "Ie now describe.

II.E.Z. Near-Slab Lie Method

At the beginning of stage two of the transfonnation process, we

shall be faced with a Hamiltonian Jf the near-slab fonn

OD

• .DO l' 0 0 \'1..0000N° (Z ) .. H ( ; E1:> , Pb ) + L E-Hn (0 , J ; Eb , P
b

).
- 0 ~1 ~

(JI-35)
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This type of Hamiltonian was treated by McNamara and Whiternan,12 using

Lie methods to find a good adiabatic invariant J. Here we want to do

IOOre; we shall develop a Lie perturbative technique to transfonn the

Hamiltonian Hf and all its variables tJ, to eliminate its e-dependence

and thereby obtain the guiding center Hami 1tonian K, in the process

hnding J.

There are two important features which distinguish this near

slab fonn from that of hO (~o) of the preceding sec!i~n. The first is

that, whereas TJ there was only present in hO implicitly, here £ is an

explicit small parameter, i.e., a particular small constant. In this

respect the appropriate Lie method should resemble the sort employed

by Deprit and Cary13 more than that of Dragt and Finn. The second

important feature, and the principal reason a different variant of Lie

methods is needed to treat this problem, is tl.-: appearance of £ in~

places in Eq. (11-35); accompanying the tenn H£, as did TJ in Eq. (11-17),

and also multiplying the variable b in the arguments of each H£. This

second [; dependence, which gives Hf its near-slab nature, changes the

ordering somewhat from that of Se,:. lI.E.l. Without this dependence,

we would take Ho to be our LDlperturbed Hamiltonian, giving the LDlper

turbed trajectories one must integrate along in calculating the trans

fonnation generators. The trajectories of Ho are not of the simple

harmonic nature which those of kO
:: ho+ h2 were, and so these orbit in

tegrals would be difficult to perfonn explicitly. We shall see shortly

that the shuffling in the ordering which this near-slab £ dependence

introduces is just such as to make a simple integral over gyrophase the

appropriate one.
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The procedure parallels that of the Dragt-Finn method of the

last section. We use a sequence {Tl . TZ' T3"'} of transformations to

reJTlOve the dependence of the Hamiltoman on 0, the transfonnation Tn

transfonning ~-l (t- l ) into ~(t). Analogous to Eg. (11-19). If is

of the fonn

tI 1-36)

so that H'" ., K'" = K, the guiding center Hamiltonian. The Tn are given

by

(II - 37)

F$ ~~ the Dragt-Finn technique, the generators Ware taken to ben
of the same functional fonn as the tenns in the Hamltonian they are

designed to eliminate, W =W (O, J, cb, Pb). Paralleling Eg. (II-ZS),
n n

we write

v I zvZ Z(1+ £W + - £ W +"')(H + £H + £ H +••• )1 Z Z 0 1 Z
(11-38)

It is here that the second, near-slab dependence of H on £ enters,

changing the ordering. We write

v v v

-WI Ho = Ho WI = Hoe WI + £ Hob WI' (II -39)
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y y

I,here the operators Hoe' Hob' both of 0(1), are defined by

(II-40)

r~fining the zero-order gyrofrequency by ~o - aH /aJ, we see thato

- Hoe = rio alae :: d/dt)o' the time derivative along the simple trajectory

ill which e increases linearly in time, and the other variables (J, ~b, P
b

)
y y

are frozen. Since Hob enters at higher order in £ than Hoe' it is these

trajectories which are appropriate to integrate along, to calculate the

V, .
n

Using Eq. (11-39) in (11-38), we find that the first order part of
1 y 1 y

H is only part of the factor (HI + WlHo) there, HI = (HI - HoeWl ), the

remainder - £ Hob \'\1 going into HZ 1. Imposing the same conditions as in

1 -Sec. 11.E.l gives the defining equations for WI; HI = HI' and

(11-41)

with solution

(II-42)

analogous to Eqs. (II-Z6) and (II-Z7). This gives a WI with the same
y y y

near-slab dependences as the HR,' and so we write WI =Wle + £ Wlb , anal-

ogous to (II-39) and (II--40), to maintain the proper ordering in the

terms of order two and higher. Using this and Eqs. (11-39), (11-4Z) in

Ea. (II-38), we find

(1 1-43)
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I
slightly different from Eq. (II-3D) for h4

The procedure to second order is just as in Sec. II.E.I. One

obtains

with solution

z - 1
liZ = liZ ' and 01 -44)

01-45)

T -1 _ 1 1 _ t -- I I
Wz = - Hoe (HZ - Hz ) = f dt' (Hz - HZ ).

II.F. The "Frozen A" Problem

01-46)

(11-47)

With the methods of Sec. II.E.I in hand, we are prepared to set

up and solve the I-D, "frozen A" problem sketched in Sec. II.B. We begin

with the initial Hamiltonian H(a,Pa; A), and treat the longitudinal vari

ables A as constant parameters. This leaves us with a one degree of

freedom phase space, with Hamiltonian H.

We define the particle's a-center ao as in Eq. (1-17):

o = a/aa V(al).)1 ,a o

which may be solved· to give ao = ao (A). We then make the simple trans-

formation (a,p ) ... z' == (oa :: a - ao'p ), which is canonical in the re-a - a ,
duced phase space. The new Hamiltonian h (z') is given by

(II-48a)
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where

go.(o. + o a , A) - L t;n (0.
0

, A) (ou)m, and

° m=o

<Xl

V (et + 0 a., A) := L V (0., A ) (Oo.)m.
a m=o m 0

(I I -48b)

(II-48c)

Comparing Eq. (II-48a) ,,-ith (II-17), we make the identifications

flm-z~

Following the discussion in Sec. I~ .£.1, we trivially make the

finite transformation R: z' -+z°:= (6°,io) to action-angle variables,° - - .
canonical in the reduced space, given by

(II -49)

where the phase flIDctions a and p are defined as

a (6,j!>")

p(6,jIA)

_ (no/VZ)I/ZjI/2Sin6 =a (>")jI/2sin6,

_ (2n Ig F2jl/2coS6 =P (>")jI/2cOS6.
° °

Here no2 := 2go V2" The frequency no is the T] -+ ° gyrofrequency , in

cluding effects due to finite (~I IQcLsJ, which exist even in the ze:-o

gyroradius limit. (Here nc =eB/me, the lDlsheared gyrofrequency , and we

recall that L
s

is the shear scale length.) Using (II -49) in (II -48), we

find the Hamiltonian hO(!o):

(II-50)

Comparing this with Eq. (II-18), we find (dropping the superscript 0 on
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o
the hm ' as before)

h ().) :: V, hZ(z;),):: n jo 0 - 0
(II-5l)

(II-5Z)

(II-53)

Here cm (in h3) and dm (in h4) are the coefficients accompanying simll8

or cosme and in particular

c 3 :: (gl/go - V3IVZ) , c 1 :: (gl/go + 3V3/VZ),

d4 :: (gZ/go - V4/VZ), 0z :: 4V4/VZ' do :: (gZ/go + 3 V4/VZ)'

The parameters cm' dm, a, no' ~, and Vm are all flDlctions of '" and the

dependence of the hm on ~ :: (8,j) is explicitly displayed.

Ive now apply the general fonnulae obtained in Sec. II .E.!. From

Eqs. (II-Z8) and (II-5Z). we see that

h/ ::: Ji3 = O.

Using this in (11-Z7) yields

-1 fe
~ G3 = - Jo de' n h3

= a j3/Z [c
3

(cos38)/lZ + cl(coS8)/4].

(II-54)

(II-55)
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From Eqs. (1I-55), (II-53) and (II-3D), we then find

Zh Ifl 4

-2.2{ . 2 2}=-11
0

;1 J (d4-+ t::3~/4)cos4e +(dZ
i '3cl)cosZ8 -lclo- ,.J, ") l c3 -+ cl)] /8.

(11-56)

Z 7
From this and (II-3Z), we read off fl h.:\-:

(II-57)

Equations (1I· 56), (II-57) and (II-34) give us G4:

(II -58)

This is to as high order as we shall explicitly carry the ca1cu-

latioJl, though clearly the extension to arbitrarily high order is straight

fOTh'ard. To this order h00 (j ; A) :::: kZ(j ;A) = ho+hz+flh/+flZh4
2, which we can

read off from Eqs. (II-51), (II-54) and (II-57). In addition, because

h
oo

is just the energy for the 1-0 particle motion problem specified by

parameter A, and j = jOO is the action, these are to be identified with

E(Jo, A) and JO respectively, which resulted from solving this 1-0 prob-

l~m using the traditional mixed-variable generating function prescription,

as discvssed in Sec. 11.0. Therefore

L-"-i,A) = hoo(j,A) :::: k2(j,A) = (ho + hZ) + fl2h/

= (Vo + 11
0
j) + li;a 2 j2 [do- (3/8)(<=:32 + c/)] /8,

(II -59)
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and

.... '" )0
J = J =. . (II -60)

We observe that the Lie method of solution has completely circumvented

the difficulties of cumbersome integrals and functional inversions en

countered in the traditional solution procedure, as discussed in Sec.

I I. B.

Note that knowledge of G4 was not necessary for writing out the

form of k2; the stipulation that h4
2 =~ in Eq. (11-32) completed our

knowledge of k2, and only then is G4 determined. However if we desire

the interpretation of the variables !:..2 appearing in k
2, we need the

transfonnation R2, and so G
4

•

In the next section we shall calculate the generating function S,

which requires use of the coordinate transformations just obtained. To

the order we are working, we will only need the transfonnation equations

for oa and p~ to first order, i.e., we will need only G3. From Eqs.

(II·23) and (II-49),

and similarly

y

Pa=p(ll).} '" (l+nG3}p(!:..1).). (II-62)

Denoting by Y any of the variables oa, Pa ' oS, oPS' we may write

y as an expansion in n,

(II -63)
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Using Eq. (II-55) in (II-6l) and (!I-62), we explicitl)' write

out the first two tenns in this n-expansion of 00, p :a

Pao = p(~)1 >') , (II-64)

(I 1- 65)

where

npal
¥

- nG3P (~I A) :: p aj c sin28/Z = j c sinZ8p p
(II -66)

II.G. Generating Function; Explicit Form

In the present section, we calculate the generating function 5,

and the associated functions cB, cPS' defined in Eqs. (11-14) and (II-I:).

These will be necessary to obtain Hamiltonian HO from H' , as described in

Sec. II .D. We want to obtain HO explicitly to 0(F;2, F;Tj, Tj2) whiCJ'1 will

necessi tate finding cS, cPS up to one order further than the 1"\ ... 0 sin:ple

hannonic limit, i.e., we will need up to nyl' in the tenninology of Eq.

(11.63). For this, we need 5 to one order higher than its simple har

monic value, and this in tum requires ca and Pa up to first order as well.

We calculate 51 using the coordinate transfonnations obtained in

the l~st section:

a 8
51:: / da'p (a.')=/ d6'(dco:/d6')p (8',jl>.t-;.a. 0:

(II-67)
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This integral over e has integrand

(doc:/de)p (e,jl).M)o:(ajl/2cose+~a2jc Sin2e)(j)jl/2cose+~pa jc sin2e)
a to a to p (11-68)

+ higher order,

and so we compute Sl by a trivial integration:

Sl(8,jIAM)= j(e+i Sine)-j-aj 3/2 c (cose+cos38/3)+higher order,
s (II-6~)

where Cs :: c a + cp = (g/go + ZV3/VZ)·

From Eqs. (II-14) , (II-IS), we have oP8:: as/ilAr. 08 :: asl/a,,: '

where AM:: ("1
M

, "2
M

) :: (C8,Pb
o
), and so we are interested in the deriv

ative as1/a"l,2' where a, j and the other Ai are to be held constant.

We want to express these derivatives in terms of the form Sl(e,jl,,) we

now have for Sllcf. Eq. (II-70)). We have

asl/aA l ) '" = (as/ae). ,,(ae/a"l) '" + (a~/a"l)e . " .a,], 2 ], a,], 2 oJ, Z

From (I 1-67)

(asl/ae). \ = (d oa/de)p (e,j IA).
],~ a

We have oa ~,jl"), which we can in principal invert to obtain

e ( oa :: C1 - ao ' j p.. ), whence

(ae/d),l) . \ =- (aa IdA l ) \ rae/aoa). \ + (ae/dAl)o .
a,]'~2 0 ~2 - ],~ a,]

Putting these pieces together, we find, finally,
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(Il - 70)

lnere are three terms in (lJ-70), the two in the square brackets,

and 3 third tcrm (oSl/oA l )8 " A' From Eq. (IJ-69), this last term is
,J, 2

gi \"cn by

1 - 3/2(oS/dAl)e " A = - -2 d( a c )/oAl j (cos8 + cos38/3).
,J, 2 s

From the ordcring scheme outlined in Appendix B, this term is down from

thc first by r/, and so we neglect it completely, to the order we are

working. Similarly the second tenn is dQ\<m by a factor t1 from the first,

and so contributes to oPSl' Analogous equations to those above hold for

dS l /dA 2" Using the n expa~sion of Po in (11-70) gives

~ j sinZ8, (II-72)

wherE ~ - Cp(doidAz) + o(R-n a:J/OAZ' and

~ - Cp(doidAl) + o(R-n a:J/ilA Z'

Here A is understood to be evaluated at AM. The dependence of the <SSm'

<SPI3m on 8 and j appears explicitly, as will be necessary in finding the

explicit dependence of HO on these variables. In the next section, we

proceed to do this.
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II .H. Calculation of If

We have now completed the work of stage one of the transfonna-

tion procedure, and are ready to proceed to stage two. Once we have

obtained an explicit expression for ~f Cthe task of this section),

stage two is a simple matter, using the Lie method of Sec. 11.E.2.

As described following Eq. (11-16), If is obtained by using cE

and oPe in the mixed-variable form H' of the Hamiltonian, to eliminate

the old variables in favor of the new. This iterative procedure is in

principle executable to arbitrary order in both c and n, yielding If

as a double expansion analogous to (II-I). Forhigherorder, howc\Ocr, the

expansion rapidly becomes complicated. This is the price to be paid for

using a mixed-variable generating function; the transformation equations

rust subsequently be unmixed. Because the transformation is finite,

Lie methods are not useful, and we have been forced to pay this price.

We carry out the expansion to O(£2,En,n2). The first iteration

of the expansion of Eq. CII-16) yields

H' = Edol
) + V(exMIAO) - V(Joljll)

= E(AN)
(II-73)

+ £[o8/a£b) ECAN) + oP8 ca / aPb) V(J11).~I)]

+! £2 [co8)2(a/a£b)2E(AN)+(oP8)2(o/aPb)2y(J·11~1))+ higher order.

We have suppressed some of the arguments here for notational sim

plicity, and the notation Jl denotes that the transformation S gives us

ex in tenns of the mixed v~riables, ex=CXO(A~~+ oexce,jIA~1= aM, so that we

must expand this function about AN in the next iteration.
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The O(co) term in (11-73), E(AN) = kO. n2h
4

2• 0(n3), is already

in tenns of the neo.i variables and so we identify

From Eq. (11-6), we have

O 2H,n 02 (11-74)

(II-7S)

(" 2 Id Pb2) V(ex I>..t-l j =g8Cex, >..~I ) •

2 M N
In the O(c ) term, we may replace A by >.. , 68 by 6Bo ' 6PB by

~~So' and ex by 00N = 0o(AN) in g8. 1he O(c) term in (11-73) gives rise

to a munber of tenns, contributing to H
lO

, HU ' and H
20

' One must expand

6E, 6PB' and VI in both c and n:

~1 N N N
cf,i) J = 680 (>" ) • c6Bo (d!dEb) 613

0
C>" ). n 6B1 (>.. ) + higher order (h.o.)

\1 N N N
6PBo P: ) = oPBo(A ). c6Bo (d/aEb)oPBo (A ) + T10PBI (A ) + h.o.,

~II ~1 / / /V' (0 >..) =V' + c08 [a/dEb. (ao dcb)a ao I V'+ 00 a ao V'+ h.o.,
° ° ° 0 0

w}.ere V' on the right hand side is evaluated at 0.
0

N,AN. Combining the

various contributions yields

HID = oB (llko;acb) + oP
Bo

V' (00N1AN)

nHll = T1oBl (ilko/ckb)+ T1cPB1V' (0.0N1AN). OPBo°o.o(a/ao.o)V'

H20 = i ((6Bo)2Cd/dcb)2ko + Cop
Bo

)2 gBCo.o,>..N)J

+ 08 [(ako/acb) (il/acb)oB + V' (il;acb)apBoJ
o °

(II-76)

(II-77)

(II -78)
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All tern6 here are evaluated at the new variables Zoo The ex-

pIici t dependence of all quanti ties here on (8, j) = (r:P, .1°) are knm·.T1

~
from results already obtained. The dependences on A' = ([bo, Pbo) arc

detenr.ined by the magnetic geometry in the particle's vicinity.

ILL Calcul at ion of K from HO

In this section we complete the transfonnation process, perfonn-

ing the transfonnations T of stage two, using the fonnalism developed
n

in Sec. I1.E.Z, to obtain the finite E, finite f1, guiding center Hamil-

tonian K.

We proceed e~plicitly to O(£Z), i.e., we shall calculate KZO '

As noted in Sec. II.F in the context of the frozen -A problem, to obtain

Z
the second-order term" [ KZ' of K, we onl)" need to calculate the gener-

ator £ WI' and not £~IZ' In addition, just as each K~ is an expansion
00

in n, K2 = I q~2m' the generators W2 are also expressed as n expansions,
00 m=O

W2 = L rym W2m. Becau~e we are seeklllg KZO but neglecting qK Z1 ' it will
m=O

only be necessary to calculate WlO '

To begin with, frol:) Eqs. (11-35), (II-36), (II-74), and (II-60),

we have the 0 (£0) tenn of HO
,

For £ -+ 0, we have K = If = ~ = E, and (II -79) is the full guiding center

Hamiltonian, to 0 (qZ).

At 0(£), we begin by using the expressions obtained for OllO' olll'

013
0

, 0131' oP
So

' oP
SI

[Eqs. (II-64) , (II-6S), (II-71) , (II-7ZlJ in expres-
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sian:.; (I1-76) and (I1-77), and re~Tite HlO and H1l' explicitly displaying

their dependences on 0 and J:

HID c (C13J 3/ 2
+ C11J 1/ 2) COS0

nH11 = (C24J
2

+ C22J) sin20.

(II-SO)

(Il-S1)

and

Here C
IlU1

designates the coefficient of the tern in HI in cos iii) or sin mc.:
h '

and I n -. I . 1n partlcu ar

C24 = dp(a~o/d[b),

C22 = ~)(dVo/d[b) - ~V'-(dao/dPb)(av'/aao)'

Following Sec. Il.E.2, we can now read off KIO ' KII :

(II -82)

In addition, from Eq. (11-74) or (Il-79), we have

o 2 2 2 2
KOO = k , nKOI = nHOI = 0, n KaZ= n Ha2= n h4 • (Il-S3)

The only tern remaining to be found, to the order we are working, is K
20

•

To 0([, [n,n), we see that K =Koo =Vo + neJ, formally the same as the

[,n -+ 0 guiding center usually used, but with slightly different defini

tions of the variables, in agreement with the findings of Refs. 7 and 8.

This difference in meaning is dealt with in Sec. II.J.

We now proceed to calculate K20 • Using Eq. (11-80) in (11-42),

we find the O(no) part, WIO' of WI to be
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W
10

E_ ~10-1 J do' H E. fl -1 (C J3/2 + C J 1/2)SinO (11-84)
10 0 13 11 '

where we have used that ClHo/ClJ "' dHoo/dJ + o(r,2) =no + O(r,2). From

(11-43) we see that we will need H20 and 1/2 ~108 HIO for H2~. From Eqs.

(11-84) and (11-80) we calculate the latter of these, finding, after a bit

of algebra,

(II-85)

From Eq. (11-78) we rewrite H20 ' explicitly displaying its C, J

dependences:

_ 2 2
H20 - 2(02J + D4J ) cos 0,

D2 :: ~2{ ~aaidPb)2 (dlat:b)Zvo + (da/Clt:b)2 g8(Oo,Eb))

+ (ClOo/ClPb) 2(ClV/ClEb) (a/aEb) £n [p(ClO/ClPb))

- (aO/dPb) (do/dEbHV' (d/clcb)£n Ip (do/dEb)) + (d/dEb)V')},

04 :: ip 2(dO/dPbl {i(d/dEb)2no + (Cl%/dEb) (d/dEb)Rnlp(dO/C1Pb)) },

where (d/de:b) :: (d/dEb) + (Clo /Cle:b) (dCl ).
o 0

From Eq. (11-86) we see that

(II-87)

. .
The final term in Eq. (11-43), -HobWl = Wlb HO, gives a contribu-

. 1
tion to H20 of
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From Eqs. (II-74) and (11-84), one sees that this tem is proportional

• L' HZ.
to sinO, and so its contribution WIObHoo to ~10= 10 ' IS zero. From

Eqs. 01-43), (IJ-44), (II-8S) and (11-87), therefore, we obtain K10 :

Z _ --1
HZO :: HZO

(DZ J .. D
4
}) (11-88)

Assembling the various contributions from Eqs. (II-8Z), (11-83),

~~d (II-B8), then, we write out the guiding center Hamiltonian K, valid

to C(£Z,£~, nZ):

K = Koo .. ~ZKoZ .. KZO + h.o.

(Vo .. 1I
0
J) .. rloa-Zildo-(3/8)(C3Z" c/))/8 (II-89)

Z -1 Z -1 -1 Z Z
.. E (-no Cll 14 .. (Dz- no CllC13)J .. (D4- 3no C

13
14J ).

The tem Koo is the guiding center Hamiltonian, valid to O(£,£rJ,r,).

It is fonnal1y the same as the lowest order Hamiltonian usually used. As

already mentioned in Sec. II.F, however, the gyrofrequency no is more

-1general than its L
s

~ 0 limit. We shall evaluate this more general

fom of no more explicitly in Sec. II.K.

This lowest order tem in K yields the expressions conmon1y used

for the particle drifts, including the drift in 0
0

which produces orbits

with finite banana width, as described in Sec. II .C. The higher order

terms nZKoZ and E:ZKZO give corrections to these drifts. (We note that the

part of this slow shift of 0
0

(A) which is due to a change (with B) of the
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contribution e¢ to V corresponds physically to a particle drift in t~c

direction of~, due to the particle seeing a time-varyLng ~-field, I.e.,

to a polarization drift.)

The term nZx02 gives the lowest order nonzero correctlons to K

from the anharmonicity of the potential well V, or from the a dependence
C1of g. It is thus a simple finite gyroradius (finite n) correction,

present even in the slab limit E ... 0, in which the paramet··!" ). is truly

frozen.

The term E
2Kzo comes from the fact that A is not frozen, but has

a jitter at the gyrofrequency. ~e contribution cZaKzo/aJ of thi~ term

to the gyrofrequency n is the mathematical expression of the modification

of n due to the jitter in the potential well V(a), described qualitatively

at the end of Sec. II.C. The contribution of the term EZK ZO to the par

ticle drifts in b, Pb [ and so in ao().)]' is analogous to the pondermotive

force F for a particle jittering in an electric field EE(x,t) (E-I).
P

Fp arises from a nonzero time-averaged acceleration at second order in E.

Solving the force equation x= EE (x,t) iteratively, one finds a first

order jitter in x(t) by freezing x at x(o) on the right hand side:

x(l) = EE(x(o),t). Integrating this to obtain x(l)(t) = x(o) + £ox(l),

the time average of t1:le next iteratlon glves Fp:

x(2) = cE (x(o)+ cox (I) ,t) ~ EE(X{o) ,t) + E26x(l) aE (x (0) ,t)/ax.

Analogously, one may calculate the frozen -). gyroorbit a(o) (t) (for which

T1 is arbitrary, but c is effectively set equal to zero), and fran this

C".alculate the first order jitter £6~(1), tops(!) in Sand Pg from

'"
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Hamilton's equations for 6 and PS' e.g., 6(1) • (a/apa)H(a(O) 'Pa(0);

EE(o) ,p. (0)). Solving for ECS(l)(t) and taking the tUne average of the
to

next iteration again gives a nonzero contribution of order £2.

The present ~lonical form for K could be readily employed numer-

ically to find guiding center orbits. Specifying the drift surface ~

near WhICh the guiding center trajectory is to move determines P¢>, as

explained at the end of Sec. II.C. Purther specifying the initial guid

ing center position [a (t ),b(t )J then fixes the value of Pb(t ),o 0 0 0

through solving a (t ) =a [£b(t ), Pb(t ),p~J. Finally, specifying the
o 0 0 0 0 '"

value of the action, Hamilton's equations may be integrated in a straight-

forward mariller. The trajectory in terms of the physical variables (ao,b)

may then be easily computed from the canonical variables (b, Pb, P¢»

using uo(cb, Pb, P¢». This is the only additional step required by the

canonical formulation beyond those needed in numerically applying the

non-canonical formulation employed by Northrop and Rome;8 while their

heuristically determ1ned expression for P~ in terms of the physical guid

ing center variables is found not to be conserved, the time invariance

of P~ in this canonical formulation is automatic.

II.J. Generalized Adiabatic Invariant

In the previous section we obtained the guiding center Hamiltonian

K, to O(c 2,cn,n2), expressed in terms of the gyroaction J. Since it is

the constancy of J which makes K useful, reducing the number of nontrivial

degrees of freedom by one, it is important to be able to express J in

terms of more directly physical variables. This expression is the
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generalization of the expression J = (mV
1

2/2nc) = (mc/e)~ usually used,

to the finite £, finite n regime, and allowing for shear in the magnetic

field.

We shall find J valid to O(£,n2j, ignoring terms of order en,

£2, and higher. As for the calculation of K, the procedure to higher

order is the same, but grows rapidly more complicated.

We assune knowledge of the coordinate system ~IJ(~) :: IdqIJ /oEI 2
,

of the potentials ~ and ~ which give the magnetic and electric fields,

and of the particle position ~ and velocity ~ :: i at any instant t that

we want to compute J. Given the physical specification ~,~ of the par

ticle, the values of the variables z ::(qIJ, p ) in terms of which our
- \I

initial Hamiltonian H are directly determined, through qIJ~), and

P =(g\l) -1 qO + :-:A. W th f t J. t f\I \I ~ \I e ere ore want 0 express 1n erms 0 ~.

We begin by writing out the particle energy E = H(~) in terms

of J. From Eq. (11-89), to the order we are working, E is given by

where

2E = K = Koo + n K02 + h.o.

= V + () J + () J2 ho "0 "2 + .0.,

Vo ' no' and n2 :: no a2 [do-(3/8)(~2 + ~2)]/8

(II-90)

are functions of AN :: (£b,Pb). To the order we are working, ~ = ~l, and

so in particular we take £b =£bl, Pb = Pb
1, and we want to express J in

terms of AO
:: (£S,PS), We thus need to compute the differences between

these parameters:
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Using Eq. (11-84), and the relation Jl/Z sinG = oa/a + O(£,n) [where

oa :: a -a (A0)), this gives

°
Pb - PS= £{r Jo(a/a£S) (C l3/ llo) + (a/a£s) (Cn/llo)) (oa/a)

+ (aCl la£s) p } + 0 (£Z ,Ell).° a

Here J (E,"):: E1/Q :: IE - V (A)VIl ()..) is the O(EO ,1°' y ,ue of the adiabatic
° ° c °

invariant, somewhat generali:ed over the expression nniZ/Zllc to allow for

fini te (vll/llcLs ) or (vE/llcLB) effects which enter, e\ 1 in the zero n lilili t

(c.f. Sec. II.K). E1 is the kinetic energy in the ~ direction which the

particle would have at its guiding center

frozen at its instantaneous value.

positic . a (A), if A werec

Similarly, for the R coordinate we get

E(b- S) = - EOS
O

+ 0 (E Z, En) = - E(aa/ap P
a

+ 0(£2 ,En).

Now we invert Eq. (11-90):

J = J (E , AN) :: E III - II E Z/ll 3 + h 0
1 0 01 0 ••

(II -9Z)

(II -93)

= J (E AN) - (ll I: ) J 2 h0' Z J 0 + .0.

The tenn in llZ is already O(nZ), and so can be evaluated at 1.= 'AD. The

N N 0tenn Jo(E,A) we expand to O(E) in A . A , using Eqs. (II-9l) and (II-92),

This gives, finally,

J = J(E,A
o

) + £(b- s)(a;D/af_S) + (Pb-PS)(aJ/apS) + h.o.

o 2= Jo(E,A ) - (ll2 /llo)Jo

+ £{Pa[(aa/aEs) (aJ/apS) - (aa/apS) (ClJ/aES)) (II-94)

+ (oal a)[J0 (a !cl£S)(C13/llo) + (a/aES)(Cll/ll
o
))}

+ 0(E 2, En, n3),
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All parameters here are evaluated at A= ),0 and a (1,0). i. e .• at the true
o

particle position. The term in nZ is the lowest order finite-n correction

which is nonzero. It is of onler nZ. The term in £ enters to compensate

for the jitter in JO(E.AO) coming from its dependence on AO• which has a

corresponding 0(£) jitter.

The A dependence of J here enters both explicitly. and through

the function a CA). Until now we have been assuming a is a known func-o 0

tlon. We can more explicitly express a • definingo

and solving for the successive oa by expanding the a-center conditionm

(II-47) about a:

I Z L_a = v:. (ao.A ) = VI (a. A) - Ga(Cl/Cla)VI (a,A) +2 (00) (d/Cla)--vI +
(II-95)

.,
=VI (a. A) - ZoaVZ(a, A)+ 3(oa)- V3(a.A) - ••••

Substituting the n expansion of oa into (11-95) and collecting like

powers in n yields

(II -96)

and so forth. The Vm here are evaulated at a.A. Inserting (11-96) into

ao = a- 60(o,Ao), expression (II-94) for J is expressed purely in terms

of quantities defined at the particle position. To more explicitly eval

uate J. one must assume specific forms for the metric coefficients g~ and

the j>Otentials ~ and 4>. In the following section t we assune specific

simple forms for these. namely forms appropriate to the slab geometry of
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Parts I and III, and apply the results of Part II, to prepare for Part

III.

II.K. Application: Slab Geometry with Shear

The stability work of Part III begins with the conductivity kernel

of a slab plasma, with arbitrary inhomogeneity in the inhomogeneity direc

tion x. This kernel requires a knowledge of the particle orbits and drift

frequencies in such a Ir;gnetic geometry. In preparation for Part III, in

this sectiion we apply the results thus far obtained in the present por- ~

tion of this work, to a slab geometry, allowing for shear and v8riation

in the magnetic field strength (p/La * 0). As part of this application,

we shall be able to specialize the results of Sec. 11.3, obtaining a

more explicit expression for the gyroactior. in the presence of strong

perpendicular magnetic inhomogeneity, and, in particular, in the presence

of magnetic shear.

The appropriate Hamiltonian is that of Part I [Eq. (1-4)], which

is in tenns of Cartesian coordinates, for which gil\! IS the identity matrix

gIJ\! = 6IJ \!. This is not the same as the £ ~ 0 limit of the Hamiltonian of

Part II, for which the results of this part were developed. (In the limit

£ ~ 0, H in Eq. (11-5) is the Hamiltonian of a particle in a system with

cylindrical synunetry.) However it is one of the advantages of the canon

ical formulation we are using that formulae in different geometries tend

to look the same. Everything developed in the present part of this work

is also valid for the Cartesian slab geometries of Parts I and III.
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The adoption of a slab geometry, i.e., taking only the £0 terms

in the expressions obtained thus tar, is all extreme limit of the theo!)',

but a limit with relevance to the Tormac :h~qth, where one may well have

T]2 > > E.

II.K.I Specialization to Slab Geometry

Going back to the notation of Part I, we have the sole inhomogeneity

direction x, corresponding to the coordinate a of Part II, the y direction

corresponding to e, and the =d i recti on ("I :responding to <to 'ihe expansion cacffi-

cients!;n arc now all zero, except for go=1. \'ie cons ider a gi ven part icle, with

guiding center X (1'), and go into the Cartesian CDordinate svstem rutura 1 to the
0- .

, ~ ~

magnetic field ntlb,evaluatingthex-dependent system~, b2(x),bix)] of I'artlat
, .'

Xo . We recall the definitions of this right handed triad: bl :: x, b2 ::

bz(XJ:::b
3

x bl , b
3

:: b
3
(\) ::: B(X

o
)' tIle magnetic field direction at Xo.

The corresponding coordiates we denote by (Xl' x2, x3).

We expand the potentials A = (0, A , A ) and <I> about x,., X :- y z 0

o~ (ox, Xo) :: ~(x) - A(X ) = Y (ox)n(a/ax )nA In!
- 0 n=l 0 0

(1I-99)

[ I
n=O

I (8x)n+1 (a/ax )n E /(n+l)! ,
n=O 0 0

(II-IOO)

A

where ~= ~(Xo)' ~::.!?(Xo)' Eo=E(Xo)· Defining ~=!:-e~o:: voz bZ+v03b3 ,
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we express the dfective potential V of Eq. (I-5) as

00

- I rn= V (X • P)(6x) .rn 0 -m=0

Using (11-99) and (11-100). we can read off the Vrn s.

m = 4......e find

v ~ VeX Ip' = l V 2 • e ¢o 0 -' 2 -0 o'

(II-10l)

Proceeding up to

~

VI - -e(~{/ ~)'x - eEo = - e(voZBo • Eo) = 0

1 2 Z ~
V2 ~ -7 [e B - e v x (aB lax )·x - e(aE lax )1._ 0 -0 -00 00

V3 ~ i e
2 ~. (a~/aXo) - (e/3!)[~X(az~/aXoz). ~ •

\'4 - e[~' (az~/axo z)/3! + (a~/aXo)z18J

-(e74!)[~ x (a 3 ~/ax03).~ • a3Eo/aX0
3J.

(II-10Z)

Solving the second of Eqs. (11-102) for v02 gives

v = - cE IE :: voZ 0 0 E (II-103)

where we have reinstated the c. To O(~) this velocity. v02 :: xZ(Xo)' is
'"the same as the guiding center drift Xz in the bZ direction. which is

therefore the usual Ex B drift vE' in this small n limit.

For convenience we define

(11-104)

and B(x) :: IB(x) I :: Bexp eB(x).

Here B is a constant, and KB,S(x) :: ~~~ (x)

definitions and K:: KB - i KS' we have

:: deB s/dx. Using these,
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~(x) ., B(x) (1. • b ) " B(x) (1•• c.c.), (11-105)

(II-I06)

If we in addition neglect all derivatives of KB,S(X), we have in general

-n n A

(d/dXj ~ = B(x) IK b•• c.c.'. (II-l07)

Using Eqs. (11-106), (11-103) in the- third of expressions (11-102)

gives

V
2

4le2B 2
w 0

= l[e2B 2 •
2 0

e(v ~KB - v 7KS) B - e(dE /dX ))
o~ o~ 0 0 0

(I.I-lDB)

and therefore (restoring the m and c),

(II-lOg)

where KE - d £n Eo/dx.

~e see that the gyrofrequency ~ is different from its homogeneous-

B value nc ' even in the zero gyroradius (r)" 0) limit, for finite

(KSvo3/~c) or (KB-KE)V£/nc ' as mentioned previously. For substantial

KSV03 ' the particle experiences a restoring force - - v03B2 (x) in the x

direction, in addition to the v2B3 force which gives the usual nc part of

no. Since B2 - Bo(ox/LS) - ox, this additional force senses finite shear,

even in the n" 0 limit. Similarly, for substantial KB't, the particle

senses a restoring force - v20 B3( x) ::: vEBo(ox/LB) in addition to the

force giving ll. Again, this force is linear in ox, and so renormalizesc _
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The shifts in 0.
0

due to finite (~S V03/nc)14 and (~EVE/0.c)15

have been noted by other workers. We can rewrite the last term in Eg.

(II-109) as (KE-KBhi1c" Dc (d\'E/ dX ). This fOml arose in Ref. 15 for the

specIal case KB c O.

II.K.2. Particle Motion

In preparation for Part III, we solve the particle motion prob-

lem to O(~). Since £ " 0, the pseudomotion problem of Sec. II.F is the

full problem, i.e., K(J,A) = E(J,~) =hOO(J,A), in the terminology of

Eq. (II-59). o ITo 0(£ ,n ), then, we have

The x motion has already been solved in Sec. IJ.F. Replacing

6:>. by 5x, Eqs. (I 1-64) , (II-65) give us

6x '" x sinOo 0

n6xI =- x/ CV/4VZ) (3+' (;osZO),

tIl-Ill)

(II-lIZ)

where x = a J1/Z is the O(no) approximation to the particle gyroradius,
o

~Jd a = (Do/VZ)I/Z. Explicit expressions for Vz and no are given in

Eqs. (II-I08), (II-I09). Using (II-I07) in Eqs. (II-IOZ), we obtain a

sinq:>ler expression for V3:

1 Z Z ZV3 =7 KB(eBo) - (eB03!)[(KB -KS )voZ - 2KBKS v03]
(II-1l3)

=m {KB ncZ/z + [(KSZ.KBZ)vE+ZKBKS V03 lQc/3!}.

Here, and henceforth, we neglect all derivatives of E(x). In the second

line of (II-113), we have restored the m and c. Similarly, we may write
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Z 2' "2 Z 3
V4 = (7I(B -KS )(cBor/Z4 - (cB/4~)[(KB'-3;'B"S )V

O
Z-(3KB 1(5-1(5 )"03J

(11-114)

_ f7 Z Z r Z I (3 Z 3) . ( 3 Z 3)., ; } /4 I- m l >(B -KS ).I
C

- KB>(S ->(B \ E + "B '-:S-1(5 '. 03]·IC .•

Higher order V 's can be rcadily obtained, If desHcd.
m

Equations (II-Ill) and (II-lIZ), along with the fact that

n = "Kia.] = fI + O(rh, give a complete description of the x motior•.
o

The Xz and x3 motion thcn comes fram a simple tUnc intcgration of

Hamilton's equations,

Xz = {p - e~ix(t)J}' hZ' x3 = {p. eA[X(t))} • h3 · (11-115)

Using x =X + 6x + fl6x l , and the expansion (11-99) for 6~, we fl~do 0

(11-116)

whcre the guiding ccnter coordinates XZO ' X
30

evolve lincarly in time

(or 0), at rates

• - Z
XZO = vE + ( Xo nc/4) (3 V3/VZ - KB) = vE + vB'

X30 = v03 + K
S

q,Z ::/4),

(II-l17)

(II-11B)

and the gyTomotion 6x1,2,3 (0,J) about this guiding center, to O(T)), IS

given by Eqs. (II-Ill) (11-112), and:

OXzo :: XZO cos0, Xzo = (lle/I1Q)Xo

T)OXZ1 :: G{oZ ne/8 no) (3 v3/VZ + KB) sinZ0

T)OX31 :: - KS(X02 nelB no) sinZ0.

(II-119)

(II -1Z0)

(H-l21)
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TIllS completes the mathematical description of t.'le particle

motion, to O(~). Several aspects of the motion should be noted. First.

alread~' mentioned, is the dependence of the g)TofreqlX.'ncy on v03 ;: v" (\.,),

for finite shear. A5 we shall see in Part III. this dispersion in lbhas3

sip1ificant effect on the ion Bernstein modes. and the- instabilities as-

sociated l;'ith them. The- other n.'o "frequencie-s" (i.e., time d('T;latl\'l'~

:. ;: i of the canonical coordinates ~) in the prohlem. ):20 and );30' :ire

also moJified by shcJr. In the limits of K ~ 0 and neglli-:ible •BVL!''c .
- ~ ~

one has \'~/V~=KB' and x ~= (v1~/2r:,), and so Eq. (11-117) reduces to
j i. 0 C

~

\'B:: X20 - ....E= ('-Bv1- /2\), L usual Bx I'B dri f1. From Lq. (1 1-118) 'n'C

see that shear also modifies thc particle parallel Vl locity. a fact

d . 1 . .t. l' 16note prevIous y In ~le Iterature.

We also note modifications in the gyTomotion about the guldlTIg

center. induced by shear. Comparing Eqs. (II-Ill) and (II-119~, one sees

that. even at O(no), finite shear distorts the gyrooriJit from a c rcular

to an elliptical shape. At O(n), the corrections nexil (i =1,2,3) fur

ther distort the orbit. In particular, n6x31 causes the orbit to twist

in the direction of magnetic shear, turning the elliptical orbit into a

"potato-chip" fonn.

The canonical framework and graphical techniques of Part I en

dole one to understand qualitatively many of these shear-L,duced modifi

cations. For example, the correction to X30 in Eq. (11-118) may be
~ ~

understood from referring to Fig. 2. We recall that v2b2+v3b3=E- e~(x).

As x oscillates about X , A(x) oscillates on the A trajectory about
0--

A(X). For a particle with positive parallel velocity, such as at point
- 0

c in Fig. 2, the shear causes the trajectory ~(x) to bend away from point



P as x moves in either dIrection from X , thereby causing the parallel
°

velocity v3 to have a positive addItIon to its value v03 at Xo' COn-

versely, the curvature of A toward point b causes IX30 ' to be smaller,

for particles with negative parallel velocIty. In a similar way, one

5ees that the curvature Vz of the potentIal well V =1(1' -eA)2 is en

h:weed by shear for a part ide wi th IOOITl<mt'i I' at point l', and lessened

forI' at point b. This explaIns the fimte "'5 correctIOn :0 ;1
0

in Lq.

(11-]09).

II.K.3 AdIabatIc Invariant

We now specialize the results of Sec. Il.J to the present geom

etry, calculating J to O(n). Defining v 1 = P 2(X ) ~rn = 1), we have
o x 0

E = 1(vo/ + vo/ + V03
2
) + e<!J(Xo), and so £1 :: E - Vo = ~ vo/' the

kinetic energy in the x direction at the guiding center. Equation 01-94)

the tells us that (x = a, Xo = ao)

(II-I22)

2 2= mv 1 /2 ~ (X ) + O(n ).o 0 a

To O(no) we may replace Qo(Xo) by Qo(x) and (11-122) evidently reduces

to the usual expression mv
1
2/2~c, valid in the limits of negligible

(KSV03/Qc) and (KBV02/Qc)' Even to O(no) , however, we see that these

parameters modify J.

We note that, expressed in terms of Jo(E,Xo,A), the form of J

at O(n) is the s~ne as that for O(no). If we express Xo as x - OX(X,A),

however, the first order form is different from the one valid at zero

order. Cons istent with the ordering described in Appendix B, we have
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(11-123)

where the Vm on the second line are evaluated at x, and oXo = V
1
/2 V

2
,

from the first of Eqs. (ll-%).

In additlon, for 0.
0

we have

(11-124)

" [l (x) [1- (ex )(3V3/2V'l] + OCr/).o 0 ..

Putting (11-123) and (11-124) into (11-122), we obtain an expression for

J entirely in terms of the quantities E, Vo' VI' V2, V3, all evaluated

at x;

(II -125)

= D
O

-
1(x) [E-Vo(x) + COX

O
)Zv2+3(OXo)3v3] [l-(oxo) (3V3IZV2)]-1 + OCn2).

At O(no) , this reduces to

(II-126)

_ 1 [p 2 + (p' /n )2J/n (x) + O(n),
-.", x x 0 0..

1 2where we have used V (x) :: Vex/A) =E - -2 P ,o x
, 1 2

V1(x) :: (a/ax) V(XIA) = - Px' and V2(x) =2 no (x), In the limit of

negligible vE/v.1 ,p = v
2
n (x) (where v. :: b. (x) 'v is the particle veloc-x c 1. 1. -

it)' in the i direction of the coordinate syst.em natural to position x),

and, using Px :: vI' Eq. (II-126) may be written

J .. i [v/ + V/(l'2/l'2o)11 no + O(n), (II-127)
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where again, all quantities are evaluated at )'.. We note the "eillptical

distortion" of this fonn from the unsheared circular limit in which

2 2 2v1 E VI + v2 appears, parallel to the distortion in Eqs. (ll-llI) ,

(11-119) of the O(no) gyToorbit.

1l1e higher order expression for j, Eq. (11-125), involves V3(x),

which 1S given in Eqs. (11-102) or (11-113). The calculation of J to

still higher orders may be analogously carried out, bringing in higher

m \'rn' and correspondingly higher order derivatives of !!(x).

ILL. Directions for Extension of the Formalism

In the development of the formalism of the present part of this

thesis, we have made a number of simplifying assumptions. These were

useful in developing the formal procedures, but now that the procedure~,

have been established, the assumptions may be weakened, and the range of

applicability of the theory may thereby be enlarged.

One assumption implicity made throughout is that resonance ef-

fects between the gyTomotion and bounce motion are negligible. Thus, one

removes the dependence of H on the gyrophase 0 to all orders in e: ending

finally with a 0-independent Hamiltonian K, for which no resonance effects

are possible.

To study possible resonance effects in the framework developed

here, we begin with the Hamiltonian If(Zo) of Sec. II-H, the' starting

point fcY' stage two of the transformation process. Instead of neglecting

resonance effects as done in stage two, one may instead first solve for

the unperturbed bolDlce motion, taking Ho
0 (Jo, Eb0

, Ph0) as the lDlperturbed

Hamiltoniail. Ho
o has one nontrivial degree of freedom, and so the bolDlce
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motion ma~' be solved for eX<lctJ)'. Analogous to the ~'ay in which the

one-dimensional, fro:('n-) problem for the gyromotion was solved, we trans

f0l1!J from [h0, Ph0) to ((lbO, J~), the action-angle variahles of the bOlIDce

motion. "!1J(' Ibmiltoniall ,p iIi terllls of these variables then has a lowest

oruer tem J( 0 = fI 0 \o:hicJl is independent of hoth angle variables,o 0

j{ 0 = }( 0 (.1
0

, J h
o). The higher order tenn...:; (S<o 0 arc in general uepen

DOL

dcnt on hath angle variahles, <mu this COlJp! ing anOh'S for the stud,' of

resonance effect s. From th is, ol1e ohta ins the resonance conui t ion

o = 11 1:, .. n~ tr) (..ileTe :': is the bOlIDce averageu l-,')'rofrcqucncy), the conui

tion for violation of the pcTtlJrbati\'c ll.:ltlJrC of the transfomations

~IJe In stage two .

.~other assumption we have made is tha~ of perfect axisymmetry.

One would like to remove this assumption to study geometries for which the

toroidal symmetry is weakly broken, either due to unintentional field

imperfections, as in Tokamaks, or due to an intentional design for con-

finement, as in Elmo Bumpy Torus.

The central difficulty overcome by the formalism we have developed

here is inducing the finite canonical transformation S to action angle

variables (Go, JO), which have the property of lying sufficiently close

to the desired variables (8, J) (in terms of which K is expressed) that

the remaining transformation T: (0
0

, JO) + (8, J) may be achieved by

purely perturbative means. Inducing the perturbative transformations com-

prising T is a relatively simple and straightfoIWard matter, especially

when aided by Lie techniques. In view of this, the procedure developed

here may be expected to be applicable to particle motion in~ geometry

in which the procedure we have used for inducing S again gives action

angle variables which are only perturbatively far away from the true

gyroaction J (the adiabatic invariant) and its conjugate angle O.
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In the present context, one may consider breaking the toroidal

symmetry in either of two ways. One may allow any or all of the r.etric

coefficients g~ (as well as ~ and the components A of the vector poten
~

tial), formerly independent of ~, to have ei ther a small addnional ~. -

U ~ ~dependent part; g = go (a., If',) + (, &l (Cl,le, i), or a slow dependence

I)TJ It, as well as on e; g~ = gU(ll, lB, 61,). (The quantity 6 here is the

parameter of smallness.)

In the former case, a nonzero perturbation A 1 of A 1S perrrus-u u

sible; in the latter case it is not, since there would then be no accept-

able unperturbed Hamiltonian havL~g the same formal similarity to a one

dimensional particle motion problem as does H in Eq. (11-5). In both

cases, one may follow a procedure fully analogous to that described in

Sec. lI.D to induce the transformation S. The resultant Hamiltonian if>

will then have an 0 (£0 ,60
) part independent of 00

, and 00 -dependent

tenns higher order in both £ and 6. The remainder of the transformation

process is thus again perturbative in character, and so should be execut-

able without great difficulty. The generators of these transformations

will now be ~ dependent. Resonance effects may also be studied as out

lined above for the ¢-dependent case, with a more flexible resonance

condition, 0 = n 1 n + nZ ~ + n
3

w
cP

, arising fTCIll the r,ew characterist ic

frequency w¢, describing the time required for the particle to traverse

one period in the toroidal perturbation.

Finally, one may relax the assumption of time-translational in

variance, Le., one may allow the glJ and potentials ¢ and ~ to have a

weak time dependence, in either of the two senses just discussed in con

nection 'lith breaking of rotational s)'IlIIICtry. In this way one may study,

for exanq>le, the effects of an electrostatic perturbation 64'1 - e· iwt on
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the particle motIon. The transformations would then be time dependent,

and the resonance condItion would take the form
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APPENDIX B, ORDERING S<JID4E OF PART II

In this Appendix we clarify certain aspects of the ordering

scheme we use in cOlTlf'aring tenns we find in the expansions pcrfonned in

Part I!.

We define the scale length a of perpendicular inhomogeneity by
o

a :: min (V2 IV-, gill.) = min fa £n V2/'iJ(J. )-1,(3 £n glaD. )-1]. (E-l)o .) ()'~ 0 0 0

The perpendicular expansion parameter n is then given by n

we asstmJe that

- 00.6-0'
and

(B-2)

In contrast to the ordering in (B-2), since Vo is on the order of the

particle's parallel energy at the guiding center, and V2 (oa)2 is on the

order of its perpendicular energy, one has V0 - V2 (00:) 2, for a typical

particle. From this order1ng, and from the definitions fcf. Secs. II.F,

II .G] of the c (including c ,c , and cs )' all of these parameters aremap
-- -1on the order of a , and all the d (m = 0,2,4) are on the order of

o m
- -2
ao

While the expansion coefficients V (a ,A) have this slow depenm 0

dence on a , av Ida -V la , we note that the potential V(aIA) itselfo mom 0
·1 -has a stronger a dependence: aV/'Ja-V2oo:-V/oa = n Via.

In addition to an ao dependence, many of the parameters of the

theory (including 0.
0

itself) have a dependence on Al :: ES(or Eb),

A2 == PI3 (or Pb)· We define characteristic scale lengths Ii(i =1,2) in

the variables Ai by
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in analogy with (Bl). We assume that the various parameters f of the

theory (e.g., f =Vm, &ro' 6~, ~) all have comparable dependences on the

A.• In ordering the various terms arising in calculations (2S 1n, e.g.,
1

Sec. II.G), we shall thus assume

MldA. - fl I ..
1 1

(B-4)

We now apply this ordering scheme to a particular example, order-

ing the three terms in Eq. (11-70). We have

(term 2/term 1) = (d6~/dA. ) I (da IdA) - (6~1X1) I (ci !AI)
1 0 1 0

= 6afCi = T),
o

and

(B-S)

(term "Vterm 1) - (a j1 / 2 c /),1) j/(p a /'Al )
5 ao 0

- T) j/(pao a
o

) - T)2,

where we have used j - p 6a and 6a -a j1/2.
uo

used in Sec.II.G in calculatin::: 58 and cPS.

(B-6)

Thf~ are the orderings
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PART III. SfABILITY IN STRONGLY INIi:MJGENEOOS P~

III.A. Introduction to Part III

The final part of this work will be concerned with the develop

ment of a systematic framework for obtaining disperson equations for

the study of nonnal IOOdes in a strongly inholOOgeneous plasma. The for

malism to be developed begins with Poisson's equation, and is thus re

stricted in validity to electrostatic pertuhations. In addition, we

assume a slab geometry, as in Part I. Generalization of the fonnalism

to the study of arbitrary electromagnetic perturbations should not be

difficult, and generalization to allow for IOOre complex geometries may

also be possible. These matters are discussed further in Sec. III.E.

The formalism to be developed is aimed at characterizing the

problem of normal modes in strongly inhomogeneous plasmas in a manner

which resembles as closely as possible the more familiar formulations of

the simpler problem of stability in weakly inhOlOOgeneous plasmas, while

still maintaining an exact formulaticn, so that when infonnation is

finally disc~rded in order to achieve a Dl~thematically tractable problem,

it can be done in a systematic and consistently ordered fashion.

We are aided in this pursuit by two maUlematical tools in partic

ul ar • The fi rst is a canonical framework, as in Parts I and I I. The

second is a variational formulation of the problem, tihich is useful both

in insuring that approxiJnatiion schemes are applied in a consistent

manner ,17 and also in lessening the work involved in obtaining dispersion

equations. 18,19, 20
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Use of the variational formulation is intlOduced in Se.::. III.B,

rn which the fonnalism is developed in a very general but ahs-c.ract fash

ion, using only a single requisite property [Eq. (111-4)] of the conduc

tivity kernel Ks ' From the variationalfolmulation, one may follow two

routes. One can develop differential equations describing the spatial vari

ation of the eigenmodes <p(x), which are approximations to the infinite

order differential equation (d.e.) which describes the exact problem. Al

ternatively, if one can make a guess at the form of the solutions of these

d.e. s, one can derive dispersion equations directly from the variational

principle, even in parameter regimes where truncation of the d.e. at fi

nite order is invalid. We shall follow both of these routes. The two

approaches, solVing d. e. 's or use of a variational principle, cOOlplement

each other. The d.e. approach has more direct connection to the phys

ics, and to the original equation we want to solve, Eq. (III.3). The trun

cated d.e. we will be solving will be fonnally very similar to the

SchrOdinger equation, and this fonnal resemblance will supply additional

insight into what sorts of solutions <p(x) to expect. Given a good guess

at how <p(x) looks, determined from insight derived from the d.e. approach,

the variational approach supplies a computationally more efficient means

for obtaining dispersion equations.

In Sec. II1.C the abstract formalism of Sec. III.B is given

physical content, by introducing the explicit fOlm of the conductivity

kernel Ks ' It is here that use of a canonical framework becomes partic·

ularly helpful. The resultant fonnalism is applicable to slab geometries

with arbitrary inhomogeneity in the density and magnetic field (including
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shear), and yet emerges in a form which transparently r0duces in the ap

propriate limits to the weakly inhomogeneous expressions cClllllOnly used.

Two particularly useful aspects of this should be pointed out. The

first of these is the conceptually unifying aspect of such a fom&a.lisTll.

Dispersion equations applicable to different particular geometries now

arise as different limits of the same dispersion equation, eliminating

the need for going through an analogous but new derivation of the dis

persion equation for each particular geometry. The second useful aspect

is that such a formalism permits a more careful derivation of the var

ious effects present in a given situation. Much previous work has in

volved ad hoc derivations or statements of the appropriate equation to

be studied, obtained by intuitive generalizations of the equations ap

plicable to simpler situations. Most notable among these are the equa

tions given for t;le study of stability of sheared plasmas. In certain

cases the present formalism serves as a more rigorous justification of

previous work, or finds limits on the validity of that work. In still

other cases, we have fmmd effects (to our knowledge previously undis

covered), which can be significant in certain situations (in particula:

in sheared plasmas). These emerge from the canonical fOnmJlation in an

automatic and natural fashion, and the physical origin is discernable.

One example of these effects is the fact that, in a sheared magnetic

field, the diamagnetic drift frequency Ill., which plays a central role

in dispersion equations for drift rodes, is modified, having a dependence

on the same parameter (VII /Ll1c) which, as we saw in Part 11, also modi

fies the gyrofrequency.
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In Sec, III.D we apply the formalism to a study of the ion drift

cyclotron instability, in both unsheared and sheared magnetic fields.

Study of this instability allows some of the useful and novel aspects

of the formalism to be illustrated. Discussion of possible useful di

rections for extension of the formalism is given in Sec. III.E.

For the present part of the thesis, we need to distinguish be

tween the various inhomogeneity parameters designated by n in Parts I

and II. Thus we denote by ~, ns ' nB and nB the ratio of ion gyro

radius Pi to the scale lengLhs of density (Ln), shear (LS) , magnetic

field modulus (~), and magnetic field [~ :: min (L5 , ~)], respectively,

and define n:: max(~,nB)'

III.B. Poisson's Equation; Gener~l Formalism

I1I.B.l.. Exact fonnulation

Restricting ourselves to electrostatic perturbations, we take

for our wave equation Poisson's equation,

2
'V <P (~) = - 411 p(~). (I1I-Ia)

Here <p(~) is the perturbed electrostatic potential, and p(~) is the

perturbed charge density at point ~.

We assLDlle that p(~) is given by the SLDII over contributions

P (x) of the linear response of each specIes s to Ijl. laplace transforms-
ing in time, we write this response in the frequency domain as

(Ill-lb)

where w is the component of frequency. Using Eq. (III-lb) in (III-la),
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we obtain the wave equation for 4>, exact, within the confines of linear

theory, regardless of geometry:

2 r J -V 4>~; w) = I. ~. Ks~'~'; w) 4>(~'; w).
s

Specializing to a slab geometry makes the dependence of ¢ on

the homogeneity directions y and z trivial,

¢(x) =¢(x) exp i(k y + k z).- y z (III-2)

This leaves us with a one dimensional wave equation to solve,

parametrically dependent on the constants ky, kz' just as the assumption

of slab geometry in Parts I and II in the study of particle motion re

duced that problem to a one dimensional one, parametrically dependent on

the momenta P =~Y' P). Inserting (111-2) into (III-I) yields- z

o = (-a/+ k/+ k/H(x) + ~ f dx' Ks(x,x' ;A)4>(X'), (EI-3)

where A = Cw, ky' kz)' and ax denotes derivative with respect to x,

In Sec. IILC we will consider the explicit fonn of the conductivity
a

kernel Ks ' derived from first principles in Appendix C. Here we need

only use a certain property of Ks to be shown there, namely that 'ls can

be written as an in~cgral over contributiuns Ks to Ks from particles

having guiding center X :o

(III-4)

where 0:: x - Xo' 0' =x' - Xo' Ks bears a more direct relation to the

expressions for susceptibilities usually used in weakly inhomogeneous

stability calculations, as we shall see.
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As noted in the Introduction to Part III. it will be cOOlpUtation-

ally useful to phrase the stability problem in terms of a variational

prL~ciple. For any two functions $(x), ~(x), normalized so that

Jdxl¢'(x) 1
2

= 1 = JdxlHx) ,2, we defjne the ftmctional S(~I.$) by

(III-S)

:: Jdx ~"'(x)(a a+ k 2+kz2)Hx)+l:JdxJdx'~*(X)K (x,x')¢>(x'),
x x y s

where a:: a , and a denotes an x derivative acting to the left. (rnex x x
subscript "V" on Sv denotes "vacuwn.") 5(4',4') is closely related to the

additional energy present in the plasma in the presence of perturbation

4', as noted in the variational fomulation of Berk and Dominguez. 17

*Setting the variation of S with respect to ~ equal to zero gives back

the basic wave equation (111-3):

*o = iojo~ (x)) S(~,¢). (III -6)

Here ojof(x) denotes functional differentiation with respect to any fUnc

tion f(x). Though we will not be making use of it subsequently, we note
...

that a related equation for ~ (x) is obtained by taking oS/o4> (x) :

0=- (a}+ k}+ k/)~*cx)+Hdx'~*(X')Ks(X',x;;I.). (III-7)
I S

From the explicit fonn [Eq. (III-4B)] for Ks(x.x;w). introduced in Sec.

III.C.I, we see that

(III -B)

where "*" denotes complex conj ugation. Actually, this fonn for Ks
is valid only for w in the upper-half plane; for w in the lower-half

plane, an analytic continuation of this form must be made.
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However, for the moment we denote by Ks only the fonn given in

(I II - 48) , so that Eq. (I II - 8) holds, as does the analogous
,..

relation for the l-ll knilel, [Ks(x,x'; w, \r' kz)) = Ks(X',x;

*w , ly,kz ). Using this in (III-7) and complex conjugating, one obtains

Eq. (111-3), with ~(x) Terlacing ¢(x). Thus, 0 = oS/6¢(x) yields Poisson's

equation for ~(x), tdking this interpretation of Ks '

Now we make use of the fonn (II I -4) • Putting this fonn into the

expression in Eq. (III-S) for the contribution 5s to 5 and replacing Xo

by x, by the following manipulations we obtain a compact expression for

s .
s'

*Ss(Iji,¢) fdx fda fda' ~ (x+a)Ks(o,xa') ¢(x+a')

fdx fda fda' ~* (x) exp(a~ ) K (a,x,a') exp( o'a ) <pcx)x s x

= fdx ~*(x) K (ia ,x, ia) ¢(x). (III-9)s x x

In the third line, the infinite order diffe7ential operator Ks(i~x,x,iax)

is understood to mean the kernel Ks ' Fourier transformed in arguments

a and a';

K
s

0<, x, k') :: fda fda' e- ika Ks(a,x,a') e-ik'a',

and with the replacements k -.. i~ , k' -.. ia .x x

(III-IO)

(Using the same symbol Ks for both Ks(a,x,o') and its Fourier transform

presents no ambiguity, if one simply notes whether the units in the

arguments are 0 -x. or k -x-1. The fannal manipulations using the dis-

placement operator exp(odx) in (111-9) may be verified, using more stan

dard, but far lengthier procedures, involving Fourier transforming with

only numbers (instead of operators) as arguments. Since both the oper

ators ~x and ax in (III-g) point outward, neither of them acts on the
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x-dependence of Ks itself.

Given the form (111-9) for S5' expression (11J-5) may be more

neatly expressed as

S(w,¢I) ::: fdx 1jJ" (x) K(iax ' x, fax) ¢l(x), (IIl-11)

\>onere K(k,x,k'):: K.yCk,k') + LKs(k.x,k'), and K.y(k,k')::kk'" k/+k/.
s

We now use this form of S in the variational equation, Eq. (IIl-6).

"To take the variation 6/61jJ (x) of S, we must integrate all derivatives

ax (which act on IjJ ") by parts, turning them into derivatives -ax acting

on ¢I and on K's own x dependence, yielding S(IjJ,¢I) ::: fdx 1jJ" (x) K(-iax '

x, fax) ¢l(x). (We note the sign change in the left-hand derivative in

K.) P~isson's equation, Eq. (111-6), then reads

(III-12)

Without loss of generality, we could at first have allowed ~

and IjJ to have some dominant x beh?.vior, ljJ (x) ::: IjJl (x) exp ikx,

¢l(x) ::: ¢II (x) exp i.kx. Equation C:II-ll) then gives

S(IjJ.¢I) ::: fdx IjJl"(x) K(k + iax'x, -k + i3x) ¢l1(x)

::: fdx IjJl"(x) K(k - iax'x, -k + iax) ¢l1(x),

and Poisson's equation appears as

(III-B)

(III-14)

Equations (111-12) and (111-14) are exact formulations of the full

nonlocal Poisson's equation, Eq. (II I -13) • The integral operator in

(111-3) has been converted into an inf1nite order differential operator,
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which may be truncated at some finite order to enable analytic progress

to be made. These differential fomulations could have been obtained

directly from the integral equation (111-3), without first going through

the variational fOnID.Jlation. We have taken the variational route for

two reasons. First, in performing the truncation at finite order of

(11-12) or (11-14), one nn~t be careful to perform the truncation in a

consistent manner, so as not to introduce terms leading to spurious

growth rates and frequency shifts, as pointed out by Berk and Domin

guez. 17 This consistf.lcy is achieved through the variational principle,

performing the truncation on S in a manner which preserves the sym

metry property (III-B) of S (Le., we truncate at the same order in ax
and 8 ), then integrating by parts and taking the variation of S, asx

done above, to obtain a differential equation.

The second reason for the variational fOnID.Jlation is that it is

in its own right a powerful means for obtaining dispersion relations,

without actually having to solve a differential equation first. Denoting

by L~ the mode localization width, if Ps/L~ > I, the Fourier representa

tion of Hx) will have a width llk - L4>-1 > Ps -}, and so one expects that

the operator Ks(ia , x, i~ ) in (111-9) cannot validly be truncated atx x

some finite order in a about some average value of k. Proper applica-x
tion of Ks thus falls naturally into two regimes. When ps/L4><1 is satis-

fied, the variational princi?le can be used to obtain results that could

also be gotten from solving a differential equation (d.e.), with less

labor than is required for the d.e. approach. In the regime ps/L4»l,

truncation at finite order (in a ) of K becomes invalid, and the con-
x s

tribution if Ks to Poisson's equation is truly integral in nature.
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Here, the variational formulation is especially useful in obtaining

valid approximate dispersion equations. We discuss these matters further

in Sees. III.B.2 and II.B.3.

Formulations of Poisson's equation similar to Sq. (111-12) or

(III-14) have been derived by other authors. Genrer, Birdsall, Langdon,

and Fuss2I derive a fonn

(Ill-IS)

Whereas Eg. (III-12) is exact, however, certain approximations were made

in obtaining (III-IS), which break down in the regime of appreciable n.

These are manifested in the fact that the operator in (III-IS) has no x

derivatives acting on the x dependence of DG itself. Essentially, DG
is what the operator Kwould be if the left hand i\ there acted only on

¢l: DG(x,k-iax) ~l(x) = KCk-iax' ~, -k+iax)~l(x)lx=~'

Berk and Book22 derive an exact formulation, equivalent to

(111-14), but without using property (111-4). Rewriting l(x,x') as

DBrs := x I -x, X := -!(X+x')], they derive a formulation which is exact and

which, like Sq. (III-IS), has only a two argtlllent fonn. Operator methods

like those used above greatly simplify the derivation and expression of

their result. In our tenninology, their formulation may be expressed

as

(III-16)

where DB here is the kernel Da (s ,x) just above, Fourier transfonned in

the first argunent, and with the replacements k ~ iax+ ia~/2, x~ ~.

Equation (111-16) is equivalent to (111-12), with ax acting on that of

Da. However, the use of variables s, i in Da masks the syumetry in x,x'
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which K possesses. As a result, when the explicit form for the kernel

is put into the fonnalism, use of the three-argument kernel K(a,Xo,a')

yields expressions for the weakly inhomogeneous limit and its higher

order corrections in a more direct and transparent fashion (cf. Sec.

III .C) •

~e fonnalism developed thus far is quite close to that of Berk

and Dominguez. 17 At the present stage of development, the advantage of

the present fonnalism lies in the use of operator techniques, which

allows for a much quicker derivation and more compact expression of

re~ults than previous work. In the development in the following sections,

we shall find two principal additional advantages.

The first of these comes from using the variational formulation

to obtain dispersion equations directly, similar in spirit to the methods

of Refs. 18-20. As already mentioned, the variational method is a

labor-saving device in the regime p/L¢> < 1 where a differential equation

approach like that of Ref. 17 is valid, and more importantly, it enables

one to obtain dispersion equations valid in the fully nonlocal regime

p/Lq> > 1, where the validity of the differential equation approach fails.

A second chief advantage lies in our use of a canonical formula

tion. As we shall see in Sec. IlI.C, the conciseness ..i'lich the canonical

fornulation and the operator techniques already employed lend to the

fonnal ism, pennits various effects of potential significance, some to

our knowledge preViously unknown, to arise automatically from the mathe-

matics.
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III.B.2. Truncation of the exact equations

To obtain an analytically tractable problem, we now begin to

apply approximh~ions to the exart equation [Eq. (111-12) or (III-14)to

be solved. We shall expand to second order in d that portion K of the
x <

operator K(i~ + k,x, -k + ia ) which is "nearly local," so that the
x x

finite-order truncation is valid, obtaining the contribution S< from K<

to S. (The subscript "<" refers to the "nearly local" criterion P/L<p<1.)

These nearly local cOILulbutions to S are all but the nonlocal portion of

the ion contribution in the regime P/L<p> 1. This tenn, discussed in more

detail in Sees. III.B.3 and rIr.C., is evaluated in Appendix D.

Dropping the subscript on S<,K< (or asswning p/L<p < I, so that

s< = S, K< = K), we expand K to second order, analogous to the procedure

of Ref. 17:

*SeW, <P) = Jdx WI K(k,x, -k') <PI

+ Jdx WI* [i~ikK(k,x, -k') - ;\ ,K(k,x, -k') iaxJlk=k' <PI (III -17)

f
* 11-2 2 1- -,

+ dxwI [-2 '\ dk K(k,x,-k')+ 0xdkdk' KCk,x,k')d
X

- idkl 2 K(k,x,kl)a/l Ik=k,<PI

(We discuss the explicit meaning of the fonnal expansion parameter Ciik'

in Sec. III.C.S.)

Integrating certain terms in (I!I-IS) by parts and rearran~ing

~l;:rms, we cast it in a more convenient fonn:
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*5 c fQX ~l K(k,x,-k) ~l

+ fdx WI* (ax r + r* ~x) ~l
(III-IS)

+ fdx ~l * (ax i ~Z K ~1C) 4>1

=So + 51 + 5Z + O(dx
3dk

3).

* * *Here, r = r1 + rZ' r =rl + f Z ' wh~re

r1=f1(k,x)= idk K(k,x,-k') Ik=k" f 1* =iok,K(k,x,-k') Ik=k' ,
(III-19)

fZ= fZ(k,x)= Cxdk
Z

K(k,x,-k') 'k=k" fZ* = dXdk' Z K(k,x,-k') Ik-ok"

and the symL~J ~ denotes total derivative with respect to k, so

~Z K = (d/dk)Z K(k,x,-k). Henceforth, unless explicitly denoted other-

*wise, Kwill mean K(k,x,-k) (i.e., evaluated at k=k'). The terms fZ,fZ
*are down from fl,f l by O(dXdk) , and will eventually be neglected, but

we may carry them along for the moment at no extra expense. The terms

*r and rare "fonnal complex conjugates" of each other, in the sense

to be described in Sec. III.C.I, and so we write f as the sum of its

fonnally real and imaginary parts:

and similarly for f1 =f1R + if11 and 1' Z=f ZR + ifZI"

We now obtain the consistently-tnmc&ted form of Poisson's

*equation (assuming p/Llj> < I, so that S< = 5), taking ISS/OWl (x) as

described previously. Using (III-IS) for 5, one finds

(III- ZO)
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where A, B, and C are functions (not operators) of x and k, defmed by

A :: II: - dxf, B :: idx<1.2 K + 2ifJ , and C :: i ,\ZK. The tenn B will be

negligible, to the order we will work, and so (111-20) takes the fonn

2
o = (Q - dX ) ~l' (JIJ-2l)

where

where Q(k,x,A) :: A/C. This has the fonn of the Helmholtz equation for

heat flow in one dimension, or of the time-independent Schrodingei" equa

tlon, 0 = {[Vex) - E] + {p2}~, with ~'-E) replaced by Q. We note in

additlon that, even if B were not negligible, (111-20) could still be

put into the fonn of Eq. (J JI- 21), inserting 1
1

:: f ~2 into (IJI-20),

and choosing the function f(x) so that the coefficient B' ofax~2 van

ishes. This yields

1 x
f(x)=fo exp(-t: f dx' B/C), and

o = (Q' - a/) ~2' (III-22)

Q' :: A'/C', A':: A - B(d f/f) - C(a 2f /£), and C' :: C.x x

We have thus succeeded in putting the truncated problem into the

familiar £om of the SchrOdinger equation, with no assumptions yet made

on the shape of the "well" Q(x), or on the localization o£!p. One I11l.ISt

remember that Q(x) is in general complex, more general than the usual

Schrodinger uquation studied in quantum mechanics.
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III.B.3. Variational method

We appeal to the fact that S is variational with respect to both

*
~ and ¢. i.e., that it is stationary when W and; ar~ solutions to their

respective equations. When they are solutions to their equations. we

~lso have S • O. The variational method is thus the following. One

rr~kes a guess at the form of the solutions ~ and ~. parametrically depen

dent upon the set of variables ~ = {VI' ~2""~}' Evaluating S(~.;;A)

using these forms gives S(~;A). The stationarity condition on S then

corresponds to the N conditions

(i = 1.2 ···N). (III-23)

As is the case when ~,~ are exact solutions. one then sets

(I II -24)

which yiel~~ a dispersion equation for wOky.kz). If the guess made for

~ and ~ is a good one, with difference between the exact solutions and

optimized trial solutions on the order of some small parameter £. the

error in the resultant dispersion relation (111-24) is 0(£2).

We have already adopted a first parameter, \.11 :: k. We now take

*WI = 1/>1' This gives a variational formulation paralleling that used by

Ross and Mahajan,18,19 and Hazeltine and Ross,20 in their variational

approach to studyin£ drift waves. Defining K~ (x) =ax1n~l' and

( f) = fdx $12(x) f(x), for any function f, Sq. (111-18) may be written

(restoring the subscript <)

(III-2S)
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We recall that for Pi/L~ <1, one has S< & S. In Sec. III.C, we shall

see that the contribution X (x,x') to X(x,x') consists of two parts, a
s - - --

~rely local part, the "adiabatic tenn" K A ., 6'x,x') •. -2(x), and a non-s 'C - 1

local part Y.sB . In the regime Pi!"'¢; > 1, KiA may still be combined with

the ''nearly local" contributions to S, but K
iB

III.1St be treated differ

ently. In Appendix D, we evaluate the contribution SiB of KiB to S, in

the regiJnc PilL¢, >1, using a straight line orbit approximation for the

ion orbits in the regio,.) of mode localization. In this regime, we refer

to SiB as S>, and so we have

and from before, (III-26)

s =S<' S> = 0 (p/L¢; < 1).

In both regimes, S< has the fonn of (111-25).

Before further specifying the parameters lJi , we can apply Eq.

(111-23) for lJ i = lJ1 =k. In Sec. III.C.2 we will see that, to the order

we are working both K and f R in S are even ftmctions of k, and in
< <

Appendix D, we will find that S> is independent of k, assuming that

k < L¢;-1. Therefore S is an even ftmction of k, in both regimes, and

so the variational condition for k is

(III - 27)

satisfied by k = o. We shall choose this solution henceforth.

Each of the variational equations (III-23) we will use has a

cOlUlterpart in the differential equation approach as used, for example,

by Gerver et al. 21 These authors expand Eq. (III-IS) to second order
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in both ox :: x-x and ok :: ia , and to first order in Ow :: w·w , where
o x 0

the values of xo ' k are detennined from the conditions

(111-28)

(Ill -29)

and wo' is determined from the local dispersion relation

o .. DG[xo ' k; \:: (wo ' ky,kz)]'

The first of Eqs. (111-28) corresponds to our Eq. (111-27), and gives

the same result, k = O. Equation (I II - 29) corresponds to taking a lowest

order approximation to our Eq. (111-24). The higher order contributions

to the dispersion relation S = D held in S< in Eq. (111-25) correspond

to the shift ow in frequency fOWld in solving the Weber equation which

arises in the differential equation approach of Ref. 21. We refer to

these contributions to the dispersion relation as Kd•e . (the subscript

"d.e." denoting "differential equation").

Now we further specify the form of the trial solutions. We ex

pect solutions localized at some (real) point xo :: ~2' with half width

L~ :: 10.1-1
/
2

• given by the parameter a == lJ3' in general c~lex. Defin

ing ox:: x-xo ' ~ :: a- l / 2 ox, we choose ~i to be given hy the eigenstptP 5

of the Weber equation

(III-3D)

This ~~s solutions ~ln (n .. 0, 1,2,···) given by

(III-3l)

where the f\t are the Hennite polynanials, and Nxn is chosen so that

1 = f:oo dxl~ln(C;)12. The 4l1n are solutions of (III-3D) with eigen-
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value f ~ f = (Zn+l). The solutions may be localized either by a poten-
n

tial well in the real part QR of Q(x) in (111-Z1), or by the effect of

the imaginary part QI' physically corresponding to a Landau resonance

effect, in the manner first elucidated by Pearlstei.!1 and BerkZ3 in

studying the so-called universal instability.

We define the moments Mmof the Gaussian by

CD Z
M (a) = f dy yffi e-ay ,m -0:>

so that

(111-3Z)

Mo(a) = (7I/o:)I/Z, 101(0:)=0, ~(a)= (m-l) 'in_Z(a)/Za. (III-33)

The Hermite polynomials may be defined by

E;,Z n E;,Z
Hn(E;,) = e (-dE;,) e- • (III-34)

Z
In particular, Ho(E;,) =1, so that normaliZing ~lo =Nxo e-E;, /2 yields

Nxo(a) = Mo-l/Z(a) = (a/n) 1/4. (III-3Sa)

Using (111-34), one can show thatZ4 in general

Expanding K< (x) about x = Xo
00

K«x) = l: (<sx)m d K«xo)/ml,
m=o Xo

we evaluate (K<) in (III-2S), for ~1"-4>1O:

( K<) = Mo- l {Mo K«xo) + MZ axoZ ~(/2! + •••}

(III-3Sb)

(III-36)

(III-37)

~ K (x ) + (4a) -1 a 2K + 0 (L 4/L 4)
< 0 Xo < $ Q •

Here LQ =Idxll.n QI- l is the scale length of the potential Q localiZing
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the IIIOde. An expansion analogous to (I1I-37) may be done for the other

terms in (111-25) but, to the order we are working (namely, keeping only

up to second derivatives on K<J,lo.'e may keep onl~' the zero order parts of

these. In addition, it will be convenient (and consistent with our

ordering) to approximate K< in these higher order terms by Ko ' the differ

ence K< - Ko bcjng of higher order. We shall choose Ko to be all con

tributions to K except that from KiB which, though important for deter

mining the growth rate of the instability to be studied, is nevertheless

small:

Ko = K - KiB = ~ ~ Ke ~ KiA' (111-38)

A more explicit form for Ko will be given in Sec. 111.0.1. In the regime

P/L~ <I, where K< = K = Ko ~ KiB , one therefore has

and

( ) -1" 2 K( K<) '" (Ko ) ~ K. B ;; K ~ K. B ~ 4a 0
1 0 1 Xo 0

(I 11-39a)

(-a f R) '" - a f
R

'" L (-ill ak K B ~ c.c.), (III-39b)
x Xo s Xo s

where we have used (II I -17), and the facts that K is independent of xv
and that KsA - As - 2(X) is independent of k (as already mentioned), so

that only the terms KsB in K contribute to -dxfR. For Pi/L~ >1, K<= K

- KiB = Ko' and therefore

(III-40a)

and

( -a r ) '" - a f R '" (-ill Ilk KeB + c.c.). (III-40b)x R Xo xo

In Sec. 111.C.4 we will see that the electron contribution to f R is

down fran that of the ions by a factor - (n./m ). Therefore, we may
1 e
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retain only the Ion term in (III-3gb), and totally neglect the term in

(III-40b) .

~ith these approximations, using (111-26) in (111-24), the dis

persion relation assumes the following forms in the small and large

-o./L regimes:
I l'

o = S" K + SiB + ~.9... + Kd.e ., p./L < I,
0 I ep

;md

o :: S" K + SiB + " p·IL > 1.
0 J.e .• I ep

(lII-41a)

(III-4lb)

For Pi IL.p < I, SiB =(KiB) " KiB· We evaluate SiB fC'r p/Lep > 1 in

Appendix D, and find that it has a form quite similar to its fonn in the

regime p/Lep < 1. This is discussed further in Sec. Ill.C. The term

K ~ =( -a rJ "-ia 0kKiB + c.c. is the lowest order correction due ton.. x R Xo
the nonloca1 (n.~.) nature of the conductivity kernel. We see that

SiB(Oi/Lep < 1) + Kn.~. in Eq. (111-41a) is replaced by SiB(Pi/Lep > 1) in

(111-41b). Finally, Kd ,whose explicit fonn will be given shortly,.e.

is the contribution arising from solving a differential equation in x,

instead of just a local dispersion equation [viz. K(x) = 0]. All quanti

ties in Eqs. (111-41) are evaluated at xo' For the Gaussian fonn of

ep10 (x), and the quadratic approximation of Ko(x) we have made expanding

about x = :x , Kd corresponds to the ground state energy coming fromo .e.

solving the Schrodinger equation for a simple harmonic oscillator (SHO);

J(d e is then given by Kd = -i(a-la 2 K + OOk2K ). Since the differ-. . .e. q Xo 0 0

ential equation to be solved here is of the same form as the Schrodinger

equation, we may use our blowledge of the nature of the solutions of that

f'fluation to generalize Eq. (III-41) to be valid both for the higher n
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""ycit...-l ...~..." solutions '" and for anharmonic corrections to the"".... --- ~"Q"',"", • 't'ln'

''potential'' Ko(x). For the quadratic potential, we generalize the

expression for Kd to.e.

K z K (n)
d.e. d.e. (III-42)

(III-43)

~nere we recall fn = 2n + 1. Letting anharmonic corrections enter will

~:hift the eigenvalues from their hannonic well values, which we may ac

count for by allowing the coefficients fn to shift from their harmonic

values 2n + 1, as the anharmonicity is turned on.

We now write out the variational equations for IJz == Xo and ~3 == Q.

The tenn SiB in both p/L¢J regimes will turn out to be equal to a sum

over hannonic nlunber ~ of tenns proportional to (w - w*i) (w - R.n) -1.

This tenn is essential for obtaining the growth rates for the modes we

shall be studying, but it is nevertheless small in comparison to the

other tenns in S. We can therefore neglect it in the Xo and Q variational

equ'ihons. For the x equation, Kd and K 0 are also higher ordero .e. n....
contr1butions, leaving only Ko in expressions (111-41) for S:

o = as/ax = a K + h.o.o Xo 0

Equation (III-43) is the variational counterpart of the second of condi-

tions (111-28). It localizes the mode at an extremum of Ko' just as

solving the differential equation (111-21) localizes the mode at an ex

tremum of Q(x). The difference between these localization criteria of

the variatiional and differential equation approaches is negligible, to

lone order we are working.

OUr final variational equation gives us a:
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= (.! - 2 K 1 1 Ii. 2 K ) 1/2
a 2 °X

o
0 7 K 0 •

This gives

(III-44)

(II I -45)

K = f [1 d 2 K )(1 a 2 K )]1/2• (III-46)
d. e. n 7 k 0"1 Xo 0

In Sec. III.d.l we will find that '\2 Ko > O. Whether a, and Kd .e ., are

real o. imaginary tms depends on whether the mode is localized at a

minimum or maximum of Ko (or. approxL~tely, of Q).

In order for the localiled mode assumption to be reasonable, the

potential Q must be of sufficient width and magnitude that (L~/LQ) < 1.

Using L/ z fn a-I, and for the purposes of ~stimation assuming a well in

QR which is quadratic from a maximum depth ~ = !Q(xo) I up to Q = 0, so

that L
Q

2
z ~I (i a 2 Q), we obtain the criterion for localization

Xo

1 > (L~/LQ)2 z IKd.eJKdl, (I Il-47)

where Kd -Ko is the corresponding depth of the well in Ko '

To apply this abstract formalism, one must look at the specific

form of the function K. We proceed to do this in the following section.

III.C. Conductivity Ki Explicit Form

In this section we insert the physics into the abstract formal

ism of Sec. III .B, by using the explicit fonn for the conductivity ker

nel in a plasma, expressed in a canonical framework. The work of Parts

I and II will prove useful to US here, in providing a description of the

particle orbits, in choosing an appropriate distribution Mction, and
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iTl under~ta.T1ding t.1}e physical origi.n of ccrt"lin effects, which auto-

matically arise from the mathematics of the c~onical formulation. Most

notable among these are a generalized e~~ression for the diamagnetic

drift frequency in the presence 0'- shear. and ion resonance effects which

may occur for appreciable shear, which previou5 ad hoc deri\'ations have

missed.

III.C.1. ~it expression for Ks

In Appendix C we derive general expressions for the conductivity

kernel Ks in a three dimensional plasma, in a canonical formulation. As

there, we denote by .! the three canonical momenta whose invariance makes

the time rate of change g(.!) :: ~ (.!) :: "HI".! of the corresronding coordi

nates e constant in time. For the slab geometry, we take.!.:: T,Py,Pz)

:: (J ,E), where J is the generalized gyroaction discussed in P ;t I I. The

conjugate coordinates are e :: (O, Y, Z), with time derivatives rl ::: (n,

Y, Z). In Appendix C, we find that

(III-48a)

where

(III -48b)

and

Here, f s is the equilibrium distribution function (denoted f in Appenos

dix C), ~ :: (~'~y'~z)' and the other symbols are defined in Appendix C.
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First we deal with the nonlocal part, XsB. Specializing to a

slab geometry, we Fourier transform out the y,z,y', and Zl dependences

in XsB ' This involves the corresponding transfonns of PI'. (~) and

1<

[:.\. (~'). Writing! (~) :: ~ + O!, where ~:: (Xo' Y, Z) is the guiding

center position and O! :: (6x, 6y,6z) describes the gyromotion about ~,

one finds

P~ (x.\r,kz) = e6(1'./\r)6(\'.z+kiJ\'.(O.ky •kz l.!). (III-49)

where 0', x - X , ando

~ -1 f2TT -R,0J£(o,k ,k II):: (2TT) d06(x-X -6x)e exp[-i(k 6Y(O,I)+kzoz(O,1)).
y z- 0 0 y - -

Using Eqs. (lII-48c), (III-49). and (III-lb). we find the one dimensional

analog of (III-lb). for the contribution PsB(~) to psC.~): -471PsB(x;X)

~ fdx' XsB(x,x'; X), where

_ ,. _ "" waf/aH-e·af/a.!. _ _* ,
KsB(x,x ,X)=(4TT) (271) eI_oofd.!. w + e.g )e(o,\r,kzl.!.))e(o .ky,kzl.!.).

(III-SO)

We assume that we have chosen our distribution function f s in terms of

the canonical variables well. so that the self Fonsistent equilibrium

potentials. determined by the formalism of P~rt I, are precisely the

desired reference potentials, and so Xo= Xo(~)' v3:: v03=vl (Xo)=VI(E). As

in Part I, we shall take f '"' f CH,P). dependent on J only through H.s s -
~ ~

Therefore -\'.·af lal = - £'of lap,", k·af laP. where k :: y k), + Z kz '- s- -s--s- -

Changing from integration variables I to (H,f). then. we have

(III-51)

where I:: a(py • pz)/a(Xo'v3). as introduced in Sec. 1.C.2. Putting

(IIl-5~ into (III-SO), comparison with Sq. (111-4) allows us to read
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A

2 2 co I IJ.laf laH+k·af lap _ _ *
811 e 1: ffdv 3dHn- 1 S0J.l: 9..~ - J9.(a,k k)J (a',k ,k).

9.=-00 Y z I. . Y z
(III-52)

A central quantity of the abstract formalism of Sec. III.B is K«k.Xo,-k~.

We therefore Fourier transform (ILl-52) with respect to both a and 0'.

We use

in Eq. (III-52), obtaining the important formula

K (k X -k'· ") =sB '0' ,
(III-54)

Because it is purely local, the contribution SsA of the "adiaba

tic term" KSA to S is easier to calculate. Using ~111-48b) in the first

line of Sq. (111-9), one finds

* -2
SsA (1/I,ep) = fdx 1/1 (x) "s (x) ep(x). (III-55)

Comparing, this with the third line of (III-9), we read off K
sA

:

-2
KsACk. x, -k) .. KsA(x) = "s (x). (III-56)
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As already noted, these fonns for KsA and SsA are valid and

useful for an)' value of O/L¢J' while XsB in (III-4S) is only of use in

the "nearly local" regime P/1
41

<1. In Appendix D we calculate a fonn

for SsB which is valid for the regime p/L¢J > 1. starting from KsB (0 ,Xo '

0') as given in Eq. (III-52). We thus obtain expressions for S a'ld dis

persion equations valid in both regimes, and can then smoothly connect

the behavior of S in these two regions to obtain a picture of mode sta-

bility valid for all ps/L¢.

III.C.2. ~the Structure of Ks ; Discussion

In the present section we discuss certain in¥>ortant features of

the Kernel Ks [given by Eqs. (III-54). (III-56)] which is a central

object in the abstract formalism of Sec. III.B. We note that
,

K (k X ,-k ) has the same structure as the usual expression for thes ,0

susceptibili ty i; s of a weakly inholIJ:lgeneous plasma in a uniform magnetic

field; indeed, in that limint Ks reduces to just ~2xs. It is much more

general, however, L~ two basic respects. The first is that all the

quantities (e.g. I, g(1),J
i

) appearing in Ks have a meaning generalized

from their uniform ~ limits to arbitrarj magnetic inhomogeneity. The

second is that k *" k', so that Xs contains more information than xs '

This is reasonable, since Ks describes the full nonlocal conductivity

properties of the plasma, while Xs is a quantity derived under a local

(n + 0) approximation. It arises fran the present fomalism rcf. F..q.
+

(111-14)] by letting the operators a in K act only on the x dependencex
of 411 and not of K itself. This corresponds to setting k EO k'.
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The factor Ji (k1 ps ) (J9. is the Bessel function of the first

kind), appearing in the unifonn ~ express ions for the conducti vi ty, haS
_ _:II

been replaced in Eq. (III-54) by the factor Jl(~I.!.)Jl(~'!l). This is

2more general than J£ in both of the ways just mentioned. ~e recover

J i by letting o!(0) go to its simple hannonic, small gyroradius (DB ~ 0)

limi t. We use the Bessel identi ty

and Eqs. (II-Ill), (11-119) of Part 11 for O!, to obtain the nB ~ 0 limit

These equations tell us that, in the coordinate system
~ ~ ~

b2 :: b:s>:b
l

, b
3

:: B(X
o
)] natural to the magnetic geometry at

x = Xo ' the ~B ~ 0 limit of the gyromotion is give~ by

where oXo (0) = xosin0 is the excursion in the x :: ~. b i direction,

6xZO (G) = )(ZOCOS0 is the excursion in the Xz == ~ . b2 direction, and the
A

excursion in the x3 == ~. b3 direction is zero. The oscillation ampli-

tudes Xo and )(20 are related by x20 = Xo (.11/.11
0
), where nc :: eB/mc is

the usual cyclotron frequency at Xo ' and .11
0

is the nB ~ 0 limit of the

gyrofrequency which, we recall from Sec. II.K.I. is not in general

equal to nco

From these results of Part II, we write

~. o!(8) == koxo (8) + kzoX20 (8) == ~ocoS(8-80)' (III-58a)
"A A

where k :: ! . bl and k2 == k • b2• (Similarly, we define k3 == ! . b3) •

From this follow the definitions of ~o' 00:

(III-5Sb)
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Usin~ (III-58a) and (Ill-57) in (Ill-53), we obtain, finally,

J (kiI) = (_i)£e- i £8o In(~o)'
£ - - ~

(Ill-59)

For O.!:(O) describing anhannonic gyromot ion, we can still obtain

explici t expressions for the J £. Proceedinr only up to O(r]B) as in

Sec. II.K.2, we can ~Tite

Using the Bessel identity

exp(ivsin8) = I ei£OJ£(V), or exp(-i~cos0)
£

one finds J£ is given by

(III -61)

One could, if desired, proceed similarly to arbitrary order in the r]B

expansion of c! (0).

In general, one may define JR, by

(III-62)

where 8k is chosen to make J£(!-+o) real and positive. Then ~....°
0

, and

JR,-+J£ in the r]B-+ 0 limit. The J£ retain certain of the useful properties

of their simple harmonic limits, the JR,' For example, using Parseval's

theorem and the definition (III-53) of JR,' one finds the relation

(III-63)

For k ¢ k', there is a phase factor exp H(~,-<1c) present in

expression (III-54), absent in the weakly inhomogeneous limit (k = k')
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usually used. For ~ubstantiaI i, this factor can give a significant

correction to the dispersion relation, contributing to the term -axrR
in Eq. 011-25) or (111-41) (cf. Sec. lILD.2). This correction has

. 17 27been found prevIously by other workers. '

For k .. k', one sees from Eq. (Ill-54) that KsB is a "formally

rcaI" quantity, i.e. if we replaced the resonance denominator (I.; + R.·rij

(which gives KsB a real and imaginary part) by a real function of the

momenta I, K B itself would be rcaI. Similarly, one may speak of func- s

tions which are "formally imaginary" or "formally complex conjugates,"

*as in the discussion of r and r in Sec. III.B.2. For example, from

*(III-54) one sees that KsB(k,Xo,-k') = KsB(k' ,\,-k), where the "*"

denotes the formal complex conjugate.

The entire k dependence of K B(k,X ,ok) is cont~ined in the factors 0

);(k). For anharmonic orbits, this factor, and so K ,are not in general
~ - s

even in k, as is the flff 0 limit Ji (llo) . However, these anhamonic

corrections, of order flB, are negligible in our ordering scheme, as will

be discussed in Sec. III.C.5.

We shall break K into a lowest order part Kh, plus a tern Ko.m.

which is of higher order, and may be neglected, consistent with our

ordering (cL Sec. III.C.5). The subscript rlh" in Kh indicates that in

evaluating Kh we use the small gyroradius, hanoonic limits of the

particle motion, and therefore the J R. limit of the J R: The subscript

"o.m." in K refers to all the various anharmonic orbit IOOdificationo.m.
effects which enter expression (III-54) for KsB ' when s .. i = ion species.

Thus Ko.m.tKh - TlB' The term kept, Kh(k,Xo.-k'), is an integral over
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the factor eir.(0j.;-8k')J (lJ )J (lJ') where lJo' :: \Jo(k'). Therefore,
R. 0 R. 0 '

Kh(k,\,-k) is even in k, as is d~Kh' From Eqs. (111-19), we see that

the remaining term, -cxfR = -cxf1R in Eq. (111-25), has a k dependence

given by

fIR :: ~ (r1+r;) :: i(ick-ick,)K(k,X,-k') Ik=k'

( ./~)( ) -iR.(Gj.;-Ok') ( )J ( ')1
- 1 ~ 0k-ck' e J£ \Jo £ \Jo k=k'

£(ckOkjJ~(lio)'

From Eqs. (1II-S9), the factor

2- - 2 - 2 -1
= k2x20 (x I'.J ) I'.J + (kx ) 1o 0 0 0

(III-64)

(III-65)

is even in k, as is J~ ('.Jo) . Thus each of the terms in expression

(111-25) for S< is even in k, to the order we are working, as assumed in

Eq. (111-27) in obtaining the condition k = o. For k = 0, Eq. (111-65)

reduces to

(III-66)

III.C.3. Specializing KsB: Choice of Distribution fs

We proceed further with expression (III-54) for KsB ' by choosing a

particular form for the distribution fUOltion fs ' so that the integrals

over momenta appearing in KsB can be perfonned. We are guided in this

choice by the work of Part 1. As in sec. II1.(,1, we assune we have

adjusted the variable parameters in f s rsuch as ~IS(Xo)' the average
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parallel velocity at Xo of particles of species s having guiding center

Xo)' so that the self-consistent and reference variables are the same.

Then the physical and quasiphysical regions of the (H,f) space are also

the same, and so the value of f outside this region is irrelevant.s

We begin by specifying fs quite generally, and then progressively

specialize it to get more spcific results. We modify the form of fs

from that of Part I to account for the parallel drift velocity w/l s (Xo)

(just defined in more precise tena~) of the distribution, and for the

perpendicular drift VOl =vE. As in Part I, we want to express fs in

terms of functions of the invariants which have a readily discernable

physical meaning. Clle of these is Xo' already incorporated into the

formalism. The second is the parallel velocity u of a particle at Ao '

relative to the average parallel velocity ~Is of the particles of that

species with guiding center Xo ' u(f) = v3-~ls' Finally, we need a func

tion of the invariants describing the perpendicular kinetic energy (again,

at the guiding center). From Sec. II.K.3, we recall that the perpendi-

ul k·· X . l( 2 2) l( 2 2) Go' . hc ar lIletlc energy at 0 IS "2 VOl + v02 ="2 vOI + vE . lIlg mto t e

frame drifting with perpendicular velocity v02 = vE leaves only the

kinetic energy in the bl =xdirection, h' =i v~l (which is what one

means by perpendicular kinetic energy when writing, for example,

1.1 = mv;/2B, as we saw in Sees. II.J and II.K.3). We shall thus express

fs in terms of Xo' u, and h' or H' =h' + ~2 = H-es~(Xo)-i v~-wllv3+'~'

We now perfonn manipulations on the factor wofs/oH + k. of appearing

in (III-45). and will then work on the denominator w+ R,·n. Expressing

f s in tenns of H' instead of H, we have
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?f laPJH = af /ap)u.
5 - 5 - n

where E :: E(X ):: - a¢/ax , as in Part II.o 0 0

We shall take f s as a 5um over terms f sj ' as in Sec. I.C.3.

Eq. (III"67) then also holds for each OC the f sj ' Using (III-67), we

find that

I".,"fs/aH) P +~ •Clfs/Cl!')H=-Ysj (w' -w.sj ) f sj + [k3- kZ(aw II/ClXo)] Clfs/ClU,
- (III-68)

where k.:: b.' k (j = Z, 3), and where we have the generalized forms
J J-

of familiar symbols:

~ - (aXiaPz)[-esEo + u(Clwll/aXo) +VE(Cl\'E/dXo))

--1 ~

w*sj = kZl(fj (ClXo/ClPZ)y sj' (ClXiaPz):: bZ ' (aXiaE),

(lIl -69)

(I1I-70)

(III-71)

Y.:: -(Il/aH'Hnf.,
sJ sJ

(III-72)

and used f s '" f (H' ,u,X ) in computing af /ap)H" We note that w* .,s () s - SJ

ICf ·, and y . are not ftmctions of X , u, and h. Taking the H' dependence
J SJ 0

of f . to be exp(-y.H')(i.e., assuming a local Maxwellian form, with
SJ J

uniform temperature), we have Y . = y. = constant. The variation of
SJ J

f s (H,f) with respect to Pz' i.e., bZ ' (af/af), is daninated by the

variation of the density n(XoHcf. Eq. (III-83)], and thus ICfj ~ ICn ::

(a/aXo)£n n(Xo)' In the limits of no shear and avE/axo + 0, axo/aPZ +

-1(m l2
c

) , and so
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u.. .. v .. -cE /B/:; E 0 0'

(v2. :: '( .-1), the usual diamagnetic drift frequency. With shear, the
SJ sJ

factor cax%PZ) becomes strongly V3 - dependent [cf Eq. (111-85)], in

fact becoming singular as (l + Ksvinc) goes to zero. Accordingly, the

expressions for ~ and w.sj are modified by finite K
S
v3/nc' just as

found in Sec. II.K for the gyrofrequency n. In particular, for values

of f where the function XoCE) approaches the point of double-valuedness

(as for point a in Fig. 2), axo/aP2 becomes infinite, as do ~, w.sj '

and n -1 The ap,Jroach of n to zero is a real one, arising as the sep-o .

tum creating the two wells in Fig. 3 appears, as Iv31 is increased from

zero, so that even a particle with r)B :: PiILB:='O can make very large- -
excursions in x, in this very flat-bottomed well. In this unstable sit-

uation, even a very slight perturbation 6E2 -k2¢ can cuase large changes

in Xo ; hence the large contributions to the response k2~' w.sj - 1<2 in

(111-68) and (111-69). The response cannot really become infinite, of

course; as these terms go to infinity, the linearization approximation

upon which the conductivity kernel was derived breaks down.

We turn now to expressing the resonant denominator w+ ..& • IT in

terms of the new variables (u,h'). We rewrite Eqs. (11-117) and (II-i18)

as

(III-73)

where VB' the generalization of the B x VB drift, may be read off from

Eq. (II -117) • We also expand the gyTo- frequency (l (which, we recall, is

v3-dependent) about its value at the drift frame velocity b2vE+ b3 wll •
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From Eq. (I I -109), we have:

1/Z Z
U =), c[ 1 + (ClvE/aXo) IDc + K

S
v 3/DcJ + 0 (nB )

""- It + ~ (S"l/n )(KSU) :: [2 + 611o '- coo

(III-74)

where we redefine Do slightly from its meaning in Part II, by

11
0

:: n(u = 0):: nc [l + (avE/aXo)/Dc + I(swII/QcJ1/Z. Using (III-73),

(111-74), we then have

(III-75)

where le":: W - kZvE - k3wII is the wave frequency as seen from the drift

frame, and k3' :: k3 + ~([2c/no)Ks/Z. We see that the dispersion in n

i.e., its dependence upon u) has introduced a term which makes

6k3 ::' k3' - k3 * o. Since this term is proportional to t, even for weak

shear, ok3 may be substantial, for sizeable t. This can have signifi

cant effects on grolv1:h rates of instabilities such as the ion drift cy-

c10tron instability (to be studied in Sec. 111.0), where the assumption

k3 ::: 0 is usually made.

Using the results obtained thus far in this section, we may

write Eq. (III-54), valid for arbitrary functions fsj CH ', u, Xo)' as

KsB = ~ KsjB ' KsjB = KsjBI + KsjBZ
J (111-76)

2 2 -1 - - ...
KS j(BI,B2) (k,Xo ' -k') :: 8 II e f JduJdh'ln l!Jt l.!)J,e (!') FBl.B2 '

where the factors FBI ,B2 are given by
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(III-77)
-1

FBZ :; [k3 - k2 (awn/axo)] (afs/au) (w + ! .~) ,

and (w + !. Q) is given by (1II-7S).

Now we further specialize the fonn of fs' Following (1-21) and

(1-26), we take

f (H' = h' 1 2s + '2 u ,

The nonnalization, analogous to (1-23), is taken as

IX> 00

ns (Xo) = 271J dh' J duln-lllfs'
o -00

Putting (III-70) into (III-71) gives

as in (1-27).

(III-8l)

(III-82)

By taking 0 < &1~ &0' one may consider a loss cone type distri

bution, with loss cone partially filled (&1< &0)' if desired. In the

application to be made in Sec. III.D, we shall take &1 = 0, a drifting

Maxwellian distribution. We assume &1 = (l henceforth, and so may drop

the j subscript on fsj=o = f s ' Equation (III-80) then redu::es to

-y H'
I -1 - sf s (1-1' ,Xo) = ns m /go e, (III-83)

where &0 = (Ys/271) 3/2. Since fS(l-l',XO) is not explicitly u-dependent,

FB2 in (111-77) and KsB2 in (111-76) vanish, so that KsB • KsBl ' In the

following section, we use our choice (III-83) for f s in expressions

(111-76) and (111-77) to explicitly evaluate the integrals prescribed

there.
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II1.C.4. KsB for the Drifting Maxwelli~.

In this section we use the specialized form (111-83) for fs to

obtain a more explicit expression for the contribution KsB(k,x,-k') to

the conductivity. From (111-76) and (111-77),

Z -y uZ/2 -y h'
KsBCk,Xo,-k') = -A~ L (Zn)fdufdh' go e s e s

£ (111-84)
-i£CC\-C\,) •

x e J (k)J 11.-')(w'-w )(w"-2.n -k v -k'U)-l.
£ - £~ ·s 0 Z B 3

Orbit modification effects enter here in several places, all of which we
-i.£G

Illllp into the term Ko.m' There is the OCnB) correction to \:: JR. e k

from its harmonic limit, as already discussed. There is also the u de

pendence of ~ and w.s ' in addition to that for n, already expressed in

Eq. (III-74). From Eqs. (III-70), (III-71), we see that both these are

proportional to (aX /aPz)::~x /aprb7' From Part I, we know that alongo 0 - _

the pseudotrajectory At~), (aX /aPz) = (~)-l. Off this trajectory
- 0 c

(v 3*0), laX/<lpz) is shifted from this value by the local radius of

curvature P = eB/K of ASC in the P plane:s - -

As in (III-74), we may thus expand ~, w.s about v3 ,., Wilt the first order

corrections being o(KSU/nC) - O(lla) down from the zero order terms. In

the case of n, this O(n
B

) correction appears in KsB multiplied by har

monic nunber R., and so we retain it in~. The corrections to KsB due

to this dispersion in ~, w.s are only o(nB) , and so are put into Ko•m.'

Each of these O(n...) ..erms comprising K can be explicitly evaluated,
"J:S o.m.

if desired. 'These terms are of higher order than we require, as already
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mentioned, however, and so shall not be explicitly displayed here. Also

lumped into the neglected K contribution is the tern~ from kZvB Ll
o"m.

(111-84). Finally, we neglect the tenms in d~l/axO and dvE/axo III

(111-70), so that ~ may be written

(III-86)

We denote by~, w"s the zero-order (v 3 =w
lt

) values of these

quantities. From Eqs. (III-58b) we note that °
0

= arcsin [kXo/Uo) is

independent of the action J, and hence of h', and for k/kZ < < I, of u.

We may thus approximate (111-84) by its contribution to Kh:

_~ -ti(O -0 ,) -Ysu2/2 -ysh'
KsB(k,Xc,-k') = -A'" Le k k 2n fdufdh' gee

5 £ 0

, -1
x J£(lJo)J£(IJ~)(w'- w"s)(w"-ino- k3 u) (III-8i)

-2 -i£(0k-0k ,) 1 Z 2
=->'5 Le [1-W(z£s)](lIl/r22)I£(UsUs')exp[Z'(lJs +IJ~ )].

£

Here l2l =w'-w"s' lIZ=w"- ino ' z£s=l2Z/lk3vsl,vs = ys-l/2,

Us
Z = IJsZ(k) = (Vs /l2o)Z [k2 + kZ

Z(l2c/1I
0

)2], IJ; = IJs(k'), 1£ is the mod

ified Bessel function of index £, and

(III-S8)

for Z = zR + i zI in the upper half plane, where

(III-89)
-CD

is the plasma dispersion function. In obtaining (III-8i) we have made

use of the Bessel identity28

(III-90)
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(111- 91)

From (111-87), the contribution of KsB to K = KCk,Xo·k) is

-2
KsB(k,Xo,-k) - As ~ CI-W2S)(nl/~2)AlS' (111-92)

t

where Ats = At(bs )' bs = ~s2, A£Cb) = 12(b) e- b, and Wts = WCZts).

For Kn. 2,' we also need the contributlOL of species s to 1'1 = i,\KCk,X
o

'

ok') Ik=k'. Since KsA in Eq. CI11-56) is k- independent, this contribu

tion is given by

where A~s =ah t (bs) labs· The temI in Uak0k) yields I' lR , and the one

in cakbs) gives I'll. In the frequency regime we shall be considering,

we have w < m. < < fl , and so flZ < m· for the ions, and flZ - m for the
1 e - 1 e

electrons. Therefore the electron contribution to f l is down from the

ion contribution by a factor < cn. 1m ). The electron contribution is
- 1 e

thus completely negligible, reflecting the fact that the small electron

gyroradius causes the electron contribution to the conductivity to be

almost truly local. Since in addition K
sA

does not contribute to ~. L '

nor does the vacUl.lll temI i\r (being x independent), one has the fOmI

already stated in Sec. III.B.S. Using

(III-94)
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and the Bessel identity

(111-95)

we find

(1I1-96)

.. d
X

( -Ai
2

(ok0k)Il (n/no) + A~2(ok0k) (w"lno)f(l-WU ) (n/nz)Au)'

where the species label s"i on !II' n2 , w", and no is implicit, and

II :: 1- LW•. A9.'. In the limit of no shear (n + 0), we will consider
£ d .1 S

modes in which k3' EO k3 = 0, WXj =W(z""') = 0, for all £, and thus ~ = 1.

In Fig. 11 we sketch the behavior of the real and imaginary parts, WR

and WI' of W(z). These functions are substantial in the region Izl~ I,

going rapidly to zero for larger I z /. We write wIt = (R.+ lI£) !loi' with

Ll.~. some substantial fraction of one. Thus z£'i :: (w"- £'!lOi)/jk3+t£'Kshi)

:::: (JlofllR.-1')/[(k3+t£'KSJPiJ. Again assuning k3Pi«I,we sketch the £'

dependence of this in Fig. 12. We see that it is only for £' in the \i

cinity of R. that Iz£' i I -I, and so it is only a few tenns of the sun in

I} that contribute. Thus, even in the presence of shear, we expect II}I

to be sane nunber ~ 1. We also note that Kn•R..' and hence r lR' have both

real and imaginal)' parts, reflecting the distinction between truly real

and fomally real.

We have now evaluated the tenns called for by the dispersion re

::'~tion, Eq. (III-41). Before going on to an application, we can now use

the explicit expressions just obtained to make more precise the various

assl.lllPtions 0.: ordering we have made up to this point. We proceed to do

this is in the following section.
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III.C.5. Some Estimates and Ordering

In the development thus far, we have made a nunber of assunptions

on ihe relative sizes of the various tenms under consideration. In the

application of the fonnalism in Sec. III.D, we shall make a nunber of

additional ordering assunptions. Now that we have derived explicit ex

pressions for the quantities called for by the abstract fonnalism of Sec.

III.B, we are in a position to consider more precisely what these approx-

imaUons imply.

There are a nunber of small parameters which enter into the theory.

To begin with, there are the parameter!; TIs' TlB, TIn' etc., defined in the

Introduction to Part III, and used frequently throughout each part of

this thesis. As has been noted, in Sec. III.D we shall be considering

mode frequencies w - £.\Ii' with £ a moderately large number, perhaps in the

range 5 ~ £ ~ 20, for which an analysis using separate Bernstein hannonics

is preferable to one involving the straight line orbit approximation.

-1Thus.£ is another small parameter.

In the truncation procedure of Sec. III.B.Z, we neglected tenms

with derivatives of K< of higher than second order, first in k, and later

in x. From the structure of K B in Eqs. (III-54), (III-84), or (III-87),
s -H~

we see that dk acts on two places in KsB : on the factor e , and on

the factor J £(lJo)J£ (IJ~) OT 11£ (lJslJ~)' (Here, £ satisfies .2.ns ::' w, hence

5~ £ .!ZU for t'lte ions, as noted above, and t::: 0 for the electrons.)

Using Eqs. (111-65) or (111-66), one has that

n -H0ic n -H0k n -H~
dk e - (£dk~) e - (£!kZ) e , (III-97)
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and recalling that bs

° 2n II ... k- 2n a2n
+

1" -: (k/k 2n p..k Is';' 2 A~.s' k 9.s - 2 9-5 (II I - 98)

In view of these scaJings, the action of dk on the fonner factor dom

inates the latter, for tht: ions, by the hannonic nlJllber £. Also, by

Eq. (111-27), (k/k2) is equal to (or very nearly equal to) zero. Thus,

we have

(I11-99)

For K(k,x,-k), the factor in Gk is not present, and so Ok acts purely on

the bs dependence. Thus

(III-lOO)

Now we can discuss the condition for convergence of the infinite

order operator Kof Eq. (111-13) or (IIJ-14), and the validity of trunca-

tion at finite order. In Sec. III.B, these conditions were abstractly

symbolized by the condition 0xak < 1. Making the straightforward replace

ments Ok ... £/k2' ax ... L¢>, we arrive at the convergence condition

(III-I0l)

For the electrons, where £~ 0, this condition is easily satisfied,

even for very small L¢>. The truncation at second order for the electrons

is thus a vel)'" good approximation, reflecting the highly local nature

(small kp~ of the electron response. We therefore henceforth consider

(III-101) only in connection with the ions. For the ions, this condition

can be rather stringent. The ratio of the parameter £¢>2 to pilL¢>
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(which w~ the parameter for determining whether the nearly local or

fully integral fom of SiB should be employed) is given by

£~~/(o/L~) = (f/kZPi ). In Eq. (111-104). we shall find that (f/kZOi )

- ~ < 1. Thus Eq. (111-101) is a somewhat more stringent condition

than pi/L¢ < 1 for loss of validity of the nearly-local fom of SiB.

At the end of this section [see Eq. 111-116], we discuss why condition

(111-101) is probably more strL~gent than necessary, and may be replaced

by £~1 < 1. This criterion is of stnngency ccrnparab1e to o/L~ < l.

Thus, when the validity of the nearly-local approximation for SiB breaks

dOh71, the regime where o/L~ > 1 is ent'?red. In this regime, dispersion

eql~tion (111-4lb) becomes valid.

Applying the same sort of scali.ng arglJllent as used to obtain

-z(111-101), and using (111-45) for L~ = 101, we reexpress condition

(111-47) for mode localization:

Z -1
1 > (L~/LQ) :::=. (kZLQ)

This condition is met whenever (111-101) is.

(111-102)

We can estimate the size of kZ' for the application of Sec. III-D,

using the fact that we shall be considering modes in a frequency regime

where

This gives

w- .W. :::=. w•. :::=. k
Z

K O. v .•
lIn :l 1

_ -1
kZO' =- R.L /p. = R. n > R.

1 n 1 n

(111-103)

(III-1M)

and so

...-. ............-

(111-93) gives a condition on l.Q:

• - • - ----r---·---------l:-lmlll"!".L~_·I"l'n8U"'··· -------~ =Di!Lq < R.~ • ·J.U.))
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Before we can compare the relative sizes of the various terms

in dispersion equations (111-41), we must estimate the size of LO" With

out shear, LOis given by the scale length L - L of the plasma param-
p n

eters. As K = L- 1 is increased from zero, however, a new scale lengths s

Loe, defined by

-1
- (d 19.n z I) :: L (w!k2v ) < < Lx oe s e s

(111-106)

moves rapidly in from infinity, becaning the dominant (shorter) scale

length of the potential Q. Thus,

LQ =min (Ln , Loe)'

The changeover from L
Q

= L to L
Q

= L occurs whenn oe

(111-107

(1 II -108)

where we have used Eqs. (111-103) and (111-104) in the second approxima

tion. For T :: T., and n :: -51, this gives K /K :: (1/200) at changeover.e ~ n s n
Thus, essentially because v./v «1, she~r effects become strong long

~ e

before the naive guess K/Kn -lone might make.

We now compare the relative sizes of the terms appearing in the

dispersion relation, using the sca1ings discussed in this section. We

find

(III -109)

We note that K 9. scales as the reciprocal of L :: min (Ln' ~) insteadn. . p_

of as LO-
1, as does Kd • This reflects the fact, noted in Sec. III.C.4,.e. . i

.. ,. #' • • • • • .. • .'_ _ • • .... • ... • • .. - • .,. •• f!t. .. eo •

... --- - • -t&t -toe -electron contribution to r1R is d~ from the ion contribution

by (m/mi 1). The action of ax in Kn .9.. ..- ax r1R brings in (through Loe)
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a factor (m.fm ) liZ which partially compensates, but still leaves the
1 e

ion contribution dcminant. The dependence of Kn. L on L~1 is thus much

weaker than that of Kd •. e.

From Eqs. (111-109) and (111-104), we have that K IKd ~o.m. .e.

~ kZ LQ - (LQ/~)£T\/. r;or both the regime LQ = Ln and LQ = Loe ' using

this condition and expression (III-lOB) gives

K IKJ < (v. Iv ) «1,o.m. .e. - 1 e- (III-llO)

j~tifying our assumption that K may be neglected in (111-41), re-o.m.

placing K there by Kh.

In Fig. 13 we display the scaling of these various ratios

US'/Kh) (x = h, d.e., n.L, o.m.) with K/Kn • We employ the parameters

Eo:: £/kzL E 1:: l/kZL , and n as calibrations on the ordinate axis
p~ p p p n

(not drawn to scale). We note the elbow in (Kd IKh) due to the transi-.e.

tion from LQ = Ln to LQ = Loe ' occurring at K/Kn -(w!kZve) , and see that

Ko.m./Kd.e. «1, as shown just above algebraically. Using LI/>:::.0.-1/2

-liZ- LQCk2LQ) and (111-104), we express (111-101) as

(III-ll1)

This convergence condition is violated at K IK:::' (v./v )(£n )-1 ~
s n 1 e n

(Loe/Ls)(£~2)-1, indicated by line a in Fig. 13. To the right of line b,

the less stringent condition (111-116) or (111-117) breaks down, and the

criterion p/I.q, < 1 fails at SOllk:l point in the vicinity of this line. To

the right of this line, use of the form SiB valid for Pi/Lq, > 1 becanes

appropriate.

•• • FItlIrr tne~pt>mi !>{ View or t:lie -ions; the apPearance of· tte" i~ai- • - .••-

ized mode in the nearly local (pi/Lq, < 1 and fully integral (pi/Lq, > 1)
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regimes is quite different. li>wever, we now show that the dispersion

equations for these two different regimes are, nevertheless, quite sim

ilar. Using the large argument limit of ~i'

-1/2
~i (b) :-:T (2nb) ,

b>i

and putting this into Eq. (029), one has

(III-112)

(111-113)

ing to quite different regimes. This similarity in fonn is corroborated

by the numerical findings of Ref. 21. These authors perfonn a stability

analysis for a plasma with strong density inhomogeneity using two methods,

one (which they call the "local method") eng:>loying tnmcation of the exact

kernel at second order. just as we do here. and the other (termed the

"nonlocal method") solVing Poisson I s equation in k space, taking account

1/2 ? 2 -1/2
~h (ps/L¢> < l):: (2nbi )- :: (2nkl~Pl )

On the other hand, taking the n=O value of 0)30),

2 -1/2 2 2 2 -1/2
Ah (p/L¢> > 1):: (2n ) [exPi + k2 Pi J (111-114)

If we write ex = ( k 2) some average value of the wavevector in the
x '

A

X = bl direction, we see that (lIl-ll3) is the same as (111-114), up to

a factor of 71
1/ 2• Thus, up to this factor, the contribution of SiB to

dispersion equations (111-4la) and (111-41b) is the same. Moreover, from

Fig. 13 we see that ~.R.. has become small cctJllPared to Kd . e . in the regime

where p /L. > 1 becomes valid, and so may be neglected in (III-41a).
s lP

Equations (III-41a) and (III-41b) are then almost identical, though apply-

of the coupling of wavenunbers .ca~~ .by_~. # .~l)·in~ th~!Ie .matil1eG5 no-·. ...., ..
• # ~ .....merically. these authors find the results of their local method to be in

good agreement with the nonlocal method into the regime (Je2L~ > I) where

......
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-12~-

thc latter method is strictly valid, but the former is not.

The authors of Rcf. 21 postulate a much more easily satisf.ed

convergence condition than (111-101), namely 1 > £Ql' where cQ,t= i/kZLQ•

(Harmonic number ,t does not enter into their considerations because, as

noted in Sec. IIl.B.l, they make the approximation k=k' from the begin
-ii(0 -0 ,)

ning,andsoset e k k =1.) Estimatingthesizesofthen=0,1,2

tcnns in Eq. (III-18), we find

(n=O tenn) - K, (n=l tenn)- idxdk K - f:.Q£ K,

(n = Z terms) - LQ
Z'\ZK- £Qi K, and ,\Zdk

Z
K - £Q~ K.

We thus see that, by manipulating terms as done in obtaining (111-18) from

(111-17), we can change the parameter £~i of (111-101) to either c¢l

(by collecting terms in dk
m

d~~m to yield a tenn in ,\n), or to cQ£ (by

integrating derivatives d
X

on ~1 by parts so that they act only on K).
m n-mIf we thus postulate that the nth order terms of S scale as £~1 £Q£

(m = 0, 1, ... n), where ~£ :: R./kzLQ, condition (III-WI) should be re

placed by

1 > £¢1' cQ£. (IIl-116)

Using this weaker condihan, we obtain the convergence botuldary

-2
1 ::: FQ£::: T"n, nQ, or K/Kn ::: (Loe/Ls) T"n, ,

instead of that given by Eq. (111-111).

(III -117)
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III.D. Application: Ion Drift Cyclotron Instability

In this Section we apply the formalism thus far developed, study-
\

ing the ion drift cyclotron (IDe) instability,28 in both unsheared and

sheared magnetic geometries. This instability is closely related to the

drift cyclotron loss cone (DeLe) j~~tability,21,27 but finds its free

energy source only in the density gradient, as opposed to the DeLe, where

a loss cone ion distribution is the primary free energy source. The ap-

plication displays some (but not all) of the useful features of the for-

mal ism. In Sec. III.D.l, .we characterize the different shear regimes,

into which the scaling of the various tenns entering into dispersion

equations (111-41) divides the problem. the subsequent sections consider

each of these regimes in turn.

III.D.l. Overview

In the application of this section, we use dispersion equation

(1II-4la) in the regime where pi/L¢ > 1. However, in light of the dis

cussion in Sec. III.C.5, the form of the dispersion equation in these

two regimes is almost the same, as are the expressions for mode growth

rates. The analysis divides itself naturally into three regimes, as a

function of shear strength:

a) ''Weak Shear" (K/Kn < Lo/Ls ' Le. LQ:::Ln): In this regime, the

shear scale length L is too long to significantly affect t!J.~ .:foJ1!l ~f• ••• ~ _. -
oe • ~ • " ~.. .. ".• ", •.. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . ... .-. . "" ...

the potential Q(x). MJdes are then localized in a potential well, of

width on the order of Ln' Then Kd•e • and Cl are real quantiti~s. From

Fig. 13 or Eq. (III-109), we see that in this range Kd~~~O) < < ~. L and
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so Kd beco~5 appreciable only for the higher-n modes (2n - £). Equa-.e.

tion (l1I-41a) is the appropriate dispersion equation .

b) "lntcTIJl('diate Shear"
..,

I L IL < K IK < (L IL) (tin ~)J: In this range,oe s s n oe s n

the density and shear scale lellgths Ln and L
oe

determining LQ are compar

able. Shear G1USeS the real part QR of the potential Q to have a hump at

the point where k3 = 0, surrounded by two wells at Izoel-1(cf. Fig. 1m).

A\\'3Y from this hump, the mode is strongly Landau damped by electrons, and

so the mode is localized in the Berk-Pear1stein fashion. 23 (This will be

described in more detail at the end of this section.) Correspondingly,

r\J anJ ex are imaginary. Kd (n=O) is no...,' comparable to K n' and so.e. .e. n. "-

bot!": should be retained in dispersion equation (III-41a), for p/L¢< l.

As the shear is increased still further in this regime, L
Q

:: Loe becomes

small enough that the range p/L¢> 1 is entered. Then Eq. (III-4lb) is the

appropriate dispersion equation, the nonlocal corrections entering through

SiB"

c) "Strong Shear" [K/Kn > (Lo/Ls)(R./~2)]: Here Loe has become so

small that Q(x) cannot localize modes, even in the Berk-Pearlstein manner.

(The terms "weak", "intermediate", and "strong" here refer to the effect

on the problem of L < < L. Thus L IL is said to be "small" when theoe s 5 n

effect of shear on Q(x) dominates that of L .) In the following sections,
n

we shall discuss each of these regimes in tum.

Before proceeding to consider the IDe instability in these spe

cific parametP~ regimes, we develop some JJIOre general expressions which

are of use for more than one regime of K IK. The IOC instability arisess n

from the interaction of a drift mode, the "ion-shielded electron convec-

tion" (ISEC) wave, and the ion Bernstein harJJlOnics. We are thus in a
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frequency regime w - Wi <: <: rle , and so keep only the 2. =0 term in the

electron contribution K
eB

, From Eqs. (Ill-ll) , (Ill-56), (I11-92), and

(111-96), we write

(III-llB)

2 _ 2 2 2
Here, ~ = k + k2 + k3 • and we have SUllDTIed KiB and Kn •L' yielding the

factors 12 :: I - (Kp'VJk) (rll/rloi)l' and 13 :: 1 - (KpdkGk) (wi"/rloi )' We

have made the replacement ax ~ Kp here, where Kp is the inverse plasma scale

length (for the ions). In the weak shear regime, and well into the inter-

mediate shear regime, Kp = Kn • Even into the strong shear regime, where

K is only becoming comparable to K , one still has K - K. Noting thats n p n
-1

w. ' - W. II - w., n.:: w. ' - w*. - rl. , and dk Gk- k2 ,we see that
1111111

12 - 1 - E:p1 ' 13 - 1 - E:pP:

For w. II not near W ., one may neglect the KiB contribution (the
1 01

term L2.) in (II I -I1B), which is the origin of the ion Bernstein hannollics

(w - Woi)' The remaining expressivn is our choice for Ko in the regime

Pi/L~ <: 1, whose form is dominantly responsible for determining the mode

localization:

K :: k2 + 1
2
".-2 +" -2 [I-A (l-w* /w ')(l-W )).

o 1 e oe e e oe (111-119)

For the regime p. /L,I, >1 where we have no contribution K n , Ko is given
J. 'I' n.ll...

by (111-119), replacing 12 there by unity. In (111-119) we have used

(111-86), noting that lWei - weill,: I k2(~- vE) I-I (k2vE)(KsPe)/«lkZvEI.
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Setting the (formally) real part of this to zero gives the dispersion

relation for the ISEC mod!!:

Z -1
wiSEC :: wISEC - kZvE-k 3\"lIe = -w*elloe gRtJ1/O'e) + 1I Z+ (I-lloe gRe) J ,

(Ill-IZO)

where 1 :: AeZ/hi
Z

:: Te/Ti , and gRe :: Rege :: Re(l- Woe)' In the usual

limit in which this dispersion relation is derived, (pI .... 0, k3 .... 0, and

wiSEC .... wISEC ' so that ge .... 1, I Z .... 1, and Eq. (II I -lZ0) reads

(III-IZl)

:: - w*elloe[k/ p/+ p/)+ 1f1,

where we have used (1- II ) - b - k ZP Zoe-e-Z e

We consider wISEC as a Mction of kZ"'- I~I. From Eqs. (III-71)

Z Z Z -1and (III-1Z1), we have that wISEC ~ kZ [kZ (A e + Pe ) + 11 ,and thus

~JlSEC has a maximum value w~C' occurring at k/(A/+ p/)::. 1. Thi~

gives a maximum hanoonic nunber, t
max

, for which the Inc instability can

occur:

1 liZ Z Z -1/2
£max ::. w~~c/~::' z(KnPi)(P/\) 1 (1+ we IQe ), (III-I22)

where w (x) :: [47Tn (x) eZ1m JliZ is the electron plasma frequency for a
e e e

plasma with density given by the guiding center density ne ex). As the

density gradient Kn weakens, tmax decreases. lDltil finally £max drops

below lDlity, and the Inc instability disappears altogether.

For calculating K
d

,we need to compute -Zl d. ZK. The derivative.e, -k 0

d. acts only on k2 and II ::. l-b in (III-1I9), giving
-.k - oe e

i~2Ko = 1 + (w/IQo;Hl4'[ wUwe')ge' (III-123)

.. '
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where w*':: kzKnviZ/nci' so w*e/w*' = - T. Since from (111-1Z0),

we' -wisEC - w*, we see frlJm (III-1Z3) that Re(t ~ZKo) is a positive

quantity, a fact quoted in Sec. III.B.3.

Now using (111-1Z3) and (111-119) in (111-46), we obtain an

explicit expression for Kd :.e.

l/Z
K = f [1 (~ZK ) ~ a 2 K ]
d.e. n"2 -I< 0 Z Xo 0

t 2 7 1 2 -2 _7 t/2
= f [l+(w /rt. W)(l+1W1//W')g l-Zd [I...\. +t, W(]_II eg (1+1w~/lJ/))1 ,n e oe e x £1 e 0 e

o arr-124)

where w' :: w". (In the present shear regime, I.J' =W '= W. ,= w-kZv .)eel e

Taking ge and W' real, we have just seen that i '\ZKo is real and

positive. The term idX~Ko will also be positive if the mode is localized

at a minimLDn of Ko (x), and negative if localized at a maximum. Thus the

product of these terms, Kd 2, and their ratio, 0.
2, will be positive or.e.

negative according as the mode is localized at a well bottom or a hill top

of K ,respectively. M:>reover from Eq. (I1I-41), Kd = (-21 d. ZK ) a., soo .e. -1< 0

that (Kd /a.)will be positive. In the case of weak shear, we will find.e.

that the mode is localized at a well bottom. For the assumed form of the

eigenmodes, $-exp(-axZ/2), we see that a must be real and positive to be

have suitably as Ixl + "", and accordingly so nnJSt Kd. e •• For stronger

shear, the modes will be localized at a hill top. The appropriate botmd-
')~

ary conditions in this case are outgoing wave solutions;-..) for which a., and." -" ~ ~ .
so Kd•e ., have' negative trMgiiiary-pa:rts"(";-:::- iCt

I
, Ct

I
< 0).
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III.D.Z. IDe Instability with Negligible Shear

In this section we begin our study of the IDe instability in

the simply case in which it was originally stu:iicd,30 a lDlifonn magnetic

field (n
B

... 0), with density gradient only. We shall retain the correc

tion K n , however, making the results valid for larger n than in then.... n

work of Ref. 30. Study of this simple configuration will serve to

clarify the nature of the instability, in preparation for the more com·

plicated problem of a sheared fiEld, in addition to showing the effect

of K n on the instability.
n ....

For k
3

"* 0, electron Landau damping enters (III-lIB) [through

W = I (W )] to stabilize the mode. To maximize the growth rate, oneIoe - m oe

therefore sets k3 = a in the dispersion equation. Thus W ... W(oo) = 09.s

(cf. Fig. 11), and ge :: 1 - W9.i ... 1. For future use, we retain ge' and

g9. in the d i Sp-:TS ion equat ion, remembering that in this unsheared case

these factors equal unity.

Using Eq. (III-lIB) in this unsheared limit, Eq. (III-4la)

becomes

O=K+K +Kn.9.. d.e.

where w ':w.'=w':; w- kZvE• For I Z' I ..... 1, Kd ... 0, this is !~~ ft<g1;.
e 1 • •• •. • • ~.1' •• .. ' • e -. 4 • ~ •••• •

.Ji\lr.d .dispers.i'bll"equatlon 'of Ref. 30 for the IDe instability. It is to

be evaluated at x = xo ' where Xo is fOlDld from application of (III-43).

We solve Eq. (III-IZ5) for the IOC growth rate y. We first write

it in a slightly different form:
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[k A )2 + t I·' (I-f. g) + >. 2Kd I - t/\oe(u./~J'
- e i. oe e e e

(IIl-126)

where we define w. ::: cU•. , and note that in this regime, w... w.'.
I

Designating the thrc' terms in (1II-126) by A' =A + >. 2Kd ' B, and C,e -.e.

in Fig. 14 we graphically visuali~L the dispersion equation to be solved.

In each frequency in~erval £'< w'/12 . < 9.,' + 1 except for the one con
CI

taining w. (£ < w,Jr: - < £ + 1), tenn C nms from -00 to 00, and so a.'1
1

l,ntersection of BiC \.ith -A' in Fig. 14, hence a real root of .q. (IIl-

126), is guaranteed j each of these intervals JI.'. The roc instability

can thus arise only In the Jl.th interval, if BiC does not extend far

enough down (for w' -eal) to reach -A'.

From this gr;,phical representation of the origin of the instab-

ility, we see that r, taining only the two terms 9. and 9.+1 in factor C

accurately represents the dispersion re1~tion in the frequency interval

where the instability arises. This two term approximation is graphically

displayed in Fig. 15. Previous work on the IOC instability has solved

h IOC d " . b h . 11 27 d l' 11 30,31,32t e Isperslon equatIon ot numerica y an ana ytica y.

In contrast to the two-tenn approximation we shall use here, the previous

analytic solutions r, tained only a single tenn of fac~or C, illustrated

in Fig. lSb. The radically different behavior of this one-tenn approx-

.•.•• ,. .im&hon ~i- C irol6ltJ ;.he &th .frCque1JcY .itlt.~rval yields an ~ression for
~ . ,.... .

Y which, as we shall see, scales quite differently with 12, 13, ge' gi

and Kd •
e

• than the y from the two term approximation. In the lIDsheared,

small Il
h

limit of Re' - ~n the first four of these hecome unjty, Kd.t:. is

....
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neglected, and this improper scaling is irrelevant. In the present

work, however, we are interested in the corrections arising from these

factors, and so the ~'o-term approximation becomes essential.

Using the two-tenn approximation to C, we: see that C has two

zeroes, one at w' = w*, and the other at

where w~ = ~ci' The flnal near equality follows from (111-104), and

the large argument limit (111-112) on th~ A£. We define nas the value

of w' at which C is a minimum; this occurs roughly midway between w* and

(1 II -128)

We need the derivatives

a 2B =-2TA g w./w,3. (III-132)
w oe e

Now we solve (II1-l26), expanding in ow:: w'-n. At w'= n, we have

a C = 0, andw

........ a
w
2~la·u.,2c'" •(A:e&e"" w£t€j/ (~!i£g; Wii~) ~·(8~2'r-!th~;g/tr£g~f< ~ i·, '(ili:'i33)··· •.- -. ..

so that we may neglect a 2B• The ISEC mode satisfiesw
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o .. (A + B) I •
wISE<:

so the full dispersion equation (111-126) may be written

(I II -134)

(LI-135)

where all coefficients are evaluated at n. This is a quadratic equation

in ow with solution

- 2ow :: w'-l1 = - (a B/a C)w w

(III-136)

Instability arises when the expression under the radical is negative. The

destabilizing terms are -2>. ZKd /a Zc and -zen -wISEC)a B/a ZC. Fore e w w w
instability, l\'e must have

Z 1 2(?i-wISEC) + >. Kd /a B>-Zd B/a C - c/a B. (IIl-137)e .e. w w w w

We maximize the growth rate y by letting w.o:W, so that C(?i) = O. From

Eqs. (111-130), (111-31) ,we estimate the size of the other stabilizing

term, (awB/dwZC)Z, from

Neglecting this tenn as well gives us a maximized growth rate:

Ymx2 ~ 2n (1-w1SEC/li) 0wB/ow%C + 2Ae2Kd.e./ow2c

2 2 - Z:: en /813A~r/' )[1- w1SEC/ 0) Aee&e o}o Ai Kd•e)·

(II 1-138)

(III-139)
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In Appendix E we use an analogous procedure for the one teIlll

approximation to the dispersiion equation, obtaining Eq. (E5) for y 2,
rnx

which iJeglecting Kd . e .) has a fonn quite similar to (III-139), but with

a factor (13~gn/~ g), instead of the factor (~ g /813~ngn)',2) of
.X '- oe e oe e '- '"

(111-139). Using (111-112), and writing b. ~ )',2, the ratio of these two
1

2 .,., 2 2
factors is (81 3 ~R.g9."r." /~. '~oe ) ~ 8/211 :::: 1, where we have taken the

limits 1_, gn g ~ 1. As mentioned previously, therefore, though the.) ...... , e

scaling of Yrnx with these factors is very different for the two approx

inJ;jtions, in the limit that they are usually taken, the two expressions

for the growth rate are approximately the same.

For the negligihle shear regime, g = g. = 1. From (111-139),
e >.

we see that y
2

is affected by 13, and also ~nplicity by 12 , which changes

w1SEC as in (111-120). These effects are readily seen graphically. In

creasing I 2 increases term A' in Eq. (111-126), thereby depressing the

line -A' in Figs. 14 or l5a. T'nis in turn increases the gap between

(-A') and the miniJm.Jn i.n (B-+C), enhancing i, as well as decreasing

wl~EC [and so increasing (l-wISEC/ n)]. Increasing 13 increases the cur

vature d
w

2 CL , and thereby is stabilizing, allOWing the same gap in (B-+C)-

II 2 2 2
0A) to be bridged by Y d

W
C, fur smaller y .

We must no· consider the dependence of the quantities 12 ,13 On

the physical parameters. Without loss of generality, we may restrict

ourselves to positive k2, relying on the very general symnetry prop

erty25,26 of K
s

in EC{ (III-48), that if[¢(~cJ satisfies Eq. (III-I), so does

[¢*(x),-w*l, i.e. under the mapping (~,w) ... (-~,-w*),the physics is unchanged. In

- addition, we maywith~~tlo~~cl~~~~~~.iiiytake·K·:> D': 'TaKingK <OwIIl'merelyn . n

cause the drift mde (w - w.) to interact with a Bernstein harmonic
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(,.j- - Rni , instead of w- Rni . This change leaves Epi S iKn/kZ unchanged.

From the definitions following (111-118) of l Z,1
3

, we see that

l-IZ - Ql = w'-w•. At YCYmx we have w':: IT c w., and so l/:: O. The

effect of l Z on Ymx is therefore negligible. Also, we have

13 :: I - R.Kn/kZ = 1 - £pi' Since R.,Kn , and kZ are all positive, in

creasing Kn decreases 13 which, from the foregoing discussion, enhances

'Ymx
zover the value one would expect if the nonlocal correction K nn ....

were neglected, especially for l~lrger t. The validity of expression

(111-139) and the concomitant scaling, Ymx
z- 1

3
- 1 :: n-£pt)-l, are

limited, however, by the convergence condition (111-116), and by the

validity of the truncation at second order III ow used to obtain Eq.

(111-135) •

Just as for I Z' the effect of increasing Kd in Figs. 14 or.e.
lSa is to further depress the line (-A') thereby enhancing i, as is

algebraically corroborated by Eq. (111-139). We shall see shortly that

the eigeronodes are localized at a min:iJm.m of K. Accordingly, as exo

plained in Sec. III.D.I, Kd is real and positive for this shear regime ••e.
Thus, for fixed t, the higher -n modes (Which have larger Kt~. = fnKd~~)

should be IOOre unstable. This enhancement may be tmderstood in the fol-

lowing manner. 33 The factor Kd arises in the dispersion equation as.e.
an average of kxZ(x) over the extent of the mode, and so many be grouped

with the VaclUll term k/ which also appears there. Neglecting the expli

cit factor Kd•e • in (III··139), we have that y~-n-2-w;-k;=k22+( Js5.
Thus higher - n modes, having larger (JstZ), should have larger i. From

Fig. lSb, we note that use of the one term approximation would indicate
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that these higher n modes are more stable than those with lower n, j~~t

the opposite behavior from that just described.

This increasmg mstability with mode number n has limits, however.

The first of these is the mode localization condition, Eq. (III-47),which

gives a maximum value nmax to the mode index n. As will be shown shortly

-7
(cf. Fig. 16b), Ko (x) has a M;ll of depth Kd= Kd= r\ ~, where r is some fraction

0":; r < 1, \..nose exact value depends upon the particular densi ty profile. As n

increases from zero, Kd(n) = f Kd(O) increases, and so does the mode growth.e. n .e.

rate. Finally, as n-+J1 ,Kd(n) takes on the maximum value for which (IJI-47)
max .e.

isnot violated,i.e. Kd(ne) In=n ~ Kd = rl. i-
2• This determines nmax . From Eq .

. , max
(I JI-139) , the contribution of this to (Ymx/lI j ris about (r/8IfR-gR-)- (l:,r/8).

The second restriction on this analysis is that, if (Ymx/lli) be

comes greater than unity, the approximation of separate harmonics we have

been using becomes invalid, 34 and one should perform the sum over R., to

obtain a valid dispersion equation, i.e., one should employ a straight

line orbit at proximation for the ions. This approximation is considered

in connection with the IDC instability by Zelenyi. 32 Here we shall employ

only the separate harmonic approximation, our principal interest being to

illustrate new effects brought out by the present formalism, rather than

exhaustively studying this instability. Applying this separate-harmonic

limitation

2
1 > (y IQ·)

mx 1
(III -140)

2
to the effect on (Ymx/~\) from Kd •e . alone, we find the restriction

1 > R.,r18

for the validity of the present analysis.

(III-l4I)
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If (111-141) is satisfied, we may imagine decreasing Kn from

some appreciable value, and observing the instability of the modes for

some fixed value of L A5 the well width (-L ) is increased, keeping
n

its depth about constant, y for a mode with a given n decreases, butmx
higher n modes arise, with the highest n mode roughly satisfying

J\ . (n) -- r i,. 2
d.l'. I

i\ccorJingly, we expect the: maximLnTI grOl-ith rate from al J

modes of a given 2 to decrease only slowly, due solely to the effect on

Eg. (111-139) of increasing 13• This slow stabilization of the i-modes

continues until K becomes so small that 2 ~f Eq. (111-lZZ) drops be-n m~

low L At this point, all modes with h.lrmonic nunber 2 become stable.

We now proceed to apply the variational condition (111-43), to

determine the position Xu at which the IJIOde is loed ized, and accordingly

where (111-139) is to be evaluated. Taking g =1, Eq. (111-119) be-e

comes

Z -Z-Z
K =k +I

Z
\' +A [1-/\ (1+ TW./W')).o - 1 e oe (III-14Z)

-ZNoting that \ W. - n(x) K (x) =n' (x) =a n, we see that the factore n x
\;Z T w./w' reaches a maximum where n' (x) does. At this point w./w':: 1.

-ZFrom this information, in Fig. l6a we sketch the factor \ w./w', as
-Z -Zwell as \. = \ ,versus x. Using this with Eq. (III-14Z), in Fig. J6b

1 e

we sketch Ko (x). We see that Ko has a single minimum x=xo ' occurring a

bit on the low density side of the point Xl where n' is maximum, in agree

ment with the numerical findings of Ref. Z1. The maximum in Ko (x) to the

low density side of xo is unsuitable for Berk-Pearlstein type mode local

ization, since in this shear regime ge c: g2 = I, for all x.
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llLD.3. IOC Instability with Moderate Shear

Now we are ready to consider the, problem of the IDC instability

in the regime of intennediate shear, where the scale lengths Ln , Loe '

which enter into Ko(X) and Q(x), may be comparable. For ~ < 1 (which

is a valid assumption even for strongly inhomogeneous plasmas such as the

Tormac sheath), it is in this regime that the transition from Pi/L¢ < 1

to Pi/L¢ > 1 occurs. However, as discussed in Sec. III.C.S, the change

in the actual fonn of the dispersion equation in making this transition

is quite minor, so that the analysis in either range is essentially the

same. For definiteness, we shall consider the regime Pi/L¢ > I, so that

51. (111-4lb) is the appropriate dispersion equation.

'~\e can put the dispersion equation into a fonn very similar to

Eqs. (111-125) or (111-126) (which applied to the negligible shear regime),

by some generaliz~d definitions of the symbols used there. We define

w*' as k~K v. 2/n., as before, and generalize the shearless definition of
L. nIl

UJ' as foHm,s: w':: w~ :: W- k2vE- k:r'lIe' We also write W* :: w*i

+ k2(uEi - vE) + k3 ll\\'II' and wR, :: R-noi + k3 llw ll , where 1l\\'11 :: wll i - Klle'

the difference in parallel drifts, which produces the shear. The disper-

sion equation (111-4Ib) then appears as

2 -2
= k + A [1 - A g (1 + TW*'/W')]- e oe e

_Zw'-w*
+ A. [1 - LAo·g" (-,-_-)] + Kd •e .,

1 R, ••1 '" W wR,

where AR,i is given by Eq. (D3D) for t.e regime p/L4J > 1.

(111-143)
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We consider the size of t.wll ' and the effects on the dispersion

equation caused by it. Using Ampere's law, we estimate the size of K
S

011-144)

where B:: 8n p/B2 is the usual plasma e. For the stronger-shear portion

of this intermediate-shear range, [e.g., from the point (Ks/Kn)=(Loe/Ls£~)

where the strong convergence c0ndition (111-111) breaks down, to the point

(K /K ) = (£L IL n 2) where localization condition (111-102) is violated] ,s n oe s n

using the values n - .2, £- 10, T - 1 as in Sec. III.C. 5, (K It': ) lies inn s n

the range .01 to 1. Therefore 11 = (K IK)n may take un values from abouts s n n

.002 to .2. Strictly speaking, because it is based on Poisson's equation

instead of the full Maxwell equations, the present formalisll is valid only

for low B plasmas. Taking B- .01, using (111-144) tells us that (llh/1/v i )

falls in the range .2 to 20.

In addition to the term k3 u~1 in the definition of w*. finite

!"lIi enters w* throug}. the terms w*i and k2(~i - vE). Using Eq. (IIT-86)

for u-. and the analogous equation for w*., i.e.,
-bl I

-1
W*i:: W*i(v3 = "'"i) = W*i (v3 = 0)(1 + Ks!",,/S"lCi)

-1
:: W.: (1 + Ksw,,/S"lci)

one finds

(111-145)
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Assuming "IIi - llI'i1 ' we see that w* may experinece a fractional shift from

its shearless limit w* 1 of (K \'111 ' /f] .) - (1':.\, /v.) n - B(6\\ /v ) 2 which
s 1 Cl II 1 s- II i '

with the parameter values just estimated, falls in the range 4 x 10-4 to 4.

The shift in W* away from the value W* I used in previous analyses of in

stabilities L~volving this diamagnetic drift frequency may therefore be

quite significant.

As noted in Sec. 111.0.2, for finite k_(x), electron Landay darnp-
"

ing will set in, localizing the mode. We therefore expect the mode am-

plitude (and source o' free energy) to be greatest at that point Xz where

k
3

(x
Z
) = O. In contrast to the unsheared case, we are thus at liberty

charige the point of mode localization, by varying k or k .y z
The localization of the JJIOde is detennined by Ko ' which, from

(111-119), is given by (recalling IZ ~ 1 for Pi/L~ > 1)

z -Z - Z
K '" k + A. +A [1- f\ g (l+lW;/W')],
0- 1 e oee (III-14 7)

the same as Eq. (III-14Z), but with the factor g == l-W now x - depen-e oe

dent. Taking Xz as our origin (x2 = 0), in the neighborhood of x '" X z
we have:: -", w/lk3(x)v 1- L /Ixl. Using Fig. 11, therefore, in Fig. l7aoe e - oe

- zZ/Z
we draw -ge(x), Since WI(z) - e , at x '" Xz = 0 (-gIe) and all its

derivatives are zero, giving it a flat bottomed appearance.

For x/Loe < < I, ge ~ I, and Ko goes to its unsheared value,

sketched in Fig. l6b. For x/Loe > > I, ge -+ 0, and Ko-+kZ
+\-Z(Iz+l). In

the region x/Loe -I, the variation of gRe gives the real part KRo of Ko

a double-well fonn. This is sketched in Fig. l7b, for Loe a bit shorter

than Ln , and for x = Xz taken to the higher-density side of the point Xl
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where n' .. O. Also drawn (dashed curve) is the fonn of Ko for the tID

sheared case, from Fig. l6b.

For weaker shear, the position of the double wells about x =x2

caused Oy &e will move out toward Ix I = co, the resultant shape of ~o

moving toward its shearless vCJlue in the region of the well induced by

n', .mere a free energy source is available. Thus, for Loe greater than

L , but comparable to it, we may still have a potential well (a 2JL > 0n x-~

at x =x 2 instead of the hump (ax2~0 < U) shown in Fig. l7b. In the

following, we shall assume L < L , so that the situation is as in Fig.oe n

l7b. The analysis for the weaker shear case is, however, similar, con-

necting the shearless regime of Sec. III.D.2 to the shear-dominated one.

The variational condition (111-43) for Xo allows xo to be at any

extremum of Ko' However modes centered at any xo besides xo':: x2 will be

strongly damped, and so we consider only this local maximum. In addition,

in seeking the most tIDstable case, we choose ky, kz so that x =x2 falls

at the bottom of the well we found in the shearless regime.

As discussed at the end of Sec. 111.D.l, modes localized at a

maximum of K will have Berk-Pearlstein type localization, with a ando

Kd being (fonnally)imaginary and negative (a :::0 -ilal). Using the asymp-.e.

totic value W(z) z:" - z 2, and our assumption that the curvature of Ko at

xo is dominated by the factor ge' we find

1 2 -2 -2 -2'2 'Ox/o:::O - Loe A2 Ae (1 + lW... ' fw'),

and (111-124) becomes

(111-148)
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Evaluating the dispersion equation (111-143) at Xo =x2 ' we ~gain

have g = 1. Analogous to (111-126), we rewrite (111-143) ase

(UI-ISO)

- A' + B + C, A' ::

This has essentially the same form as Eq. (111-126), and the same

method of solution may be employed. There are certain differences worthy

of note, however.

To begin '"d.th, while Kd was real for the shearless regime,.e.

here it is imaginary, and the corresponding effect of Kd •e • on the growth

rate will be quite different.

Secondly, while ge = 1 for both the moderate shear and the un

sheared cases, gQ. is not equal to one, due to the dependence of \Ii on v3

or u. We have gQ.:: 1 - W(:Q.i)' where zQ.i =n2J/k3'vil, nZ = w'-wQ.' and

k3' :: k7 + Q.K /2 = £K /2. As described in tp£ discussion follOWing Eq •
•.1 5 s

(111-96) and illustrated in Fig. 12, for w' near the Q,th Bernste~, har-

monic (w' - W n =:: Mn ., a < Q. < 1), the Q,th harmonic amd nearby hamonics
JC Ol.

Q. I may have IzQ,' I :s I, and so gQ,' is apprec:iably different from unity, with

both real and imaginary parts. For the Q. and Q,+l tenns kept in the two

term approximation, one has zn· ::: 2M/Q,T) and :n+l:::2(tlQ,-I)/(Q,+1)T). If
•.l. S JC S

we let M:::.i, this gives ZQ,j :::-zQ,+l,i::'(Q.T)s)-l Therefore we shall take

gQ,+l = gQ. in the following analysis.

http://-AS.fi
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In addition, although expressions (D29) and (D3D) for II
h

are

quite similar, they are not entirely identical. Even if one writes
')

a = (k~) and sets n ~ 0, as done in Sec. III.C.S to achieve a formalx

resemblance, lI~i (Pi/L¢ > 1) is still down from A~i (Pi/L¢ < 1) by a factor

of ~T1/2. Also, Cl is now an imaginary ntmlber, and so wil1 affect the mode

growth rate differently, in the stronger-shear end of the moderate-shear

regime, where Cl - kZ
2 And lastly, the higher -n values of Ah are equal

to (_l)n c times the n=Dvalue, lin' (n=O). For n odd, c =0, and thereforen ",1 n

SiB = 0, and the IOC instability vanishes. We shall therefore henceforth

consider only even-n perturbations, for which A~i(n) = en A~i (D).

Finally, the effects of the finite parallel currents \\/15 present

with finite shear make themselves known in (Ill-ISO), through the gener-

alized meanings of W*, w£' and nio . Each of these effects may be seen

either graphically from Fig. 14, or algebraically, in Eq. (111-136) or

(III-139), ~-'lhich, with suitable reinterpretation, are valid for the mod-

erate shear regime, as well as for the negligible-shear case for which

they were derived.

For fixed w*', Eq. (III -146) tells us that as \'lIi is increased,

w* decreases, while n . "" n (1 + -Zl K wI' . In ) increases. Thus the point
01 c S 1 C

W' = w* at which term C in (Ill-ISO) or Fig. 14 passes through zero shifts

toward lower values, while the spacing n . between consecutive poles of
01

C increases. Tenns A and Bare tmaffected. Thus the values of 'IT and ke
at which maximum growth occurs will also be shifted.

The situation is different if instead the shear is induced by

increasing -w
il
e' taking wlli equal zero. In this case w* ~ w* I, Qoi = nci

and, aside from the difference induced by Kd ' the dispersion equation.e.
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is the same as in the unsheared case.

Now we solve (III-ISO) for the growth rate, lL<;ing the two-tenn

approximation, as in Sec. III.D.2. We again define TIas theroint atwhich

dWC = O. Using the facts that g£== g£+l' and that 11£== 11£+1 [ef. Eqs.

(111-114) or (111-113)], we find from (111-129) the relation

(Ill-lSI)

Thus TI again lies on the real w' axis, between w£ and w£+l' r.vthing

now follows as in Sec. III.D.2. In particular, Eqs. (III-134) thnugh

(I II -136) are again valid. 1he growth rate is again maximized by th~

expression on the right hand side of (111-139), but no, this expression

is no longer real, due to Kd . e ., 0 in 11£, and g£. Instead, one must write

(III -152)

From Fig. 11, one sees that as ZO"::::: (£11 )-lmoves in from infinity,
",1 s

gR£ ~ Re g£ first increases from one, and then decreases to values below

one in the (strong shear) regime where z £i < 1, while gl £ = !mgt is

negative, becoming largest around zR,i = 1. Combining this with the facts

that Kd :::. -i /Kd/ I, 0::::: -i 10 , and the dependence of 11 0 " in (D30) on n.e. e. ",1

and 0, we schematically represent (111-152) as

(n)
y

mx

(n=O)
y

mx

1/2 (n=O)
(n!) y

mx (III-153)

(n=O)
y

rnx

1/2
iIJ}
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where gR - ig I =g£ = gR~ - ilgI~I, R corresponds to the term with

(1- i.JJISEC/n), and I corresponds to the term in Kd.e .. From this we

see that the effect of nonzer0 a, Kd•e ., and gI is principally to cause

a shift in the real part U)< I of w'. The effect of increase (decrease)

in gR from unity is stabilizing (destabilizing), and the higher n (n even)

modes again have larger growth rates th,Ul the n=O mode. The lilnits on

this increase of Ymx with n, due to an upper limit nmax of n, and due to

the breakdown of the validity of the present twv-term analysis at

ymx /l2i - I, are the same as discussed in Sec. III.D.2.

The effect of shear on the IOC instability in the intermediate

shear regime is thus the following. The distance L~ over which a given

mode is localized narrows, as L- l dominates L. However, there is nowoe n

a spread in the positions xo at which a given eigenmode may be localized.

An eigenmode is localized at the point xo where k3 = 0, and its growth

rate, being proportional to the free energy source [-n' (x) :: dn/dx), is

greatest near the position where n ' is greatest. Taking a superposition

of the unstable modes localized near the most unstable position, one ob-

tains a perturbation which is broader in x, which twists with the magnetic

field. but which has a spread in frequency and growth rate. This is the

"quasiJnode" pictur~, introduced by Roberts and Taylor3S in connection

with MHO resistive instabilities.

For a given ~, the larger n modes Cn even) have larger growth

rates than the n=O mode, as found in t,le negligible shear regime. The

growth rate of the n=O mode is not radically reduced by shear in this

regime. It maybe somewhat enhanced, in fact, for zh becoming small
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enough that gR < 1 (which, we recall, can occur due to the dependence of

\I . on u ::: ""3 - "'I .). Finally, the val ues of TI and kZ at which the max-
01 11

imum grolo'th appears is modified by the fact that n . 'f. n ., for appreciable
01 cJ.

To obtain a criterion for shear stabilization, therefore, we must

proceed to stronger shear. This is done in the following section.

111.D.4. Instability with Strong Shear

In this section we consider what happens when shear becomes 50

strong that localization condition (111-47) is violated, even for the

n=O mode. In this regime, we find from Eq. (111-147) the well depth

K
d

~ (A -2 + A~2) = A-2 (1 + T), and from (III-149), IK
d

I-L -1). -1 x
e 1 e .e. oe e

[1 + ell< 2]1 / 2 - L -l[A -2 + .2]1/2 _ L -l[min(). p )]-1 Condition
we loe - oe e Pe oe e' e .

(III-47) then gives the localization criterion

(III-lS4)

~nen (111-154) is Violated, the final (n=O) mode can no longer be local-

ized by K , 50 that no modes satisfying appropriate boundary conditionso

exist. The IOC mode is then stabilized. For typical parameters of con-

finement devices, "'A/Pe -1, and so (III-154) gives the stabilization

criterion

(III-ISS)

Combining the results of this and the preceding section, for a

given .e, as shear is increased from zeTO, the maxiJmJn IDe growth rate is

relatively insensitive to the shear. until the regime satisfying Eq.

(III-ISS) is approached, at which point the instability disappears.
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This behavior, as well as stabilization criterIon (III-ISS), is in

qualitative agreement with the results of 2elew'i, 32

llI.E. Further COIIITlents on the Formalism

The application of Sec. III.D made use of come, but not all, of

the novel features of the stability fOTW3lism. One principal restric-

tion on the formalism as developed here is that it is based on Poisson's

equation, and therefore electromagnetic correcticns which one expects

for perturbations in higher B plasmas are not taken into aCCOlD1t. "Ian)'

of the interesting features of the formalism (e.g., the v3 dependences

of n " u..., and w.) become significant only for substantial shear, and
01 1:

for larger shear one needs larger S, for realistic plasmas.

The formalism should be readily generalized to allow for arbi

trary electromagnetic perturbations, replacing Poisson's equation (Ill-I)

with the full Maxwell equations

V x[V x E(~)l- (w/c)2 E0)= (41Tiw/c2)i0)=l: fdx'Ks(~,'~"w).E.(x')'
s (III-156)

The structure of the tensor conductivity~ is analogous to that of the

scalar conductivity Ks we have used, with the PR.' s which appear in ex·

pressions (III-48) for Ks replaced by iR.'s, where i~ l~):; e ~ (2) x

o[~-.!: ~)J, analogous to the definitio~ of phase function p~L~).26

This analogous structure insures that K can be written in a form paral---s

leI to Eq. (111-4), and given this crucial property, the formalism

developed here follows.
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Thus, though the specific results which the present formalIsm

yields carmot be taken too seriously for higher-B plasmas (such as

To"nnac), the novel effects of appreciable shear indicated by the

formalism will also arise in the electromagnetic formalism, and should

be taken into aCCOl.U1t in any careful treatment of the stability of

sheared plasmas.

In the present work, the variational formulation was used to

obtain dispersion equations in the regime p" IL~ < 1, and in the re-
I "

gime PilL¢> > 1, where the mode equation is intrinsically integral in

nature H. Berk has suggested33 that in fact perhaps SiB can be eval

uated in closed form for arbitrary p/L¢, using the Gaussian form

¢10 - expr- io.(CX)2] for the trial function. If such an evaluation

proved possible, the smooth interpolation done here between the small

and large - pilL¢> regimes could be checked, and additional insights

might be gained on the treatment of such fully nonlocal problems.

Another possibly useful direction for generalization of the

formalism is to relax the assumption of a slab geometry, considering,

for example, the near slab geometry of Part II, or perhaps even breaking

the toroidal symmetry as well. Provided one can find a complete set of

particle invariants I, expressions (111-48) for K , upon which much of
- s

the fonnalism is founded, remain val id. For example, for the near slab

case, the slab invariants I = (J, P , P ) used here are replaced by- y z
.!. = (J, Jb, P<t»' where the canonical angulaL momentlDJl P<t> specifies the

a surface ~ lying at the banana center, and the botU1ce action J b char

acterizes the area enclosed by the banana. In addition, expressions
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(111-13) and (111-14), which are the abstract expression of the formal

ism for the one degree of freedom (slab) case, are readily generalized

fOl1llally to the two or three degree of freedom case, merely by replacing

the scalars k, x, and ax appearing there by vectors. To give physical

content to these formal expressions, however, one must be able to WTite

Eqs. (111-48) for these geometries in a form analogous to Eq. (111-4).

This entails, basically, being able to associate some average position

~ with any given value of the momenta I. The attainment of a physically

meaningful generalization of this sort, and applications to modes in

which inhomogeneity parallel to the magnetic field plays an essential

role, are problems for future stLrly.
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APPENDIX C: DERIVATION OF lliE CQ\'Dtr:TIVI1Y KERNEL

In this Appendix lie derive an expression for the conductivity

Kernel K defined by Eq. (III-lob). in a canonical framework. T'ne
5

expression derived is quite sllnilar to those obtained in Refs. 25 and

26. but has a fonn which is more useful for our PUIlXlses. We perfonn

the derivation in a bra-ket notation, sllnilar to that of Lewis and

S}~n,36 wluch allm\5 for a very concise expression of the results.

As in Sec. III.C.l, we consider a three-dimensional plasma,

..·ith unperturbed Hamiltonian Ho (.!) [denoted by H(!) in the main text),

where I are three canonical momenta, constant in t~~e, with conjugate

coordinates 8. For any phase functions F(;), G(;) [~ = (8,.!)], we denote

by F, G the correspond ing Lie operators as in Part I I ,

Then the Vlasov equation reads (species label suppressed)

(d t - H) f = 0,

(C1)

(C2)

and writing H = Ho + HI' f = f o + f
1

, the linearized Vlasov equation is

. .
(el - H ) f = H f = - f H_.

t 0 1 1 0 0 "1
(C3)

Henceforth we shall for notational convenience employ bra-ket

notation. with states defined over the phase space, spanned by the ortho-

nonnal basis I~) = I~, 1.). Thus, for example, f(;) :: (~If). Then Eq.

(C3) becomes

(C4)
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Solving this for If l ) •

- -1·
If)=-(d -H) flH>

1 t o· 0 1 •
(C5)

and therefore the perturbed charge density Ds~;t) due to species s is

given by

or in the frequency domain

- -1'
p (x;U!) = < p(x) I (iw + H) f IH1 >
s~ - os os

(C6)

(C7)

Here the state Ip~) is the contribution to charge density of a particle

at a given phase point l:

< llp~) :: eo[~ - E.(l)] = efdE'ol.E'-Q el)] o[~ - E. (2)]

= < IIe fdE 1 I ~, E' > , i. e.

Ip~) > = e fdE' I~, E' )·

We consider electrostatic perturbations,

Putting this into (C7) and comparing witn Eq. (III-lb) yields

(CSa)

(CSb)

(C9)

To put (C1O) into a more explicit fonn, we introduce another

orthononnal basis I.B:, 1. ) :

-H·e
I -~<Z £, I) =Ne cC!-I).

~- - ~
(Cll)
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TIle normalization constant N is detennint"d by the requirement of ortho·

N = (2n) -3/2. (C12)

TIle basis I!, 1. > is chosen because these states are the eigen-.
states of the Liouville operator Ho ' One has

Hl£., I > = i h3H fa I I £, I> :: iR,n I£., I >.
0-- - 0--- ----

(C14)

\'ie shall assume that fo is a function of both H and 1., in general. Then
-- 0

since Ho = Ho (1), one has

f = (afo/dHo) Ho + foI , fol :: - (af lar)' alae. (C15)
0 o - -

The I!, .! > are also eigenstates of fo and foI :

foIl!, I) = i!,af/a1.I!,J>·

Also, one has that

(C16)

• -1' • 1 •
(iw + Ho) fo (iw + HO)- [af/aHo(iw + Ho) - iwafo/aHo + foI ]

.., -1 ..,..,
afo/aHo + (iw + lio) (- iwa/aHo + f oI )' (CD)

.
In less formal tenns, in (C17) we have written the factor (af /aH ) H

000. .
in f as the sum of a total time derivative {af /aH )(iw + H ) and ao 0 0 0

remainder, so that the integration along unperturbed trajectories in-

duced by (iw + Ho) -1 becomes trivial. This technique has been used

previously by other authors,32,35 in a less formal, non-canonical frame-

work.
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Inserting the identity dyadic~ ~ F~, 1) ( .&.' .! I between
I ~

(iw + if)- i and both (p (X): and jl' (x'» iJ1- (UO), alld lI~jnr
o 0 --

E4S. (C14), (C16) and (C17), one obtains the dccanposicion:

(ClSa)

The "adiabatic tenn" K A is purely local, and 1-.)- independent.s.

coming from the part df IdH of (iw + H)-1 i :
o 0 0 0

K A~.Xf) =411 ;p(x) Idf lCiH lp(x') = A -2(x) 6(x-x'),s - ~ 00 - s~
5 S

where A; ~J=Ts~)/411ns(~) e
2, ns(~) :: fd~6[~-.!: (D] fos' and

-1 -1 J -Ts ~) = -ns (~) d~ o[~-.!: (~)l afo IdHo ' The remainder, KsB ' is
5 s

(Cl8b)

given by

(e18c)

w+ 9. 0 rl
= 41T I f dl (p~) I.&.,.!)

9.

K B(x,x'; w) - -411 (p(x)!(iuJ+H )-l(-iwc.1f I'dH + f r)!O(x')
5 - - - a 0 0 o. -

5 S 5

w'd f I'dB - 9. o 'df I'd!o 0 - 0 -
5 5 5 - ( 9, II p (x' ) .

Defining p R, ~ ID by

(CI9)

-3 f -Hoe
= (21T) d~ e - - e 0~ - .!:. ~),

we write (C18e) in the more standard fonn

-
KsBl".!,!'; w) = (41T)(21T)3 l fdJ.. PR,l".!1D

R- -

w'd f 13H -R,°'df I'dI
°s °s - °s-

w + R,on
PR,*l".!'IJ..).

(C20)
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Dropping the explicit dependence of £0 on "0' the adiabatic term KSA

and the term in af /aH of (C20) vanish, and one obtains a form para1o 0

leling that of Refs. 25 and 26. In our work, it is more convenient to

instead drop the explicit dependence on one of the canonical momenta II

(the gyroaction J). The term af /a1 in (C20) then has only two compao -

nents.



APPENDIX lJ: EVALUATION OF SsB IN THE REGJ1.fi: r>/L~ > 1
. "

We here ontain an approximate expression for the contributIon

SsB of KsB or KsB to S, valid in the regime where the mode locallzatlOn

length L is small compared to the f.'yroradius ,) of a typical particle
~ s

of species s. We take for our distribution function the drifting ,~x-

wellian form (111-83) used in the appl~~ations of Sec. 111.0, though

this particular form is inessentIal to the eva~uation method we llse.

From the discussion in Sec. 111.B, SsB is given by

analogous to Eq. (III-g). We use expression (111-83) for f~ in Eq.
-'

(Ill-52) for KsB ' I'erfonnillg the :'alllC m,JJ] ipulat iOIl:' a;; dOIlC III

Sec. III.C.3 and III.C.4 to evaluate KsB (k,x,-k'), and setting

~(x) = ~1 (x) eikx , ~(x) = ~1 (x) eikx , with ~1*(x) = ~1 (x) as in Sees.

III.B.l and III.B.3, we have

where

_2 ex> ex> -y u2j2 -y h'
_-I.. (X)L2rrJdu!dh 1 go e S e S

S ~ -ex> 0

- - -1
x ] (~) ] *(ip) (w'-w ) (w"_~n -k v -k 'u) .

~ ~ *s 0 2 B 3

(D';)

(D3)



The only difference between the quantity KsB(~'x,¢» here and the expres

sion for KsBCk,x,-k ' ) in Eq. (I1I-8~), is in the replacement of \(!~)

defined by

J,.(~,!_J) _ Jde 1 (c,k ,k Ill) ¢·Cx • X + 0)-£ y z '0

(D4)

-1
(27r)

(06)

~hcre ~e recall that k = Y k + z k_. The difference between I n (k) and
y ~ ~-

]. (¢), then, comes just in replacing a pla~e wave form e ikx by the form
, ikx _ _ -1/2. _E,2/2

¢(x) = c ~l(r,) I· = ex (x-x)], wIth ¢l(r,) = <iJ
l

(n = N B (S)e ,. a n xnn

as specIfIed in Eq. (111-31). Putting thIS form for ¢ into (D4) and

using r ('C-) = X + 6x (S), we have
x a

(DS)

where G = x - X the distance between the point x of mode localizationo a 0' 0 -ikX
and the guiding center X of any given particle. The factor e 0 in

o ikX
(DS) is unimportant, cancelling a corresponding factor e 0 in J9-*C<I»

in (D3).

The integration Jdu over parallel velocity in (D3) is unchanged

from that done in Sec. III.C.4 to evaluate KsB(k,x,-k'). The integration

Jdh' over perpendicular velocity done there used a factor y /2TT froms

go = CYS/2TT)3/2 to yield the integral

-y h'
2TTCYs/2TT)Jdh' e s J~2C~0) = A~(bs)
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in expression (111-92) for KsECk,x,-k), in the approximation of har

monic gyromotion. Our result for K B here wiill thus be the same as
5

that expression, but with the J£ in (06) replaced by Ji(~)' It is

therefore convenient to extend the definition of AiS from its value

-b
IisCh) e s for the regime p/L¢ > I, namely

-y h'
AiS (D

O
;p/L

iP
>I)=Ys!dh'e s ~(IjJ) ~*(¢). (D?)

(We note the dependence of this quanhty on D :: x - X .)o 0 0

To evaluate J~(¢), we refer to Fig. 18. Assuming hannonic gyro-

mohon in this regime also, with

(DB)

ex (0) = x sinOo 0'

as in Sec. III.C.2, we see that the particle trajectory passes through

the region of wave localization at two places (0~ 0t ) for Do/xo < I,

and not at all, for DO/XO> 1. For particles having a/xo < 1, we

approximate the true trajectory in the region of wave localization by

straight line orbits. From Fig. 18, one has that

o !xo 0
(D9)

and so, calling the particle velocities at 0t in the bl and b2 directions

v1±' v2±' using (DB) gives v1+ = - v1_,v2+ = v2_ :: v2, with
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The integration over 0 in (DS) breaks into two parts, which we

denote by JR.'!; : \ = I JR.'!;' For each of these, we replace 0- 0± by
'!;

r. t, and extend the limits of integration to ± ex> for both, pennissible
o

since the Gaussian factor in ¢In introduces a cutoff in the integration.

Using (DS), we then obtain

where K = .lrto + kZvZ + kv1+, A =Clvl + and 6xZ,!; =6x ZO (G'!;). The exponen

tial factors outside the integral, which for shcrthand we refer to <'3 , .'

will cancel against the factol in JR.' The integral itself is simply t.1e
Z

Fourier transform from t-space to K-space of the function e-At IZ~( ./Zt ).

For n = 0 we have just the Fourier transfonn of a Gaussian,

(::1Z)

Given the (n_l)th solution ¢l(n-l) of the Weber equation (111-: J, it is

easily verified that ¢In is given by

(Dl3)

(In fact, this is where expressions (111-34) and (111-3Sb) come from.)

Letting the "raising operator" (znf1/Z(-aE,; + ~) act on tJ- Fourier

representation of 4>ln(E,;) = (Z1I)-1 Jdq e iQC 4>ln(Q) , one f nds that

(D14)

Therefore

(DIS)
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Le., the Fourier transfoIlTl of the eigenii.mctions of the Weber equation

are again eigenfunctions of the Weber equation, a result to be expected,

because of the syrrmetry of that equation with respect to E; and -dE;'

Applying this to Eq. (Dll), one has

2-q /Le , (D16)

where q :: K A- 1/2 , and N
im

= i n (2'll/A)1/2 N
xn

- -*To evaluate (D7), we need J£ (iJi) J£ (¢). Each J£ here is a sun

f JH over contributions from the crossings at 0~. We are here inter

ested in the ion contribution SiB for the ion drift cyclotron modes.

For these modes, one has k
2Pi > > 1. Therefore, in moving from 0+ to 0_,

the particle phase factor e~ will be highly sensitive to any sorts of

perturbations present, e.g., from other modes, from orbit modification

due to magnetic inhomogeneities, etc. We thus assl.JJle that, in averaging

over all the particles in the distribution, that contributions from cross-

- -*
terms J£~Jt; are negligible, i.e., we assume that

(D17)

Using (D16), we then find

(D18)

where
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We assune the orderings

(D19)

already been dis

cussed. With this assurtion, we neglect the tenn levI. in q2, making

-1 -1 1/2k«L =a <kPs ¢ - - Z'

of which only the assunption Ie < < 0.
1/ 2 has not yet

KsB and SsB independent c·f k. This assUlIption was used in the variational

equation (111-27), which lead to the result that k = 0, consistent with

k < < 0.
1/ 2•

A

From (DID), the particle velocity Vol in the bl direction at the

guiding center is given by Vol = no xo ' a..rad the perpendicular energy of

1 2gyration h I is given by h' = 2 \'01' Thus from (DID), we have

h == 1
2

v
1

2• =h" 1 (n 0)2
-2'00' (D20)

Using this and (DlB) in (D7) yields

(021)

where n == ysh, and using Eqs. (DID) and the above approximations,

(D22)

If we let n(and so VI.) go to zero, corresponding to the particle tra

jectory which has 0olio K 1 (so that the particle moves straight along

the crest of the Gaussian) t the factor e-n/n in (021) becomes infinite,
2

but this factor is IOOre than conpensated for by the tenn e -q EO e-flo/I) ,

which arises from the rapid phase oscillations a particle traveling
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directly along the Gaussian crest sees, due to the factor (~~o+k2v2)'
2

The term e-q thus provides a cutoff at q ~ 1 1TI the n-integration

in (021), and so we replace the factor e -flo/'! there with a step function,

equal to \IDity for 11 > no' and zero for n < flo.

If we consider for the moment the n = 0 case, the fl - integral
00

in (D21) is

ftmetion. 29

the falloff

J d'l e-n/n =Ej(-no)' where Ei is the exponential L~tegral
110

For 11
0

> U, this function falls off monotonically. For '1
0

>1,

is dcminated by the exponential factor e- n in the integrand,

Ei (-f) ) - e -110. As f) TO, Ei has a logarithmic singularity. Thisa 0

limit corresponds to the situation (912
0

+ k2v2) ... 0, for which the

straight line orbit approximation we have made yields an artificial res-

onance effect. In this limit, we expect that the cunrature of the par

ticle orbits, as well as the other orbit modification effects, will act

to make the f)-integration be well behaved as 11
0

... O. Combining these

expectations for the large and small 11
0

behaviors of the n-integration,

we approximate that integral by e - flo, for all 11
0

• For n = 0, then,

Eq. (D21) becomes

(D23)

the

For larger n, the factor H 2(q) displaces a larger fraction ofn _
_q2

integrand excluding e in (D21) toward larger q values, or smaller

f) values, so that a smaller and smaller proportion is left in the region
_2. . 2"

where the cutoff factor e q is substantlal. We thus approxJJnate ~ (q)
_q2

in the region of substantial e (small q) by its q = 0 value,
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n odd
n even. (D24)

We thus see that for larger n, 1~1s(n)1 falls off rather rapidly from

the value ~1s(O). Defining en = 1~1s(n)/h1S(D)I, then, we have Co =1,
-1en:: 0 for n odd, and en .:0- (n!) for n even, and so from (D:!l), (D23),

and (III-30a)

(D25)

To evaluate SsB' it remains to put expression (D25) for A£s into

Eq. (111-92) for K B' and then perform the x (or ° ) integration indicateds 0

by (D2). Assuning for simplicity that since rp =: Pi/Lp < 1, we may neglect

the spatial variation of all terms in KiB but that of A£i' we may readily

evaluate the integration in SsB for the ion species. Again only for sim

plicity, we first neglect £ in comparison with k20
0

in (D22), in view of

Eq. (III-104). This gives

_. 1 (n ° )2 (lc n In)2 -1
no - '2 Ys 00 2 coo. • (D26)
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-bThis expressIon stmply replaces the factor ~~I ~ 1~(bi)e 1 appearIng

in the form for SiB valid in the small - ~i/L¢. reglffic, l.e.,

(D28)

where

(D29)

(D30)
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APPD,1HX E: CNE TERM APPROXIW.TlCJ~ ro TI-IE roc GRC)o,"Ili RATE

Here we derive an expression for the roc gTOIo'th rate, using the

usual approximation made in analytic analyses of the IOC instability,

in ~tuch we keep only the £th term 1n factor C L~ Eq. (111-126). As

S~TI 1n Figs. lSa, lSb, we here redefine f, from the definition used

in the two term ~Lalysis of Sec. Ili.D.2 by

a = a (B + C) I
UJ II

This gives

(EI)

(E2)

As 1n Sec. II1.D.2, we expand the dispersion equation (1I1-126) in

6w ::: (.;' - rI, again neglecting a 2B in view of (II 1-133). Using (I II -134)
w

as in Sec. II 1. D. 2, and neglecting the tenn in Kd for simplicity, we.e.

obtain the quadratic equation

(E3)

with solution

(E4)

In contrast to the two term approximation, a glance at Fig. ISb

shows that here a 2 C < 0, and so here the term Cia 2 C is destabilizing.w w -

AsstUlling that w1SEC ::: Q , we neglect the term in (Q. w1SEC) in (E4) and

use (E2) to obtain the desired result:
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2
Yrnx

([5)

Using the fact that here n~ wISEC ' and that w. is what we call n (at

maxinun growth) in the two tenn approximation, we see that the factor

(1 - IT/w.) here corresponds to the factor (l - (LISEe/ 71) of Eq. (111-139).
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SY1>ffiOL TABLES FOR PARTS I, I J. A\D J J J

Thl? follm.. ing tables provide an explanation of the symbols LL~eJ,

Ci indicate ~here in the text the s~~bol is defined or introduced. A

sep3rate section is given for each of l';irts J, II, and 111 of the text.

S\'mhc.Js ...·hose use is restricted to the imnediate vicinit)' of the place

t~.('~· are defined arc not i!'1c:luded.

In Table .:>' of each part is gi\'en a list of general nJtatioll.:l1

cOn\'entJons used throughout that part. T3ble f; is a listing, in alph:i'

bet ic;ll order (Latin alphabet fnst, tJlen Grech alphabet), of the sym-

bol~ LL~b1 in that part, follo...·cd by the s\'TT1bol's meaning or ....here to

find it. The ::')"1'ilb01 is given, follo... ed by ::. hyphen, followed by in'or-

mation gi\'ing the symbol IS meanin t;. /Jere. if the defining equation

referenced occurs in the same part as that to which the symbols table

refers, the part number is not given. For exarrple, in the table for

Part II 1,

means s}~ol 1\1). is defined in Eq. (111-83). The notations "b(83)" and

Iff (83)" indi cate that the definition is made in the text in the iTroTledi-

ate vicinity before (b) or following (f) Eq. (111-83).

"nen a symbol has more than one important equation indicating

its meaning, a multiple notation may be given, e.g. for the symbol Ks

of part 1II.

Ks - [ (8). (45) j ,
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both Eqs. (HI-B) and (lI1-4S) are useful in understanding its meanln/.;.

In certain cases, where context should make the meaning clear, the Sa1"C

symbol has been used for different quantIties. In thes~ few cases, the

symbol itself is repeated in 1able k.

Finally, SOfT)(: of the symbols with related meanings fall into

"notational group,,-" of similar symhals, for example the various contri-

butions to the Ha-niltonian:; Hi !';,Y! II. 10 aid the reader in Tcr,cnher-

inl-: the significance of and differences aITiong thes,: related quantities,

in Table C of Parts 11 and !ll, a description is given of the more

important notational groups of those part".

PART I

Table I.A) Conventions

Notation

tilde

superscript "sc"

components i = J,2,3
of a vector V

~lcaning

physical specification
of the quantity in question

"self consistent"

Examples

f X As' 0'-

- sc
~-§I.C.l, beginning, ~ -§I.C.l,

Table I.B) Symbols for Part I

A - [vector potential, b(l)J, ~·§I.A., A-§I.C.I, beginning, A-§I.C.I,

beginning

~c-§I_C.I, beginning, A3-(19)

B;;; I~I, ~-[ magnetic field, (l)J,

begiJUling

b
l

• (i = l,2,3,)-b(l9)

es - charge of particle of species s
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Fs (3ClJ

f s ! §J.A, §l.C.2), f s [§l.A, §l.C.2)

Ii- l(~ I, (species label suppressed)), H'-§I.C.3, beginning,

H'-§I.C.3, beginning, ~n-f(23J

h ((,7), (species label suppressed)), hl,~' [(4)

) f' ~] I

J gYT03ct ion

n(\) - I guiding center density (species label suppressed), (23))

r· (F'y'F'z) - b(4). P2- (A-I). P3- (19)

J1 = (px,Py,pz) - b(4)

R (~6J

T temperature (subscripts suppressed)

U I §] .A, (14))

\. - (5) (species label suppressed)

-\'11 - [§l.A, (19)], Vi' ( §l.A, (20)) , VII - §I.C.2, beginning

Vi - §].C.2, beginning, VI 2'(20)
•

\\Ij - (parallel drift velocity, §I.C.5,end I

-Xo - I §I.A,(l7)], Xo - §l.C.2, beginning

x - §I.A, beginning

Y - guiding center y coordinate

y - §LA

Z ' bTUiding center z coordinate, ~ , f(22)
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z - § LA

y - inverse temperature (subso'ipts suppressed)

n . §l.A, beginning

o - g}'rophase

n - (2) ,n
xx

· (3) (species label suppressed)

~ - ~lectrostatic potential, ~ - §J.C.3, beginning

n· gyrofrcquency, f(2J)

PART I J

Table Il.A) Conve;,tions

Sub· and superscripts

m

n

overbar

inverted carat

Meaning

order in E expansion

order in n expansion

number of perturbative
transfonnations applied

time average over
unperturbed trajectory

Lie operator

ExaJ!!Ples

K = IE90 K
£ £

Table II.B) Symbols for Part II

A - [vector potential, (2), (3)) , -\ - [vector potential, (2), (3)) ,

~ - f(IOO)

a - f(49), a - f(49)

B - (magnetic field, (41)] , Bll - (magnetic field, (4)} , ~ - f(lOO)

~ ~

b. - b(99), b+ - (104)J _

Com - f(81)
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cl ,3 - £(53), ca ,p-£(66), cs ·f(69)

O2,4 - (80)

d - £(53)0,2,4

E - [particle energy, (71)) , E(x)-[electric field], E
1

-f(91), Eo-fOOD)

e - bel), !U' b (2)
-lJ . .
G - (22), G -(22), G-(20)
n n

gW- _ [metric tensor,§I1.C), ~-(48b), gU(u = a,B,¢)-b(2)

H - (see also Table II. C for all symbols H,h):

H - [particle Hamiltonian, (5) ), H'-(l6), If{ §II.B,HI.H,(35)),ff-(30),. .
Hob-(39), Hoo-(39)

h - §II.B,h'-[ §II.E.l, beginning, (48a)), hO-[ §II.B,(SO)), hn-(19)

J - g:'roaction, JO-f(l), )0-f(91)

j - §1I.B, jO-§Il.B

K - (see also Table 11.C for all symbols K,k):

K - [guiding center Hamiltonian, (89)] , Kim-(l), lfl-(36)

k
n - (9)

lrl - magnetic modulus shear length, lrl ;: min(Ls'Ls), Ls-shear scale

length, L1 ,1I-§II.A, beginning

Pb - Table I1.C, P¢-I §II.O, beginning, Taole I1.CI, P~ -( §1I.B, Table

11.C I

Px - f(l), p~(~ =a,B,¢)-§II,C

q~(~ = a,B,¢)-§!I.C
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R - (§ I I. B, (22) j, ~ - r. §I1. B, (22) I. Ro-§I1. B, R' -§I I. B

S - (§II.B,lO]

T - f(l), Tn-§II.B

V - (6), V I - (75), Vm- (4Bc)

v B

v 
-0

(117), vE- (l03) , vi -f(l26), v
oi

(i = 2,3) -f(lOO), vOI -b(l22)

f(lOO)

¥ • ¥

~tm - b(79), ~n-f(37), ~n-(37), ~lh-b(34), K10-b(43)

Xo - b(99), X20 -(117), X30 -(118)

x - f(l), x
j

-b(99), xo·f(112), x20 (119)

Ym - (63)

Z - (see table II.C for all symbols ~,~)

Cl - [f(I),§II.Cj, ~-["banana center," §1I.C,endj, Clo-[§II.C,end(47J,

a -(Bl), an-f(75)o 0

e - [§II.B,§II.C]

oXo - (111), oxl -(112), oX 20 -(119), ox21 -(120), ox31 -(121), oPe-(14),

oPe1-(72), oCl-rf (47),(49)), OClo-(64), OCl1-(65), oe-(15), oeo-(71)

oel - (72)

E - §II.A, beginning

n - §II.A, beginning

e - gyrophase, eO-f(l)

°e - §II.B. e -§!I.B
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,,- f(104), "B S-f(104), ,,£-(109)
•

~ - magnetic moment

p - [particle g)7or~dius, §ll.A]

~ - [electrostatic potential,(6)]

¢ - (toroidal angle, §II.C]

n g)7ofrequency, Do-lf(40),f(49)], DL'(90)

'~;D - bounce frequency

Table II.C) Notational Groups

1) Hamiltonians: In general, symbols H denote Hamiltonians (or parts

of Hamiltonians) for the full (2-D) particle motion problem; symbols h

demote those for the frozen -A (I-D) problem. Superscript n denotes

the Hamiltonian after n perturbative transformations. ~ and kn denote

the angle-independent part of ~ and hn , respectively, and so the guid-

ing center Hamiltonian K. being fully angle-independent. satisfies

K = H"" = K"".

Each hn is expressible as an expansion in n fef Eq. (19)J. with m

denoting the power of n:

Each ~ is expressible as an expansion in both n and £:. with indices

m and £, respectively:

""
~ =! £:~

£=0
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The original particle Hami 1tom an , expressed in terms of the cur

vilinear coordinates (a,e,¢) and their conjugate moment a. is denoteJ

hy II. The symbol II' denotes a useful nor,-canomcal expression [Lq. (Ito; 1

for the Hamiltonian, and h' denotes the Hamiltonian fur the frozen-;'

prohler.1. before transfonridtJOn to action-angle variables fEq. (17)).

:) Lie Generators: The Lie generators for the frozen-A transfoITiLltions

Rn arc denoted Gn ; those for the transformations Tn of stage tv.o are

denoted K
n

. The corresponding Lie operators are denoted Cn and ~~_

3) Phase varIables: The variables for the restricted (I-D) phase

space of the frozen-A problem ar~ denoted by the general symbol ;. ..... ith

a superscript m;,tching that of the corresponding Han.iltonian, i.e. h'(;.').

hn(~n). Analogously. the variables for the full phase space are denoted

by.£. When occurring without superscript, ~ denotes either the variables

of the full problem in general (so that any HP may be considered as a

function of ~), or the specific phase variables of the guiding center

Hamiltonian K :: It'. These variables are

Z (0,J;b,Pb)'

where we have suppressed the variables of the trivial toroidal deg:ee

of freedom, the (constant) canonical angular momentum P~ = P¢ , and its

conjugate toroidal coordinate, as done through most of the text. hnen

occurring with superscript, i.e. ~, ~ denotes the phase space variables

of HP.
By the symbol ~, we refer either to the phase variables of the

frozen-A problem, described above, or to the variables (a,B,~,Po,Pe'p~)

in tenns of which the original HaII'iltonian H is expressed.
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Tahle 111-,1.) Convcntion;;

5 species s f l.
5' 5

contribution froF.l part f,,-
of distribution f

s
.J

hannonic nLJr.lber

;:, I (fomall:'J rCdl and 1J:laginary
parte;

\I' =\.; • lW
DC Roc roc,

Table 111. B) ~s for Part 11 I

,\ (2(1), ,1.-[(126), A'-f(126)

B (20), B-f(126)

C (20), C- [(126)

V
G

- (15), DB -b (16)

dk - [total derivative k'. r. to k, (]6) ]

Eo - (67), e-f(48)

FBI, P2 - (7:)

f - (42), [5,(48), [ .-b(68)
n sJ

go,1 - (82), ge,R.-b (125) .. gRe - (120)

H - b(48), H'-b(68), h'-b(68), Hn(C)-(34)

I- b(48), 1-(51), 11-(96), 1
2

3-(118), 1R.-(87),

J - b(48), . R.-§III.C2, JR.- (62). 3£-(49)
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K· (ll), Kd-(47), Kd. e .-[f(29),(4Z),(46)], Kd~~.-~4Z), ~-b(64),

K n -(41), K -b(64), K -[(10),(54),(56)], K -(48a), K A B-[f(Z5),n..... o.m. s s s ,

(48)], KsA-(56), KsB-[(5Z),(54)], Ksf(76), Ko-[f(37),(1l9)]

A I

k - (10), k'-(lO), ~-(53), k-f(50), ky,z·(Z), kZ,3-[(58a),(68)], k3 -(75)

~,~,n,S . [end of §IlI.A], Lp-f(109), LQ- (37), L¢-b(30), Loe - (106)

R. = (R.,R. ,R.) - (48), R. -(122)
- Y z max

ms - mass of particle of species s

t\ (n) - (31)

n - [mode index, f(41)], n(Xo)-f(7Z), n
s

(Xo)-(81), n'-f(14Z)

P = (P ,Pz)-b(Z), Pz 3-f(69}y ,

Q - (21), Qd-b(47), QR,I-f(31), Q'-(22)

R - (82), B-b(49)

r - b(140), o~-b(49)

S· (5), SiB-(26), Sv,s-(5), S<-[b(l7),(26)), S>-(26)

s - sp~cies label

T
s

- temperature of species s

u - b(67), ~- [(70) , (86)]

VB - [(73),(11-117)], vE-f(72), vs -thermal velocity of species s,

Vsj - [thermal velocity of component j of species s,f(7Z)],

VOl - [b(67), §1I.K.3], vOZ - fb(67) ,HI.K3], v3- fb(51) ,§II.K.3]
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W (:) - (88), WR.s-(9Z), WR,1- f (96)

\'11 - !b(67),§I.C.6,(species label implicit)]

Xa - (4), Xzo- (73), x30 - (73)

~ - (1), ~'-(l), x-(Z), x'-(3), xO-(Z8). xo-[(58),f(11-112)}, xl -f(14Z),

"Z-b(l47), x20 · r(58), (11-119) J

Y - b(48)

Z - b(48), Z(:)-(89), ~-f(48)

zR.S-(87)

a - [b(3l), (45)], a1 :: 1m ()

s - (144)

f - (18), fR,1-f(19), f l ,Z-(19), f lR-[f(19),(64)], f l1 -f(19)

l:J.9. - f(96) , l:J.w
ll

-b(l43)

ax,k - partial derivative w.r.t x or k, ax :: ax' ax·partial derivative

w.r.t x acting to the left, 6/6f(x)-functional derivative w.r.t.

function f(x), 6xo- [£(57), (II-11l)], 6xZO -[£(57), (II-130)],

oy-b(49), 6z-b(49)

~Q9. - b(116), EpR.-£(llO), E$R.-(lOl)

n - §1II.A, nB,~,n,s-§III.A, nQ-(105)

°- rgyrophase,b(48)], 0k-(6Z), 0
0

-(58b)

~ - b(48)
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KB,~,n,S - §III.A, Kfj -(72), Kp-f(118), K~-b(25)

A~ - (92), A~i-[(D29),(D30)], A~s[(92),App.D]

A:: (w,ky,kz), As-[Debye length of species s,(e18)]

p(~) - (1), Pi-lion gyroradius,§III.AJ, p~(~.I.!J-(48)

o - (4), 0'-(4)

t - (120)

¢(~) - r(l),§III.AJ, Hx)-(2), ~1-(13)

Xs - susceptibility of species s

,-' (x) - (5), II> 1- (13)

n - [gyrofrequency,b(48)], n-b(48) , n -(59), n -(59), nl 2-(87),- co,

IT-[b(128) ,(151)]

W - (1), tl.\'-(69),w' ::w~-(124,b(143)],w"-(75) , w-(127), Wf\':witi -(l26),
,

Wf\'-(123), Wf\' -(84), Wit .-(69), we-relectron plasma frequency, (122] ,
s SJ

[Note: Species label s has been suppressed in the frequencies n, nc '
, "

no' nl ,2' W , w .J

Table III.C) Notational Groups

1) Sca11~ lengths L, reciprocal scale lengths K, and inhomogeneity

parameters of expansion e: and n:

Ly :: :scale length of any quantity y(x), e.g. ~ :: plasma scale

length, Ls :: scale length for variation of magnetic field.
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K == L-1
Y Y

EYR- == t/k2!y, ry == p/Ly

2) Contributions K to the dispersion equation:

Subscripts denote origin or ftmction of tenn:

v - vacuum, s - contribution of species s, sj - contributl~n from portion

fsj of distribution fs ' d - well depth of K(x), for localizing modes,

d.e. - contribution due to solving a differential equation, h - contri

bution from assuming small gyroradius (hannonic) particle orbits, n.R- 

nonlocal contribution, o.m. - corrections due to anharmonic orbit modifi

cation effects, 0 - zero-order approximation to K, for determining mode

localization, < - nearly local portion of K.
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FIQJRE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Reference pseudotraj ectory !(x) mode1ing the Tormac sheath

region, and the corresponding magnetic field ~(x). for four

values of x.

Fig. L. Illustration of the graphical method introduced in Sec. I.e.l.

For three particular values of x on the self-consistent pseudo

trajectory ~sc(x) (labeled 1, 2, and 3) are drawn lines of

constant guiding-center position X in the P-plane, which lieo -

in the direction of the magnetic field ~ at those points. The

parallel velocity ~I at Xo is the distance from the pseudotra

jectory to any point!: considered, as shown for the point

labeled "c" on line 2.

Fig. 3. Sketch of the form of the effective potential V(x/P) in which

a particle with canonical momenttun !: moves, for points!: like

point "a" of Fig. 2, which lies on two lines of constant guiding-

center, correponding to the two minima in V(x). Depending on

the \'alue of the energy H, the particle may be confined to one

of the two wells, or it may pass through both wells. in the

course of an oscillation.

Fig. 4. Pseudotrajectory ~(x) for the simple example of magnetic field

~(x) with constant JOOdulus and shear scale length. For this

example ~ is parallel to ~, as are the lines of constant guiding

center Xo(E). here drawn for the particular value Xo=x2·
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Fig. Sa. The ~ or ~ plane of the (H,E? space over which distribution

fs is defined, showing the reference and self-consistent

pseudotrajectories Kand ~SC, a single constant guiding-center

line, and a number of sample points A., corresponding to the
-J

integration boundaries in Fig. Sb;

Fig. Sb. Slice of the (H,~) space corresponding to the Xo=constant liIle

in Fig. Sa, sholo.'ing the H-integration boundaries for points

~j of Fig. Sa. The curve labeled "0", corresponding to point

A =Asc(X ) on the self-consistent pseudotrajectory, marks the
-0- 0

boundary of the "physical region." The curve labeled "1",

corresponding to ~l=~(Xo)' marks the boundary of the "quasi

physical region" (cf. Sec. 1.C.2).

Fig. 6. Sketch of contours of constant f(H,E?, along an Xo=constant

slice of the (H,~) plane, for the loss-cone distribution

function of Sec. 1.C.3. Outside the 'luasiphysica1 region, f

is taken equal to zero.

Fig. 7. Numerical results of W. M. Sharp, applying the methods of Part I:

Ca) Reference and self-consistent pseudotrajectories ! and

~sc JOOde1ing the Tonnac sheath. The proximity of ~sc to ~

indicates that the goal of resemblance of the self-consistent

and the reference magnetic fields has been achieved.

(b) Magnetic field !!=yBy + zBz and its JOOdu1us I!!/ as functions

of x (in units of the ion gyroradius Pi).

(c) Electrostatic potential ~(x). The large values for large
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x/Pi reflect a deficiency of the particular IOOdel used for

f e (cf. Sec. I.C.6).

(d-f) Contours of constant ion distribution f i , at points

in the Tormac interior (d), sheath center (e), and sheath

exterior (f), for the model of Sec. I.C.6. The 'resemblance

of the physically pTescribed reference distributions (left

side) and the self-consistent distributions (right side)

reflects the achievement of the goal of Part I.

Figs. 8. Sketches of functions arising in the evaluation of the pseu-

dopotential U(~) in Appendix A.
~

Fig. 9. Coordinate system (bZ' b3) natural to a particular point

- -A(X ) on the reference pseudotrajectory, used in Appendix A
- 0

to evaluate pseudopotential U(~).

Fig. 10. Axisymmetric coordinate system (a,B,~) adopted in Part II

(cf. Sec. II. C).

Fig. 11. Real and imaginary parts of the plasma dispersion function

W(z) = (2n)-1/Z Idxx ex2
/ 2(X_Z)-l, for z on the real axis.

Fig. lZ. Sketch of the argument z£'i of the dispersion function

W(z£'i)' as a function of harroonic number £', sho\o,'ing that

for nonzero shear, a few values of £' may have z£' i suffi

ciently small that W(z£'i) is appreciable (cf. Sees. III.C.4,

III.D.3).

Fig. 13. Sketch of the scaling with shear (t<: /t<: ) of the various cons n

tributions to the dispersion equation (cf. Sec. III.C.S).

To the right of line a the stringent convergence condition
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(111-101) is violated. To the right of line b the less

stringent ,-onvergence condition (11 1 -116) is violated. When

the convergence condition is satisfied (violated), the former

(latter) of Eqs. (111-41) is the appropriate dispersion equa-

tion. To the right of line c, mode localization condition

(111-102) is violated.

Fig. 14. Graphical depiction of the dispersion equation for the IOC

instability, studied in Sec. III.D. Instability arises when

the SlDT1 of tenns B and C does not extend down to the w' - inde-

pendent line -A, in the interval containing Wit.

Figs. 15. Sketches of the two-term (a) and one-term (b) approximations

to the full IDC dispersion equation, which is illustrated in

Fig. 14. The two-term approximation accurately represents

the full equat ion in the interval containing Wit, in which

instabil i ty can occur, while the one-term approximation, used

Fig. l6a.

Fig. l6b.

in previous analytic studies of the IOC instability, does not.
-2 -2Sketch of the factors Ae Wit/W' and Ai versus x, important in

determining the form of the function Ko(x) in Fig. l6b.

Sketch of the function Ko(x) (for the negligible-shear regime

of Sec. III.D.2), which acts as a potential well, at whose

bottom unstable eigenrnodes are localized.

Fig. l7a. Sketch of the real and imaginary parts of the factor

-ge :: W(Zoe)-l, important in determining the position and

width of unstable eigenmodes in the appreciable-shear regimes

(Sees. III.D.3, III.D.4).
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Fig. l7b. Sketch of the real part KRO(x) of the function Ko(x) , for

shear length Ls large enollgh that Loe = Ls(w/kZve) is some

what shorter than density scale-length Ln (Sec. III.D.3).

Unstable eigenmodes are localized at the local maximum near

point Xz where k3(xZ)=O, in Berk-Pearlstein fashion. Away

from this point, the mode is strongly damped tllrough KID by

electron Landau damping.

Fig. 18. Depiction of the gyroorbit of a particle passing through a

region of mode localization, in the regime in which the

particle gyroradius Ps=xo is much greater th~, the mode

1 1· . 'd L -1/Z I h' .oca lzat!on Wl. tn ¢=a ntIs reglJlle, one may approx-

imate the particle traj~ctory in the mode localization region

by a straight line (cf. Appendix D).
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